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Weather

High 58e
Low 35°

BRIEFLY Falcons advance to finals again
CAMPUS
Apply now: Applications for
the Black Student Union's executive
positions are available in the Minority
Student Activities office on the third
floor of the Union. The deadline is
April 13. Applications for the Jackson
Tollivar scholarship are also avaiable
in the office and the deadline is April

NATION
Hostage hoax: President

Bush was tricked into taking a call
from a man he thought was Iranian
President Hashemi Rafsanjani to talk
about the hostages but the caller
turned out to be an impostor, the
White House confirmed Thursday.
The call was first reported by CBS
News. Confirming the network's
account, White House spokesman
Steve Hart said a call first came to a
staff member of the National Security
Council' 'from a man who claimed to
be an Iranian official" about a month
ago.
Since the president "has stated he
would talk to anybody if it would help
free the hostages,'' Bush agreed to
take the call.
PHI found effective: A
study in the New England Journal of
Medicine Thursday concludes a
French abortion pul is 96 percent
effective in terminating early
pregnancies. The pill, RU 486 or
mifepristone, is sold only in France,
where it has been available since 1988.
The study's results, which duplicate
earlier findings, show that the pill
works as well as vacuum aspiration,
the most common form of abortion,
when taken bv women up to three
weeks after they miss their menstrual
period.
The study of 2,115 women was
conducted by Dr. Louise Silvestre and
others from Roussel-Uclaf, the
French company that makes the
abortion pill.

Slow service: A woman has

received a postcard from her father
nearly 56 years after it was mailed,
and more than 40 years after he died,
the Post Office in England said
Thursday.
Dorothy Horton, 73, of Stroud in
western England, said she instantly
recognized the writing of her father,
Bill, on the early color postcard,
dated June 20,1934.
The postcard was found behind old
closets last week during
refurbishment of the Stroud sorting
office, a Post Office spokeswoman
said.

WORLD
Coup leader flees: The

former Afghan defense minister who
led a coup attempt defected
Wednesday to the Moslem guerrillas
he fought tor more than a decade,
sources said.
Gen. Shah Nawaz Tanai fled
Afghanistan on Wednesday with his
wife, two daughters and son, then
returned with the U.S.-backed
insurgents, according to rebel and
Pakistani government sources.
President Najib again claimed that
the coup Tanai launched Tuesday had
"absolutely been broken. Of that
there is no doubt." Tanai's flight
seemed to indicate this, but Western
diplomats and guerrilla leaders based
in Pakistan said fighting continued,
although on a smaller scale.

HISTORY
On this date: in 1983, it was
announced that WBGU Channel 57
would no longer air athletic events.
The cut was necessary because the
station's budget was decreased by
1120,000 from the previous year,
according to the station manager.
Compiled from local and AP
wire reports

Bonner, Albers
pace 66-55 win
over Rockets

by Matt Schroder
assistant sports editor

DETROIT — Bowling Green, in
the words of coach Fran Voll, decided to fight fire with fire.
The Falcons attacked Toledo
from close range Thursday night —
continually going to center Angie
Bonner — from the outset of their
Mid-American Conference
women's semi-final game.
The Rockets, with a packed-in,
two-three zone defense, put up a
fight, but struggled.
And down the stretch, the Falcons' offensive prowess overtook
the Rockets like hand grenades
would eventually defeat pop guns.
As a result, BG used a 10-3 run in
the final 3:44 to defeat Toledo 66-55
here at Cobo Arena.
BG, the three-time defending
tournament champ, advances to
the MAC Tournament final for the
fourth-straight year. The Falcons
will play regular-season champion
Miami, a 72-20 winner against Ball
State in the second semi-final.
But to get there, the Falcons had
to overcome Toledo, who had
defeated them twice during the
regular season.
Even though the Rockets had
four players around Bonner, the
Falcons still went to her.
"They would let me get the pass
D See Win, page 10.

Courtesy the Key/Eric Mull
Women's basketball team members Wanda Lyle, Tecca Thompson, Lorl Albers and Katie McNulty (le.'t to right) celebrate Thursday
night after the Falcons 66-55 victory against Toledo In the semi-finals of the Mid-American Conference Tournament The Falcons
now advance to the tournament finals at 2 p.m. Saturday against Miami at Detroit's Cobo Arena.

Debate focuses on campus safety
by Matt Mighell
staff writer

The tooth-and-nail fight for the presidential seat in
Undergraduate Student Government continued during Thursday night's formal debate with candidates
focusing on campus safety.
The candidates — John Corrigan, junior history
and philosophy major, along with Kevin Coughlin,
sophomore political science major, and Craig Taliaferro, senior political science and popular culture
major, exchanged their views in front of about 100
students in West Hall.
The majority of rebuttals and comments between
the candidates pertained to improving campus lighting, the campus escort service and student awareness.
Corrigan and Coughlin voiced support for compen-

Poindexter's
plans called
deceptive by
prosecution
WASHINGTON (AP) - John M. Poindexter
lied to Congress and ripped up a key presidential
document to "rewrite the history of the IranContra affair," a prosecutor argued Thursday at
the start of the former national security adviser's trial.
However, Poindexter's lawyer said he was
only following former US. President Ronald
Reagan's orders.
Prosecutor Dan Webb also told jurors former
White House aide Oliver North, expected on the
witness stand Friday, will testify that on Poindexter's instructions "he lied and he lied and he
lied" to Congress by denying the Reagan administration was secretly helping the Nicaraguan
rebels.
Webb said Poindexter later congratulated
North on lies that the prosecutor said "worked
like a charm."
But defense attorney Richard Beckler denied
that Poindexter ever lied to Congress, and he
told jurors: "Admiral Poindexter always followed the orders of President Reagan."
Poindexter tore up a "presidential finding"
that authorized a 1965 arms shipment to Iran
only "because he felt he was protecting the
president," Beckler said, echoing testimony
Poindexter gave Congress about the I
affair.

Tallaferro

Coughlin

Corrigan

sating the student escort service, but were opposed
on the ideas for improved lighting.
Melissa Brown. Corrigan s running mate and junior international studies major, refuted Coughfin's
claims of halogen lighting being impossible to implement. She said the lights were "available," "efficient" and "effective."
Linda Schnetzer, Coughlin's running mate and

sophomore art history major, said campus lighting is
inadequate in courtyards and several high traffic
areas.
A three-member panel and the audience asked
other questions relating to specific problems in the
current administration pertinent student problems
at the University.
After 90 minutes of slamming the incumbent
Coughlin, Taliaferro announced his resignation from
the candidacy and from further involvement in USG.
"I am unqualified," he said — in reference to holding a presidential seat in USG — but Coughlin also is
unqualified, he added.
Taliaferro also accused The BG News of labeling
him as an animal.
The Corrigan/Brown and Coughlin/Schnetzer
teams were both optimistic about the outcome of the
debate, and although no winner was formally declared, Coughlin was not shy to claim success.

40 protest at Union Oval
Central American rally lauds
Sandinistas, criticizes U.S.
by Tara A. Rainson
staff writer

Rallying for Central American awareness,
about 40 people congregated at the University
Union Oval Thursday carrying signs reading
"End the War in Central America" and "Contras
out of Nicaragua."
One student sang a Latin folksong, and another
sang a song calling for the return of American
soldiers from Nicaragua.
Guest speaker Paul Baker, who has worked
with Central American refugees, spoke against
the ousting of the Sandinistas in the recent Nicaraguan election.
"The Nicaraguan's had a choice between voting for the Sandinistas, who in their hearts they
really wanted, and ending our war and economic
embargoes," Baker said. "They voted to stop
their children from starving and finally have
food on the table."
"People are saying, "Thank God democracy
has finally come to Central America,' but it's a
travesty, really," Baker said.
One participant, senior French education
major Susan Plummer, said she wanted to make
people aware of a worldwide movement against
U.S. policy on Nicaragua.
American citizens hear many negative things
through the media about Central American
governments, and many postive things about the
.S. government's Involvement, Plummer explaine<,
D See Rally, page 6

BG News/Mark Deckard
Peace Coalition members Karen Nightingale. Scott Williams and Alan Rice (from left) hold signs calling for peace
in Central America during a Thursday afternoon rally to
protest U. S. policies toward Central America.
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Taliaferro lacks
a real concern
He claimed to care, but then he gave up.
As expected, the USG presidential debate
was laced with its share of sparring between Kevin
Coughlin and former candidate Craig Taliaferro.
Taliaferro pulled a typical example of his usual
grandstanding. He went through the entire debate
claiming to be the candidate who cared about the
students — especially those outside of the majority
— but then withdrew from the race.
Taliaferro's closing remarks were presented in a
way so as to make the audience believe the idea of
withdrawing had suddenly and miraculously occurred to him. However, this man is too shrewd and
cunning to have come to a decision like that as the
result of an impulse.
It is a shame he sold himself and the people he
claimed to represent out so easily. He said he was
tired of being slammed in public, but he certainly
appeared to be enjoying it. He usually even provoked it.
Just when things were getting a little too calm,
you could count on him to stir things up. Not necessarily a bad idea, especially if it is being done to
force people to deal with important issues they
would otherwise choose to ignore.
Many negative comments have been made about
Taliaferro throughout the campaign — some he deserved and some ne did not. The one thing he did not
seem to be was fake, but perhaps he is. He continually cried out for fair play and stood up for the
rights of the underdog, but now he has given up and
left them high and dry.
Did he really care?

Debate winner
is running mate
-lhe winner of last night's debate was neither John
Corrigan nor Kevin Coughlin — even though they
are technically the only candidates remaining in
the Undergraduate Student Government presidential election.
Linda Schnetzer, Coughlin's running mate, was
the true victor.
Throughout the debate, presidential candidates
were allowed to call upon their running mates to respond to questions. One of the best moves Coughlin
made all night was allowing Schnetzer to respond.
Her comments about campus safety were relevant, meaningful and very direct. It was obvious
that most people present believed the same. The
answer she gave was more complete than any
spouted by the other candidates present.
Coughlin's speeches often tend to be typical of a
politician and Corrigan correctly refers to Coughlin's answers as "sweet rhetoric." He obviously
knows how to be a politician, but is that necessary
to be a good USG president?
Schnetzer is a real student and expresses herself
in a competent, professional manner — not in a particular role, as the good or the bad guy. She is
merely a student who seems to care about other
students.
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Scandal rocks campaign
Note: the author refers to
himself in the third person. It's
really not that hard to figure out.
Trusthim.
News Flash!
Scandal rocked the Undergraduate Student Government
presidential campaign of Dennis
Robaugh, as reporters revealed
earlier in the week that his running mate Jim Tinker mismanaged campaign funds.
Photographs obtained from
secret sources revealed Tinker
flashing around exorbitant
amounts of cash at Elvis Presley's Graceland.
Financial documents show
Tinker spent $50,000 on 1,000
Elvis buttons, 25.000 Elvis sideburn kits and and a flashy, highcollared jumpsuit.
"I'm quite shocked that this
happened." Robaugh told reporters. But it does show that
he could effectively manage
USG's finances. And that is a
plus for our ticket."
However, a team of reporters
began digging into Tinker's
background and discovered a
sordid history which would impress even a British politician.
In high school, Tinker had
turned away from the allAmerican dream of becoming
Elvis and immersed himself in
Lennonist doctrine.
Pictures of a nude Yoko Ono
were found hidden deep in his
underwear drawers. When confronted, Tinker could offer no
suitable explanation.
"Hey, I was just a messed up
kid looking for an identity. Lennon turned me on," he said. "At
least it wasn't Reagan."
However, an enterprising
young reporter soon dug up another photograph which Tinker
couldn't easily talk his way out
of.
A photo of Spiro Agnew kissing a young Jim Tinker, swad-

dled in a blue baby blanket at
the Wayne Couny fair raised
?uite a lew eyebrows and turned
inker's face red.
"Hey, I was a young, impetuous babe. I didn't know any
better. You can't hold me responsible for things which I had

Market Square
Hero
by
Dennis
Robaugh
columnist
no control over ... things which
happened so many years ago,"
he said. "I hardly knew the
man."
Tinker turned violent.
"You won't have Tinker to
kick around anymore," Tinker
said, referring to himself in the
third person, a strange Nixonian
gesture. "It doesn't do any good
to demagogue Jim Tinker, although its fun."
But public opinion polls -show
the scandal did little to damage
their standing in the campaign.
Robaugh stood a firm fifth in the
ratings, following Kevin Coughlin, Craig Taliaferro, John Corrigan and Sparky, the dog who
pees on the bushes outside
McFall Center.
In other campaign news:
Revolutionary group of the
'60s and '70s endorses the
Hound-Dog Ticket!
The Students for a Democratic
Society (SDS), class of 1971.

have unanimously decided to
endorse the Robaugh-Tinker
ticket for USG President.
"We feel sold out by our original choice, Craig Taliaferro,"
said one member. "Taliaferro
almost has a real platform, but
we need a candidate who doesn't
know what the hell is going on."
Elvis' record sales surpassed
by new New Kids on the Block
album
The record industry announced that all-time record
sales for The King are now second to all-time record sales for
New Kids on the Block.
"I find this shocking," Robaugh said. "There is not much I
can do about it, however, I do
think instead of building a parking garage on campus, as
Coughlin wants to do, we can
work towards building an Elvis
shrine. That would put this University on the map.
"Maybe we can put some
Sressure on admissions to stop
lose fluff-chick New Kids fans
from coming to our University."
Coughlin fears losing presidential power; says he will use
ROTC to block tie change of
power if he loses the election
USG President Kevin Coughlin seized control of campus
ROTC yesterday following the
debate, citing concerns of rebellion on campus. He said he will
use the troops to "monitor the
polling places."
"I'm no fascist," he said. "I
just refuse to give up my seat
without a fight.
D D D
It is the end of the campaign
and Robaugh, Tinker and campaign manager Chuck Travis sit
around in West Hall smoking big
smelly cigars — thumbing their
noses at the Univesity's Fascist

Letters
Spring break chairman
urges safe alcohol use
To the Editor:
Spring is a great time of year,
especially in Florida. Our
weather is beautiful, it's the perfect time to visit our beaches
and other attractions. Our cities
and residents are ready to welcome vou with open arms.
At this time we want to remind
fou that, while we hope you enDy you spring vacation, you
must be aware of laws in Florida
that may directly affect you.
We ask that you respect our
"21" age drinking law. It is illeGreen Harvest

gal for anyone under age 21 to
possess, purchase or any way
obtain alcoholic beverages.
It is against the law in our
state for the driver or passengers of a motor vehicle to possess an open container of alcohol. Thousands of people die
each year in alcohol-related
crashes. We do not want you to
become another statistic.
Spring break can be a joyous
vacation filled with sun, sandy
beaches and friends. Too many
times, instead it turns tragic.
Only you can control how your
vacation will end. We want you
to return to you schools and families safe and healthy. Please

drive sober and don't ride with
anyone who has been drinking.
Sincerely,
Susan Larson
Safe Spring Break Chariman

Correction
Bob Rutkowski is a USG
at-large senator and a
member of University
Union Advisory Committee. This information was
omitted from an article
about candidates for USG
elections in Thursday's BG
News.

smokingpolicy.
"You know," Robaugh says,
"I think I bled this USG write-in
candidacy idea dry."
"Yes, you did," Tinker
agreed. "And I wasn't very fond
of it to begin with."
"But what about really making a difference in student
government." Travis implored.
"Oh, okay," Robaugh said.
"Students, vote for me if you
must. If I win. at least you won't
see Coughlin's picture on the
front page of The BG News
anymore/'
Robaugh is e columnist for
The News and his boss thinks he
has dragged out this Idea too
damn long.

Respond
The BG News editorial
page is your campus
forum.
The editorial page regularly features columnists
who write on a variety of
topics, from serious political issues to humorous
anecdotes and cynicisms.
You don't have to be a
journalism major or even
a student to write a column. The News encourages and welcomes any
and all guest columnists.
Additional opinions may
be expressed In letters to
the editor.
Letters to the editor
should be a maximum of
200-300 words in length and
should be typewritten,
double-spaced, and signed.
Address or on-campus
mailbox number along
with your telephone number for varificatlon, must
be included.
Columns may be longer,
although a length of 600-700
words is preferred. These
should also be typewritten
and double-spaced. University students writing
columns must provide
class rank, major and
hometown.
The News reserves the
right to reject any material that is offensive, malicious or libelous. All submissions are subject to
condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
2M West Hall
■ by Vlllamor M. Cruz
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'Massacre1 renamed to Dance to honor Mandela
indicate racial progress
in the world and want to express
ourselves as people concerned
with the world," according to
Wayne Berman, program coordinator for the Graduate Student
Senate.
The local band Groovemasters is scheduled to play and the
dance will be "fun* and is designed "to show a positive feeling and sense of joy," Berman

by Jill Novak
staff writer

by Jill Novak
staff writer

For the past three years, it has
been known as "The Massacre
on Racism" dance, but this year
"Unify 1990" is the new name of
the third annual dance scheduled for Saturday.
Corresponding with the name
change, the goals and the objective of the dance are also a bit
different this year.
The main objective is to start
off the 1990s by showing the University "we are trying to strive
for unity among all races and all
creeds of people and attempting
to get everyone involved, according to Jason Gladman, cochairman of the dance.
In the past, the "Massacre on
Racism'' theme was basically
for people to come together to

a to "stomp out racism,"
dmansaid.
However, the coordinators are
trying to move toward this year
because "we want people to
know that there has been a
change in attitudes because of
the past dances," he said.
For example. Gladman said
different organizations such as
Latino Student Union, Black
Student Union, Undergraduate
Student Government and Graduate Student Senate have come
together and learned each other s functions.
In the past, he said there was
really no committee interaction
and since then "we know what is
involved and we are coming
together."
Gladman said he "expects
that biggest turnout" for this
year's dance, hoping for "at
least 600 and as many as 1,000

people" to attend.

The previous dances had between 400 and 450 participants,
but this year there has been a lot
more publicity and more people
know about the dance, Gladman
said.
Although there are more than
30 groups sponsoring the dance,
the four organizations who initiated the dance are Phi Beta Sigma fraternity, Zeta Phi Beta
sorority, Delta Tau Delta
fraternity and Delta Gamma sorority.
The dance will be in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the University Union from 9 p.m. to
midnight and is free to all students with a student ID.
"Although it is not going to
end racism on campus and not
going to end racism in Bowling
Green, what it is is a step in the
right direction," according to
Tony Manolatos.

A free dance and celebration
open to the public honoring the
release of South African antiapartheid leader Nelson Mandela is scheduled tonight from 8
p.m. to midnight in the Ice
Arena lounge.
Graduate Student Senate,
Progressive Student Organization, Caribbean Association and
the African People Association
sponsored the dance after deciding his release needed formal
"We feel connected to things

However, it will also include
meditative and deep thoughts
from a variety of speakers, he
said.
Graduate Student Senate
President Ricardo Frazer and
Berman said they are "wide

open to any input" and if anyone
feels inspired lo share their own
work, relevant to issues of freedom, justice or liberty, they axe
welcome to do so.
This work could include poetry or any other variety of expressive activity at the personal
Frazer said he hopes the
dance will "raise the level of
consciousness (on campus)
about what is happening in
South Africa."
Hopefully, students' knowledge about the significance of
the release of Mandela will be
increased through the celebration, he said.

School bans liquor parties
said banning only hard liquor
may send students the wrong
message.
"It's one of those myths that

by Dana Nichols
USAToday-CIN

Distilled alcohol — the hard
stuff — has been temporarily
banned at student parties at
University of the Pacific, but not
beer or wine.
Vice President of Student Life
Judy Chambers recently announced the ban on hard liquor
rather than beer or wine because she thinks the possibilities
for abuse are greater with
mixed drinks.
The temporary ban on hard liquor is to be reviewed by the
university's alcohol policy review committee to determine
whether it should be made a
permanent policy.
One member of that review
committee is George Feicht, coordinator of alcohol and drug
abuse programs for San Joaquin
County. He praised the university's efforts to establish policies
on student use of alcohol, but

"It's one of those
myths that we
perpetuate that
whiskey is
dangerous and beer
and wine are not.
Beer and wine can
be just as
dangerous. Alcohol
is alcohol is
alcohol."
-George Feicht, San
Joaquin County
Alcohol Abuse
Progam Coordinator

we perpetuate that whiskey is
dangerous and beer and wine
are not," Feicht said. "Beer and
wine can be just as dangerous.
Alcohol is alcohol is alcohol."
The ban will supplement a
long-standing policy regulation
that any organized student event
where any form of alcohol is
served on campus must be registered with the administration.
In addition, any student leaders
who organize such events have
been required to take training on
how to handle alcohol use at parties.
The ban, like the established
dicies, will not cover private,
ormal gatherings that take
place entirely within a dorm
room. Chambers said. The university considers activity in
dorm rooms the private matter
of the room's resident.
Some students say the new
ban will be difficult to enforce
and unfairly robs them of the
right to make their own decisions.

Sewage Tour Guide

soiw—vi-d.

Biology graduate assistant Xingsheng Wan guides his Biology 101 class past a settlement tank at the Bowling Green wastewater treatment plant on Dunbridge Road. The tank separates the heavier materials in the
sewage from the liquid components. Every Biology 101 section goes on a tour as part of its class curriculum.

in loving memory of
Kevin Ross & Steve Hanna,
March 9th, 1985

Sponsored by:
The Brothers of Pi Kappa Phi
Inter Fraternity Council
Kappa Delta
Delta Zeta
Delta Tau Delta
FIJI
Kappa Sigma
PhiMu
Sigma Chi

NEVER AGAIN
Panhellinic Council
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Theta Chi
Sigma Nu
Chi Omega
Alpha Gamma Delta
Delta Gamma

"I'll never be able to understand it.
I was just with them the other dayYou never can tell when death will
strike the ones you loveThey always brought smiles to people's faces,
Forever laughing and joking and living
life to its fullestIt just doesn't seem right.
They had the world at their fingertips
and because of one man's decision to
drink and drive they'll never have
the chance to show how much
they had to offerI l\/»*
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I'll never KnowOne thing is certainThis should never happen again...
NEVER AGAIN"

THE BG NEWS

Freddie, Frieda sought
Students may apply, audition for school mascot positions
complete shock," said Julie
Zimmerman, this year's
Frieda Falcon and sophomore
elementary education major.

by Jacqueline Porter
reporter

University students will soon
have the opportunity to try
their wings at the positions of
Freddie and Frieda Falcon for
next season.
Four steps are used in the
selection process, according to
Brad Browning, director of
athletic promotions.
' "The application is the starting point. These are screened
for the interview," Browning
said. "After the interview,
people are selected for the insuit tryout, which is a mock
Krformance on the ice at the
; Arena ... knowing how to
skate is mandatory."
If a student is selected after
the in suit tryout, they will perform April 14 at Beta 500 to see
how they are able to interact
with a crowd. Browning said.
The final selection will be
made after that event.
"After each step that I found
out that I made it, I was in

"The current Freddies and
Friedas said that I was doing
good at the tryouts — but I
never dreamed that I would be
chosen," said Dan Skrovan.
sophomore RTVF major and
this year's Freddie Falcon.

"The hours depend on what
type of game it is," he said. "If
{ou're working a double basetball game you work from 5
to 11 p.m. — with hockey you
can work from 6 to 10 p.m."

"We look for enthusiasm,
organization, planning skills
and in-suit charisma. They
have to be time management
conscious and to be able to
create spirit and interest from
the fans," Browning said.
"They must have the tact to
handle all types of people and
situations."

The mascots travel in pairs
to away games — and each
pair appears at about four
games. All of the mascots attend away tournaments, Zimmerman said.
All four mascots divide the
75 to 100 scheduled appearances, Browning said. However,
they also can wear the costume in public whenever they
want to promote school spirit.
Browning's advice for potential mascots is being natural.
"Just be creative and be
yourself. Once you're in the
outfit, you're the bird," Zimmerman said.
"Don't be afraid of being
wild — nothing's too wild for
Freddy — the wilder it is, the
more hilarious it will be to the
crowd," Skrovan said.

Skrovan said being a Freddie or a Frieda is very time
consuming.

Applications are available
405 Student Services and are
due by 5 p.m. March 12.

Browning said the judges,
which will De the four current
mascots and himself, will look
for certain qualities during
their selection of the new
Freddies and Friedas.

BG's Oldest and Finest Pizzeria

CENSUS '90

$1 OFF ANY PIZZA
Free Delivery

352-5166
e,k>,$

pE^
Expires 4-30-90

Answer the Census.

Not valid with any other offer

JWSW

Be a Volunteer
Volunteers In Progress is now interviewing
for the following positions:

1.

Co-Chairperson

2.

Treasurer

Ti

Candidates vie for senate
by Matt Mighell
staff writer

The 12 at-large senatorial positions for Undergraduate Student Government will be clenched next week by the best of 21
candidates.
All undergraduate University
students are eligible to vote in
the March 13 and 14 elections
deciding both senatorial positions and presidential tickets.
The election polls for the
March 13 and 14 elections will be
set up at the University Union
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., at Jerome
Library from 6 to 11 pm. and in
the Student Recreation Center
from 6 to 9 p.m.
Senatorial hopefuls are preparing for the election and want
students to be aware of their
qualifications to fill the position.
Teamwork and decisiveness
typify the campaign ideals of
Tricia Bailey, freshman undecided major.
"I work with many groups in
my sorority (Kappa Kappa Gamma)... and I know that it takes
teamwork to get things done,"
Bailey said.
Bailey said her decisions in
USG would be based on listening
to both sides of an issue, not
jumping to conclusions, to decide on an issue.
Leadership qualifiers for the
USG position include being elected to the Kappa Kappa Gamma
scholarship committee and a
member of the Honors Student
Association, Bailey said.
Making USG a government for
every student is important to
MarK Blakely, junior production
procurement major.
Blakely said he wants to solicit views from the average student "not just those who are
currently involved in USG."
"I take more than one point of
view and act in the best interest

NEW NEW NEW
University Union Weekend Food Service
Falcon's Nest open from 10a.m. -6p.m.
includes cafeteria and grill line
Pheasant Room Sunday Buffet
All You Can Eat
From 12-2 for $5.75
Coupons, Cash, MC & VISA Accepted
(Prout Cafeteria closed on Saturday & Sunday)

3.

Publicity

Call 372-2843 to set up an
appointment

Daffodil Days
March 20 & 21
order Daffodils by
March 15
help fight cancer

MASSACRE OF RACISM III
UNIFY 1990 DANCE
FREE
SPECIAL APPEARANCE BV
CROOVEMASTERS
THIS SATURDAY FROM 9 MIDNIGHT
GRAND BALLROOM
BRING B.G. I.D.
REFRESHMENTS
WISH TO SHOW THATB.G. STUDENTS
CAN SOCIALIZE TOGETHER AND
HOLD AN EVENT
REGARDLESS OF RACE

Knlttle

Liegl

of the majority," he said.

Communication skills are a
viable part of the senatorial position, Blakely said, and his
work with students, parents and
faculty as a University Ambassador is pertinent.
Carrying her leadership from
her high school student council,
Marcy Collins, sophomore IPCO
major, said those leadership
qualities are growing in college.
Experienced as a member of
several committees in her sorority (Kappa Kappa Gamma) and
the Greek Panhellenic Council,
Collins said she was elected to
these positions "because of my
leadership qualities."
If elected, Collins said she
would not be quiet and reserved,
and "will take the job seriously."
A former USG organizational
representative, Jenny Harraman, sophomore IPCO major,
said committment to the job is
her ideal.
Her committment aims at
student welfare and rights because "sure we go to school
here, but we live here too."
"This is (a student's) community for as long as they're here,"
she said. "And I encourage students to express concerns
through USG.'^
Harraman said she is in touch
with students and is very approachable after being a part of
Kodgers Quad Council and Students Creating Real Enthusiasm
And Motivation.
Brett Knittle, iunior IPCO
major, said he will strive for
improved USG reaction to student concerns.
"I'm very outspoken about
things that need to be changed
and I'm going to try to get the
things done that students want,"
he said.

{HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
1515 E. Wooster
NEXT TO CAMPUS
Now Leasing
for Summer & Fall
- 2 bedroom furnished
apartments
- Laundry facilities in each
building
- Includes membership to
Cherrywood Health Spa

Rice

Rlchey

After two years as a resident
adviser in Kohl Hall, Knittle
said he is familiar with the!
needs of students "because of
my constant close proximity to
students."
His leadership roles include
being a member of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon fraternity and vice
president of the club soccer
team.
Out to fight student apathy.
Bob Liegl, sophomore political
science major, said his senatorial position would include encouraging students to work
toward understanding one another.
Solving people problems is one
of LiegT's responsibilities as
president of Darrow Hall and a
member of Resident Student
Government.
"I have spent the last two
Sears trying to make things betsr for students," he said, which
he would continue if elected intc
USG.
Liegl said he handles conflict
well and "would like to face the
challenge of USG."
Student welfare is paramount
in the campaign of David Rice,
senior social studies education
major, who emphasizes more
activites for students who are
under the drinking age.
Rice said he has a unique perspective on the campus by hearing feedback from prospective
students.
"As a student tour coordinator
in the office of administration, I
meet students even before they
are enrolled in the University,
Rice said.
Also a former vice presidenl
of the Resident Student Association, Rice said his experiences
have increased his person tt
person relations with students.
Encouraging continued free
dom of expression on campus
Greg Richey, junior poliuca
science major, said his focus i:
already on the students.
"If I feel a certain way abou
an issue, I will speak out ir
USG," Richey said. "I will wort
hard to be (the students') voict
in USG by seeking the opinion:
of students."
Richey said he is alread>
working with the Bowling Greer,
City Council to confront the
problems off-campus students
are having with landlords.
Also, as the president of Campus Democrats, Richey has beer
working with the University ir
lobbying Rep. Patrick Sweene>
(D-Cleveland) for support ir
granting the University fund'
for additional classrooms.

CALL 352-9378 TODAY
Preferred Properties 835 High St.t
GUESS WHO'S COMING
TO CAMPUS

UUaltFfjisneyUJorld
Representatives from Disney will be on
campus to interview students for Co-op
positions for Summer and Fall Semesters.
If interested you MUST attend the
MANDATORY INFORMATION SESSION
Monday, March 12th, 7:00 PM
Room 115 Education Building
to register for an interview on March 13th.
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STATE / LOCAL
Stations program against drugs

NYC murderer arrested in Toledo

British museum exhibits fakes'

Ohio television and radio stations were joined by cable companies
Wednesday in a statewide effort to coordinate two hours of programming against drug abuse.
Two dozen television stations and 270 radio stations launched twohour, commercial-free programs running from 8 to 10 p.m.
"This was the first time in history that broadcasters have made
such a unified effort to coordinate programming statewide," said
Dale Bring, executive vice president of the Ohio Association of
Broadcasters, which headed the effort.
Every television station in the Toledo, Dayton and Columbus
areas, and three stations in the Cleveland area aired local productions. The programs included panel discussions, viewer and audience responses and telephone polls about drugs.
Radio stations aired a program called "The Deadly Lure."
In Columbus, the program began with a taped message from federal drug czar William Bennett. Bennett was to speak Uve on other
markets telecasts.
Bennett issued appeals for community and individual involvement. Gov. Richard Celeste also Joined in the effort, turning
the state's tourism-information hotline, l-«Oo-BUCKEYE, into a volunteer clearinghouse for the evening.

TOLEDO (AP) — A man described as one of New York City's most
ruthless criminals was arrested by FBI agents Thursday morning in
a telephone booth outside a doughnut shop.
Thomas Cross Jr., 28. of New York, is accused of killing two New
York women and wounding a third. He was arrested as he was trying
to make a call to arrange his surrender to New York police, said
Harold Jones, special agent in charge of the FBI's Toledo office.

LONDON (AP) — Priests in ancient Babylon faked an inscription
to make their temple seem older. A modern Scottish museum had to
fake a fish with fur to satisfy public demand.
These are among 600 objects in a British Museum exhibition opening Friday that displays 3,000 years of the forger's art and suggests
that fakes often reflect what people want to believe.
The objects range from a faked Roman chariot and photographs of
fairies to a forged Rembrandt painting and a witch's wreath.
The exhibition "Fake? The Art of Deception," running through
Sept. 2, contains fake jewels, coins, sculptures, fossils, furniture and
porcelain.
There's even a letter purporting to have been written by Jesus
Christ.
"Most of the worst errors in this exhibition are our own," director
Sir David M. Wilson, said.
"It's not surprising as we have been collecting for a long time as
museums go, nearly 250 years. The forgers had more than a head
start as they were busy in ancient Babylon 3,000 years ago," he said.
Wilson admits: "There is a horrid fascination about fakes. Although we sweep them under the carpet, we talk about them all the
time Decause we know we as experts are fallible.''
The first thing visitors see is a supposed Etruscan tomb of the 6th
century B.C., made about 120 years ago.
"The British Museum bought the tomb from an Italian dealer in
1871 because the Louvre had one and we were jealous," said Dr. Susan Walker, an antiquities expert.
"Within a year of the purchase, the inscription on the lid was found
to have been copied from a gold brooch in the Louvre, but the tomb
was kept on show until 1935 and has appeared in countless books on
the Etruscans and their art," she said.

Abortion protection bill defeated
COLUMBUS (AP) — The Senate passed bill design to protect furcoat sellers against harassment but narrowly defeated an amendment to extend the same protection to abortion clinics.
It was the first vote in the Legislature on an abortion issue since a
U.S. Supreme Court decision last July gave states more authority to
regulate abortions. But the debate was muted; some said it was not
the time or place.
The amendment lost 17-15 with majority Republicans prevailing.
Sen. Linda Furney, D-Toledo, tried to protect the clinics from violence and other types of disruptive conduct that produced the bill for
the manufacturers, buyers, sellers and wearers of fur or other animal-skin garments.
Sen. Gary Suhadolnik, R-Parma Heights, backed by retailers and
hunting and trapping groups, won 25-7 passage of the bill. While it
was toned down a bit by amendments, he insisted its purpose remained intact.
As it emerged from floor debate, the bill applies to any retail store
that legally sells any product. It expands Ohio's disorderly conduct
laws to include such acts as spitting at or "annoying" others.

Cross appeared before U.S. Magistrate James Carr on a charge of
unlawful flight to avoid prosecution. The charge was based on a
felony warrant charging him with reckless endangerment and criminal possession of stolen property.
The federal charge would be dismissed as soon as state extradition
hearings begin, Carr said.
Cross was ordered held in the Lucas County jail without bond.
Other charges, including murder, are pending against Cross, said
Detective John Tierney of The Bronx, N.Y.. homicide unit.
Cross is wanted in the slayings of Rita Faulk, 19, and Barbara
Chiles, 42, in a Bronx apartment Feb. 24,1989. A third woman, Serray Watson, was seriously wounded. Tierney said she is a witness.

House passes construction plan
COLUMBUS (AP) — A record-high $945 million package of construction projects paid for by the state completed a swift journey
through the Ohio House of Representatives on Thursday and headed
for the Senate.
The two-year capital improvements budget bill, drafted in private
by Gov. Richard Celeste and legislative leaders over the last six
months, was approved by the House 86-5 after two days of public
hearings.
House Finance Chairman Patrick Sweeney, D-Cleveland, said the
measure was "essentially very fiscally responsible." He chided
local officials who either complained about not receiving a fair share
of available funds, or who increasingly expect the stale to pay for
local projects.
"I wanted to admonish those communities that insist on that equation and address members of this Legislature of lowering those expectations, because we're in the business of protecting our (capital)
investments ... and making investments ... for future generations.
We hope we have done that adequately in this budget," Sweeney
said.

352-757I

B-lniM««Pleln»Onl»-

Monday 11'til 9
Small Cheese
Pizza

Tuesday 11'til 9
Pizza
Smorgasbord

Wednesday 11 "til 9
Spaghetti
Dinner

■wrl nwm 70c

Stfwl. 9oa> * <CB Cr«a/n

Plug I Tf« To Stfao Oaf

•4.50

USG

/ PIZZAS

-INSIDE ONLY —

INSIDE ONLY

352-757iI
-lnsld.1 Pickup Only -,

Thursday mil 9
Lasagna
Dinner

•3.00

Mark Jones, an expert on coins and medals who assembled the
fakes from 26 museums in Britain and abroad, said the exhibition
was "about deception, about lying things whenever and wherever
they are made."
"It's evidence of what people saw and valued in the art of the past
because a faked antique shows much more clearly than the real
thing what collectors valued. Fakes often reflect what people want
to believe," he said.
The show demonstrates how fakes are exposed by electron
microscopes, ultraviolet light, X-rays and radiocarbon dating.

f<SSBS

— INSIDE ONLY —

Friday 11 'til Gone
Roast Beef
Platter
•3.75

Saturday 11 'til 9
Mini Reg. Sub
& Cup Ot Soup
•3.50

352-757I

rf«-PASTA\
Sunday 11 'til 9
Pizza
Smorgasbord
S4rt.Soup« IC.OW1

•4.50

USG

USG

p.

h

I

I

VOTE
You've Got It Now Use It!
When: Tuesday and Wednesday, March
13 &14
Where: 6 ■ 9 Student Recreation Center
9 - 5 Union
6-11 Library
What: USG President and Vice-President
12 Senators-At-Large
Elections

Valid University I.D. Required to Vote
Free Soft Drink
USG
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Spring colors make the man
' Designers introducing exotic and fashionable 'masculine pastels'
sions.
The Hawaiian shirt, while still
the same basic shape, is also
available in newer, ethnic prints
and geometric designs in addition to the standard floral patterns.

by Rich Foster
USAToday-CIN
Tomato, olive, celery and
mustard — sounds like a vegetable garden? But this spring,
they are actually the new colors
on designers' palates for men's
sportswear.
Traditional reds, yellows,
blues and whites will always be
around, but these colors offer
the male dresser a bit of adventure and the exotic.
Designer BUI Robinson describes them as "almost Moroccan," speaking about his line
featured in GQ — Gentlemen's
Quarterly. These colors have a
tropical feel, but are not as loud
as the brights of seasons past.
Designer Jeffrey Banks refers
to these new hues as "masculine
pastels" with names taken from
seascapes: seafoam, aqua and
minerals: and a light rust called
quartz.
The warm weather months
traditionally have been the time
of year when men are willing to
experiment a little with color
and patterns and this year's de. signs bring back some summertime classics in updated ver-

wear one of the more exotic
colored sports coats with a print
shirt.
The mustard shades can easily be combined with other
colors. Tomato and celery may
be a little more difficult to

These new hues are known as "masculine
pastels" with names taken from
seascapes: seafoam, aqua and minerals: a
light rust called quartz.
Word from the fashion world,
too, is that madras plaids will be
big on the summer scene.
Shorts in every color and design imaginable are often combined with sports jackets for a
more daring look. And, the old
standby T-shirt is rivaling the
rainbow. Tees are being wom
with summer sport jackets for a
cool and comfortable look.
Advances in fabric technology
provide a wide array of fabrics
suitable for spring and summer
wear. Fabrics from rayon and
viscose to linen, silk and cotton
can be chosen in a wide price
range. When looking to expand a
warm weather sports wardrobe,

match but blend well. In recent
years taboos that once forbade
mixing certain colors — red with
fiurple or blue and green — have
alien by the wayside.

Rally
D Continued from page 1.
One participant, senior French
education major Susan Plummer, said she wanted to make
people aware of a worldwide
movement against U.S. policy
on Nicaragua.

ATTENTION GRADUATES

American citizens bear many
negative things through the
media about Central American
governments, and many postive
things about the U.S. government's involvement, Plummer
explained.

Investigate the many advantages
of our college graduate program

"I want to make people aware
that there is another side," she
said.

•

SPECIAL PRICES FOR ALL
BG STAFF AMD FACULTY

This call for color does not
mean all those beige, white,
taupe and khaki clothes must be
tossed out. Quite the contrary,
the new hues work perfectly
with these traditional shades.
Add a touch of change here and
there, by wearing one of the
vegetable garden Hawaiian or
ethnic print shirts.
For a dressier touch wear the
same shirts with a beige or
taupe summer suit. These colors
tend to mute the explosions of
colors from the shirts.
For those who aren't quite
comfortable with too much
color, adding colorful accessories is always an inexpensive way
to liven up an otherwise bland
look.

Tim Strauss, Peace Coalition
coordinator and junior social

studies major, said U.S. policies
in Central America "have inhibited the freedom of people
there to manage their own
lives."
Strauss joined the rally because he felt ashamed of this
country's involvement in Central America.
"We have to realize Central
America is not our backyard,"
he said.
Baker said the job of the rally
was to encourage the University
community to speak as a whole
against Central American problems and community response
might Involve such things as coffee or economic boycotts.

-George Balls

1377 CONANT STREET ■ MAUMEE ■ 893-5000
Jvst 1 MM* South 01 Southwrcfc Wh»rii RtynoMs Turn* Into Coninl
SALES: Mon I Thurs til 9PM • Tues. Wed. Fri, Sat til 6PM
SERVICE: Mon mru Fri 7AM-6PM » Saturday 7:30AM-5PM

THE ARMY HAS THE FIERCEST
HELICOPTER IN THE WORLD...
It can see in the dark. And attack without being seen. It can strike like lightning.
It's fast, smart and mean.
But the AH-64 Apache helicopter
doesn't fry by itself It needs trained aviators capable of handling its awesome
technology.
Warrant Officer Flight Training takes
ability, dedication and commitment It's
an intensive 40-week training program
designed to take the very best people and
make them pilots.
If you have a high school diploma, preferably two years of college and
can complete Basic Training, we just might have a flight suit your size.
To find out if you qualify for Warrant Officer Flight Training, see
your local Army Recruiter today

352-7541
...AND WE WANT TO TEACH YOU
HOW TO FLY It

ARMY.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

$ MAKE MONEY $
Computer Science Graduate
student needs 30 undergraduate
students to participate in an
experiment involving the use of
a Macintosh computer.
Participants must meet the
following requirements:
I.Be able to participate twice
for 3 hours each time.
2. Have never taken a Computer
Science Course or MIS 200.
3.Familiar with the Macintosh
Computer.
Each participant will receive
$5 per hour. For more
information call 353-6094
from 6pm-9pm, ask for Jon.

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Blues Date Party
now appearing

BOBBY SMITH
and
THE NIGHT EXPRESS
BOOGIE BLUES BAND

*wt

Can express feelings
of sadness
" '; " "
'

86V
'»■

Sourc«: Psychology Tothy, survey o* 500 mato arid MmaM f«*o4r«
Sory Parfef. Gannerr News Senrfos

Hair color options
involve choices
requires mixing multiple colors
to get perfect color for the individual.
Another method is foil highTo color or not to color? That lighting, whereby selected
is the question. But for some 35 strands of hair are placed on
million women in the United strips of aluminum foil, then
States, the Question is not covered with a lightener or
coloring mixture. The foil Is then
whether to, but now to.
Louis Lacari, hair colorist for wrapped around the hair to tot
Clairol and owner of the Louis the color develop.
Sometimes called "frosting,"
Licari Color Group said hair
coloring is the way to "bring to this technique is not limited to
just lightening strands of hair.
life a woman's natural beauty."
"If a woman has given hair Several tints can be used to get a
coloring even the slightest multicolor effect. It can also be
thought, then she is probably used in reverse on gray or
blonde hair in which strands of
ready for that change," tie said.
The dead giveaway to a the hair are darkened.
For women who choose atwoman's readiness for color is
home coloring, they must choose
in her makeup, he said.
"Many women begin to wear the proper color and the right
more makeup as they get older tint to suit their needs and par— when it's actually a new hair ticular kind of hair.
There are three major categocolor that they need," Lacari
ries of hair color:
said.
i Temporary: a hair color
Once the decision to color is
made, the next question is rinse that washes out with the
whether to go to a professional next shampoo.
Semi-permanent: more
hair colorist or do it at home.
Paul Lucas, owner of a Wash- penetrating and lasts through
four
to six shampoos, fading
ington, D.C., salon, said a
Sirof essional can take a more ob- gradually instead of leaving a
ective opinion about the right tell-tale tine at the roots. This is
used by women who want to
color for a person.
"They consider your type of brighten their hair or cover gray
hair, facial features, skin tones more subtly. It's also used as an
and overall image," Lucas said. easy way to test out a color since
"It's always easier for the it naturally fades away. Semiprofessional if the customer is a permanent colors don't change
the texture of the hair and can
regular."
Women who have experi- be safely used in combination
enced this can tell you that with other chemicals such as
there's nothing worse than going permanents and straighteners
to the drugstore and standing in orrelaxers.
the aisle for an hour matching
DPermanent: these products
the color on the boxes with your
make the most dramatic
complexion." he said.
changes.
They can lighten nabCustom blending is one of
many ways a person can have a by 12 shades or more, or darken.
good hair color. This technique A developer — some form of
E:roxide — must be used. Cauon must be used if combining
with other chemical processes.
by Carla Anderson
USAToday-CIN

niGHT OUT AT:

Carson Products, makers of
Dark and Lovely products
geared for African American
and other ethnic women with
darker complexions, has a line
of semi-permanent coloring
products. Reviving Colors,
which allow women to color
their hair at the same time they
get a relaxer.

DRY DOCK
Friday March 9th
9pm-lam
Ztfarsfiman Quad

itmnn

featuring:

NAME

THAT

TUNE

Tesl your musical knowledge!
Chance to win:
•CD'B»t-ahlrts»vldeo coupons
•and much morel*

t

Deborah Campbell of Carson
Products, located in Savannah,
Ga., said "we're trying to make
life easier for the at-home relaxer user." The firm also manufactures a line of permanent
hair coloring products and relaxers.

A

Hair designer Kevin Michaels
said many young women use the
semi-permanent colors to exKriment with. The colors for
! '90s, he predicts, will continue to be the bronze and burgundy shades.
"The colors work as long as
they are used subtly," he
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Join us for good music, dancing, & lots-o-fun1

Campus
Pollyeyes

Live I Entertainment

"A Gathering Place"
4-4-0 E. Court

1352-9638 or 354-0056

• UJOSmorg., 11-9 pa All You CuEit Soup, Stladi Pizza,
Tues, Fri, i Sun
Sun-Wed.
ll:0O A.M.-2:0O A.M.
Live Enlerwameni with Tom Gormu at 10p.m. -1 a.m.
Thurs..Fri..Sal.
11:00 A.M.-3:0O A.M.
Bread Baked Fresh Daily
* IMPORTS ON DRAFT *
IRELAND
Gulnn«M Stool
Please Tip Your DeUvcry Person
-LsfcsasBtM
Tickers For Ik Ummerkk Rtkes Bui on Sale Now For
CANADA
Moowh«Ki
GERMANY
W»tit«lim
March 14th.
ENGLAND
Woodp«ck«r Cidei
We Gladly Accept Visa, Muter Card, t Personal decks.
-Ban P.ta AW

NEW HOURS

SPECIAL COUPON PRICES
8

8.80

Double Pizza
Two 12 Inch one
Item Pan Pizzas
Extra Items '.90
A • 12.80 Value
POLLYEYES PIZZA
coupon expires 3/31/90

8

3.50

Any Small
10 Inch Pan Pizza
With One Item
Extra Items '.70
A '5.20 Value
POLLYEYES PIZZA
coupon expires 3/31/90

.■

8

7.00

Any Large
14 Inch Two Item Pan Pizza
& One Quart of Coke
I
Extra Items '1.20
|
A '10.00 Value
j POLLYEYES PIZZA
coupon expires 3/31/90
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The POINT Is Fun

The POINT Is Jobs

IVE AWAY FROM HOME

AIN VALUABLE JOB
EXPERIENCE

(IDE ROLLER

NJOY UNIQUE
RESORT
ATMOSPHERE

COASTERS FOR

FREE

^WIAKE

IAKE

FRIENDS

MONEY

LAY ON

XPLORE COLLEGE

THE BEACH

CREDIT OPPORTUNITIES

IVE IN CONVENIENT,
LOW-COST HOUSING

ECOME AN EXPERT
PEOPLE-WATCHER

CETOR POINT
AMUSEMENT PARK

INTERVIEWING ON CAMPUS

SANDUSKY, OHIO

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

BOWLING GREEN UNIVERSITY
Tuesday, March 13 & Wednesday, March 14,1990
9:00 A.M.-4:00 P.M.

University Union

7
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Sports
BG will try for sweep of Eastern
•

March •,iWO

story. Heading into this weekend's MAC Tournament in Detroit's Cobo Arena, the Cardinals are the No. 1 seed, having
won the regular-season championship, but they are faced with
some competition set and ready
to dethrone BSU.
Kent State, Bowling Green
and Eastern Michigan enter
Friday's action with a strong
desire to prove the Cardinals are
not invincible. And these teams
have the talent to go with the desire.
BG head coach Jim Larranaga said the aforementioned
teams deserve serious consideration for post-season play.
"Obviously. I'm not trying to
say that our league from top to
bottom is as good as the Big
East or Big Ten," he said. "But I
certainly think the top three or
four teams deserve consideration for post-season play."
The Falcons (18-9 overall, 9-7
in the MAC) and EMU (18-12.
8-8) round out today's first round
action at 9 p.m. Games preceeding the contest include Miami

by Mark Huntebrinker
sports writer

,

>'

About this time last season
.everyone in the Mid-American
. ..Conference was working on a

:.

formula.

,.•.

The subject
of this procedure was the
II Ball State
[i men's basketball team,
, . while the de• tails involved
a method of
stopping the
rampaging
Cardinals. Larranaga
,.. BSU resembled a runaway
freight train as it owned a 25-3
record heading into MAC Tournament play last season.
As it turned out, nobody came
up with a recipe to stop the Car•dinals in the tournament and
they went rolling into the NCAA
Mideast Regional undisputedly
the best team in the MAC!
But this year's a different

Coupon

2

Large
Subs
and Two
Pops

$

5

75
for a large Italian sub;
ub;
Ham. Salami, Bologna
S Mozzarella cheese
or reg Ham or Roast
Beef |ch /tomato 25'
ex. each sub)

IV

° '" Favorite Pizza Since 1964i

THETA CHI'S
HELLZ ANGELZ

wrapped up conference action
on a losing note Saturday with a
79-70 loss at KSU. The setback
snapped a five-game win streak.
Larranaga said a win would
have given his team more confidence entering this weekend,
but today's performance is what
counts.
"A lot of things that build up to
the tournament you hope puts
you in the right mental frame of
mind and you hope you're in
good physical condition," the
fourth-year Falcon mentor said.
The Falcons' most serious injury of late was a broken nose
suffered by Tom Hall in the second game with the Hurons. He
played with a face shield mask
against Kent, and is expected to
play tonight.
e Hurons, led by head coach

AP sports writer

NEW YORK — Commissioner
Fay Vincent proposed Thursday
that baseball owners end their
22-day lockout if players promise not to strike, an idea the
union has said it would never
accept.

Vincent has the authority to
order spring-training camps
open — as Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn did after a three-week
lockout in 1976 — but is reluctant
to do it without approval from
both sides.
"I do not like the idea of the
commissioner of baseball opening camps," Vincent said. "It is
something that should be a-

Greenbriar Inc.
LUe will be leasing the following
locations for the Foil of 1990
e East Merry Avenue Apartments - 522 E. Merry Ave.
e Field Manor Apartments - 519 Leroy Ave., 542 &
560 Frazee Ave.
e Frazee Avenue Apartments - 818 Thurstin, 624, 670
(will have new carpeting), 656 Frazee Ave.
e Buff Apartments-1470 & 1490 Clough St.
e 334 N. Main St. Theta Chi House; 3 Bedroom
e Campbell Hill Apartments-2 & 3 Bedrooms

Coll or Stop in for o Complete
Listing of Available
Apartments & Houses

352-0717
Watch out Bowling Green,
HELLZ ANGELZ are here.
March 10, 1990
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Ben Braun, have won seven of
their last nine contests. Guard
Lorenzo Neely averages 13.5
points per game, while center
inani Nolan follows Neely with
a 11 ppg average. Nolan, a 6-8
senior, leads the team in rebounds with 4.8 rpg.
Currently, BG and EMU are
ranked one and three, respectively, in the conference's team
offense category. The Falcons
average 78.7 ppg, while the Hurons score 76.1 ppg.
The winner of the BG-EMU
contest plays the victor of the
BSU-OU winner at 6 p.m. on
Saturday, while the winner of
the MU-UT game and the KSUCMU winner play at 8 p.m.
The championship game is
slated for noon Sunday and will
be televised by ESPN.

Baseball union balks at
Vincent's proposal to play
by Ben Walker

ALL SUBS MADE TO
YOUR ORDER
^_^
Free Delivery 352-5166
>,
Expires 4-12-90
D
Not va|id witn ar,y otner offer
rJ jsoneJk>'5
PlZzD/
Open 4 pm
p

(13-14, 9-7) versus Toledo at 1
p.m. Kent (21-6, 12-4) and Central Michigan (11-16,6-10) tangle
at 3 p.m., while BSU (21-6,13-3)
and Ohio University (12-15,5-11)
play at 7p.m.
BG defeated the Hurons twice
during regular-season play. On
Jan. 27, the Falcons raced to
77-61 victory in Anderson Arena
as Billy Johnson came off the
bench to record a team-high 20
points.
The Falcons escaped from
Bowen Fieldhouse in Ypsilanti,
Mich., with a 65-60 overtime victory on Feb.24, as Johnson again
played a major role. The 6-foot-3
junior repeated with another
20-point performance.
EMU rounded out the season
with victories over Toledo and
Youngstown State. The Falcons

224
E. Wooster St.

Hours:
M-F
Sat.

9a.m.-5p.m.
9a.m.-lp.m.

Graduate Student Senate, Progressive Student
Organization and the Carribean Association
presents:

a
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chieved by agreement."
Owners and players did not
meet Thursday before Vincent's
proposal and no meetings were
scheduled. Already halt of all
exhibition games have been
canceled and opening day is just
25 days away•
"While it is my hope that the
parties will be able to reach an
agreement, it is now apparent
that this must be accomplished
in the next few days or we will
have to postpone the start of the
1990 championship season,"
Vincent said.
But union chief Donald Fehr
said no deal.
"That would be wonderful,"
Fehr said sarcastically. "They
get another year where players
get underpaid while they're
making $11/2 billion."
"It's not a serious proposal.
Essentially, this is a public relations effort. If it wasn't, there
would've been a proposal," Fehr
said. "Some would say this
suggests owners are still not interested in making a settlement.
That is my view. The owners
knew long ago the answer to that
question. All this is is an attempt
to preserve the present contract."
In a negotiating session that
ended early Thursday morning,
the union backed off its demand
that all two-year players be
made eligible for arbitration
and instead proposed only half.
Management did not respond
to that and instead continued to
offer a $4 million bonus pool for
players with between two and
three years of service. The union
claimed Vincent's announcement was an attempt to take
away attention from their offer.
Milwaukee Brewers owner
Bud Selig, chairman of the
owners' Player Relations Committee, said the lockout will continue if players don't make a noO See Lockout, page 10.
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FRIDAY, MARCH 9, AT 8:00 PM AT THE ICE ARENA LOUNGE

Don
Hensley

Defense,
experience
will lead
BG icers
Every season leads to Joe
Louis Arena.
At least that's the way it
seems to those who follow the
Bowling Green hockey team.
For the ninth straight year,
the Falcons will roll Into' 'The
Joe" — the sight of the Central
Collegiate Hockey Association's
semifinals — looking to win the
post-season title and an automatic trip to the NCAA tournament
field.
Only Michigan State has
duplicated BG's nine straight
appearances. But there is a
small difference between what
the two teams have been able to
do once they've got there.
In BG's nine trips, only once
(1988) have they come away
holding the crown. On the other
hand, the Spartans have
grabbed six of the last nine titles.
What will it take to repeat the
magic the Falcons possesed in
1988\ when ironically they beat
the Lake Superior, their semifinal opponent Saturday afternoon, W? The answer is simple
— hard-hitting, go-get-'em,
down-the-jock defense.
If the Falcons get the defense
and goaltending they've been
getting lately, they could very
well earn their sixth playoff title
since the CCHA went to this
format in 1971-72.
The quest will start Saturday
at 3:30 when the Falcons play
the Lakers in the first game,
with Michigan and Michigan
State playing in the nightcap.
In the past seven games, the
Falcons nave surrendered only
20 goals for a 2.86 goals against
average. The reason for this
success has been two-fold —the
solid play of freshman Angelo
Libertucci between the pipes,
and the maturity of a defense
once ripe for the picking.
Libertucci enters the game
with a 16-7-1 record on the
season and a 3.85 goals against
average. But, by posting a 3-1-1
mark in his last f lve" starts with
a gaa of 2.77, the rookie has
shown he can handle playoff
pressure.
Under the captaincy of senior
Kevin Dahl and the leadership of
Junior Rob Blake, rookie def enseman Ken Klee and Paul
Basic have become reliable
players, making great strides
throughout the season.
Iiew NcWana — who this
season made the switch to fulltime def enseman —and Otis
Plageman have also helped solidify the blue-line corps.
Everyone knows BG can score
with the best in the conference.
Hobey Baker Award finalists
Nelson Emerson (28goals-48assists-76 points) and Rob Blake
(20-33-53) lead the scoring attack that has averaged five
goals a game.
Meanwhile, Lake Superior's
defense — maybe the best in the
CCHA — is led by a strong forecheck that starts with Jeff Jablonski who has scored a teamhigh 35 goals.
The Lakers are content with
dumping the puck into the opposition's zone, then waiting for a
mistake to be made on the breakout.
If the f orecheck is working it
can be devastating, as was evident when LSSU beat BG, 11-2
earlier in the season.
But if the Falcons show patience, this type of Laker game
Clan could result in a three-on»o going the other way. Such
was the case when BG beat the
Lakers 4-1 in their last meeting.
The two teams split their other
series also.
So, will the Falcons win the
tournament?
The answer will not only lie in
the defensive play, but how well
the offenses attack.
Here, the Falcons hold the advantage. Under the leadership
of seniors Dahl, co-captain Joe
Quinn, Emerson. Marc Potvin
and Paul Connell, BG has experienced the pressures of the second season," and have
throughout the year made the
adjustments necessary to win.
Patience comes through experience, and that's the Falcons'
u See Hensley, page 10.
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Emerson, Blake Savage can't keep guarantee
nominated for Rockets guard scores just four points in 66-55 loss to Falcons
Hobey Baker
by Charles Toil
assistant sports editor

by Don Hensley
sports writer

Maybe there's something in
the water.
If there is, the youths in
Simcoe, Ontario, better start
drinking it.
Thursday, two Bowling
Green hockey players who
make Simcoe their home in
the off-season learned they
were amongst the 10 finalist
for the coveted Hobey Baker
Award, which is awarded annually to the nation's best college hockey player.
Nelson Emerson and Rob
Blake, roommates during the
season and neighbors in the
off season, are both in the
running for the award. The
winner will be announce on
April 1.
For BG. it is the first time
in the school's history that
two players from the same
squad have been nominated.

"It's actually
unbelievable."
-Nelson Emerson,
on he and Rob
Blake's nomination
In all, it is the sixth and seventh time a Falcon has been
named as a candidate.
"It's actually unbelievable," said Emerson about the
irony between himself and
Blake. "The town is small
and most the kids we played
with don't play anymore. We
were able to come down here,
play and be nominated.
"It's something we are excited about and we thank our
teammates and the program
here at BG."
Emerson has been a record
breaking machine this year.
He has rewritten the record
books in just about every category, so therefore it is fitting
that with this nomination he
becomes the first college
hockey player ever to be
nominated three times.
"It's something no one else
has been able to do," said the
senior center who has recorded 76 points this season, 28 on
goals. "There are so many
college hockey players in the
nation and to be named three
times is a thrill. It's a sign of
consistency."

"Herefe a NEW
TAX LAW tip"

Emerson
Blake
On the other side of the
coin, it's Blake's first time being nominated.
For a defenseman, a Hobey
nomination usually only
comes to those who have produced big offensive numbers.
And that is a perfect description of Blake.
Throughout the season, he
has led all the defensemen in
the nation in scoring with 53
points (20 goals and 33 assists). His 20 goals set a BG
record for goals by a defenseman in a season, breaking Brian McKee's mark of
19.
"It's a real bonus and a
confidence builder," Blake
said. "It's an exciting highlight to my career."
But Blake wastes no time in
explaining why he is one of
the 10 nominees although he
plays on the blue-line.
"I don't think defensive defensemen get enough recognition," Blake said. 'The points
definitely help out a lot.
"There is no way Nelson
and I could have gotten nominated without help. We have
four guys who play good defense and allow me to be
offensive minded. But,
having two guys nominated
for the Hobey is a big benefit
for the team.
Before one of these Falcons
can take home the award,
they must first finish above a
respectable field.
Other canidates include,
senior center Kip Miller
(45-45-90) from Michigan
State, junior defenseman
Russ Parent (9-45-54) from
North Dakota, senior center
Dave Shields (31-43-74) from
Denver, junior center Joe
Juneau (17-50-67) from RPI,
junior center Dave Emma
(33-33-66) from Boston College, junior defenseman Greg
Brown (5-33-38) from BC, junior goalie Dave Gagnon
(23-3-1, 2.77 goals against
average) and senior left wing
Rick Bennett (12-24-36), both
from Providence.
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Ball State rallies,
but Miami holds on
by Charles Toil
assistant sports editor

DETROIT — After being up
seven point with less than two
minutes remaining, No. 1 seed
Miami barely escaped Cobo
Arena Thursday night with a
72-70 victory over Ball State.
After Miami's Regina Smith
(16 points, five rebounds, six assists) sank two free throws with
1:50 remaining to make the
score 70-63, the fourth-seeded
Cardinals rallied back.
Jumpers by Michelle Baker
and Jenny Eckert (24 points,
five rebounds) cut the lead to,
7M7, with 1:14 left.
MU's Gabby Downey (14
points) responded with a jump
shot of her own 17 seconds later

to give the Redskins breathing
room, 72-67.
But, before the Redskins knew
it, they were gasping for air.
Ball State's Ramonda James
made the front end of a one-andone. Her second shot, though,
bounced left and was rebounded
by teammate Adrianne Smiley.
Smiley quickly passed it back
to James, who sank a jumper to
pull the Cardinals within two
with 35 seconds left.
Following a Miami turnover.
BSU gained possession and
called timeout with 12 seconds
left. The Cardinals Leah Witte
(12 points, 12 rebounds) missed
a jump shot as time was running
out. A mad scramble for the ball
ensued and the referees whistled
D See Miami, page 10.

[Campus | # Over 80 imported Beers Jfk
|PollyeyeS "A Gathering Place"|
352-963
440 E. Court

Feel the luck of the Irish
at Pollyeyes!
Starting next Monday
Pollyeyes will feature:
• Corned Beef • Irish Fluf (on salad bar) • Green Beer •
Blackened Hens (Harp & Gulness beers mixed)

Celebrate St. Patrick's Day With Us!
Soups afl Salads # Pizza a%
Daffodil Days
March 20 & 21
order Datiodils by March 15
help fighi cancer

Bill Fennelly, said it was Savage's own decision to play.
"She probably shouldn't have
played, but she wanted to," be
said. "I pretty much let hermit
herself back in the game. When
she felt she was ready to go, I
put her back in.
"She wanted to try and help us
win a game — it just didn't work
out."

Savage's determination almost looked like it would cost
her more than a game when with
Bowling Green clinging to a
44-40 lead at the 9:55 mark of the
second half, she collapsed on her
side near the Rockets foul line.
Time was called and after a
few minutes of treatment by the
team doctor, she walked off
under her power.
The injury must have inspired
her teammates because they
rallied, scoring five-straight
points to take their only lead of
the second half, 45-44 with 8:53
left.

minutes and turned close games
into sizeable wins.

The third time Bowling Green
wasn't going to stand for it, except at the foul line. Similar to
their victory over Eastern Michigan Tuesday night, the Falcons
made clutch free throws down
the stretch.
The Falcons were 16-for-18 at
the foul line in the final 7:51.
Senior Tecca Thompson (sevenfor-eight from the line) and
freshman Lori Albers (six-ofsix) did most of the damage.
"This might be Tecca's highlight with everything she did today for Bowling Green," BG
head coach Fran Voll said.
"(Albers) is probably one of the
finest players to come into our
program.''
While Bowling Green was
sinking free throws, Toledo was
losing pieces of their Rocket.

"At that point, we were back
in the game, but we had expended a Tot of energy," Fennelly
said.

Two of the Rockets' starters —
Kim Sekulski (6:04) and Kris
Finefrock (2:47) — fouled out
and with Savage already ailing,
Toledo was not making any
promises for next season.

So much energy, in fact, that
even the return 3 Savage at the
7:33 mark couldn't stop the Falcons from taking control.
In the previous two contests,
the Rockets owned the final 10

"It's tough to comeback with
half of your team sitting on the
bench fouled out," Fennelly
said. "It was a very, very physical game which was more to
their liking than to ours."

=CHARLESTOWN=
APARTMENTS

MID AM MANOR
Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus Summer
1990 and 1990-91 school year.
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning
Resident Manager,
641 Third St.. Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

Nachos

KD Shamrock Protect • Jol 'n'

KD Shamrock Prefect • Joil W Boil • KD Shamrock Protect • Jail W Bad

KAPPA DELTA

USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG
Undergraduate Student Government
is currently seeking applications for:

Generally, the new tax law requires you to pay at least 90
percent of your 1987 income
tax through withholding or
estimated tax payments. IT
you don't, you may have to pay
a penalty. Publication 505 contains more information. Call
I -800-424-FORM (3676) or the
IRS Forms number in your
phone book to get a copy.
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DETROIT - Toledo guard
Kelly Savage guaranteed a return trip to the Mid-American
Conference championship
game. But in the end it wasn t
only her promise that gave out,
but also her back.
The 5-foot-9 senior decided to
Flay in Thursday night's semiinal game against Bowling
Green despite missing the last
two practices because of lower
back spasms.
When it was over, Savage's
statistics proved as painful as
her team's 66-55 loss.

Entering the game, Savage
was shooting a modest 44 percent from the field and 76 percent from the foul line. Thursday night, she was one-of-10
from the field (the only make
was a three-pointer) and one-offour from the charity stripe.
Eight of her 10 shots came
from behind the three-point line,
where she had shot 39 percent
for the year — good for second in
the MAC.
"I didn't want to sit out because I knew what Bowling
Green was capable of doing,
Savage said. ''My four years
came down to this and I wanted
toplay — pain or not."
Toledo's second year coach.

Faculty Excellence Award
and
Hollis A. Moore University Service Award
Applications available at 405 Student Services
Date Due: March 9
For additional information come to 405 Student Services

USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG
Free
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Free

HAD A ROUGH W€€K
OF CLASSES?
Wai, COM€ L6T
IOOSG WITH

JON LRUTR6C, HVPNOTIST

TONIGHT!
9:00 p.m. and 10:15 p.m.
in 210 MSC

Jail ' n ' Bail March 10, 1990
Arrest Your Roommate, Boyfriend, or RA...
and help Bowling Green children
Donations $1.00
for more info call 372-2871

I
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Ohio State hosts
Falcon netters
The men's tennis team travels to Columbus Saturday to take on
undefeated Ohio State (54).
OSU has beaten the likes of Southern Illinois, Pennsylvania,
Southwest Louisiana, Wake Forest and Western Michigan. BG
has lost to the Salukis (8-1) and has had some good battles with
the Broncos.
The Falcons will have a tough opponent in the Buckeyes,
head coach Gene Orlando said.
"They're loaded with talent," he said.
OSU boasts Ty Tucker, who is the 30th ranked singles player
in the nation.
Tucker has beaten four nationally ranked players and has
won his last five matches. He will play at the No. 1 singles spot
against BG's John Green.
The Buckeyes also have Kevin Dibelius, who is 12-4 at the No.
2 singles position and will play the Falcons' Justin Overholser.

McDonald, Wunder Bucks lose 77-66 to IU
named top coaches
Kent has compiled a 128-101
record in his eight years there.
His 128 wins rank him eighth on
the MAC coaching victory list

by Charles Toll
assistant sports editor

DETROIT - Kent State's Jim
McDonald and Miami's Linda
Wunder have been selected as
the MAC Coaches of the Year in
men's and women's basketball,
respectively, by the MAC News
Media Assocaitlon.
Kent has enjoyed its winnineest season this year under
McDonald's coaching. The
Golden Flashes enter the MAC
Tournament with a 21-6 overall
record and a 12-4 mark in the
conference.

Wunder was a nearunanimous selection as the
MAC's Women's Coach of the
Year, after guiding Miami to a
23-4 overall recora and its first
MAC Championship in seven
years.

BLOOMINGTON, Ind. (AP) — Freshman Calbert Cheanev scored
22 points Thursday night as Indiana, playing the second half without
its injured leading scorer, beat Ohio State 77-66 and kept alive its
hopes for an NCAA tournament bid.
The Hoosiers (18-9 and 8-9 in the Big Ten) lost sophomore forward
Eric Anderson, who crashed to the floor with a minute left in the first
half and was taken to Bloomington Hospital with a bad sprain of his
right ankle.
Indiana trailed 29-25 at the half, but freshman Matt Nover and
sophomore Jamal Meeks picked up the slack and finished with career highs of 16 points apiece.
Ohio State was led by Perry Carter with 16 points and Big Ten
freshman of the year Jim Jackson with 12.

Miami
D Continued from page 9.
a foul on Ball State, apparently
with one second left.
But as both teams marched to
the Miami foul line, the referee
said time had expired and the
game was over.

"I knew it was going to be
hard to beat a team three times
in one season," said Miami
coach Linda Wunder, who with
the win earned her 100th career
victory. "We had to play 40
minutes of intense basketball."

live or die at the foul line — and
once again they lived.
Capatilizing on 14 second half
Toledo fouls, the Falcons made
18 trips to the charity stripe in
the final 7:51, making 16.
"BG did a good Job exploiting
our foul trouble," Fennelly said.

"We needed to step up our
offense a little," Voll said. "We
tried to shore up some things
and that's when the seniors
came through."

the game came jusV4:30 into the
first half at 10-4.
From there, the Falcons exploded for 16 points in seven
minutes and Toledo went ice
cold. The result was a 20-12 BG
advantage after 12 minutes.

One weakness for BG against
the Hurons on Tuesday was the
play of forward Tecca Thompson, as she failed to make a field
goal.

With 8:53 left, Toledo's Lucretia LeGault scored a layup to
complete a 12-2 Rocket run, putting her team ahead for the first
time in the second half, 45-44.

But what a difference a game
makes. Thompson, Thursday
night, made four-of-six field
goals and seven-of-eight free
throws for 15 points. She also
had eight rebounds.

However, Bonner, Thompson
and Albers converted 10-straight
free throws to give BG a lead it
never relinquished.

It is the second time she has
been selected in three years. She
received the award in 1967-88
after leading the Redskins to a
tie for second place in her first
season.

Win
C Continued from page 1.
and then it was like a swarm,"
said Bonner, who scored 14
points. "Whenever I got the ball,
I tried to look baseline for Lori
(Albers) because if all three of
their post players were guarding
me, someone had to be open.
"I was looking to pass first,
then to shoot."
The 6-foot-2 senior dished out
three assists, helping the freshman Albers to a team-high 18
points.
"I thought Lori Albers played
a super game like she did at
Toledo," Rockets head coach
Bill Fennelly said of the Jan. 24
contest at Savage Hall. "Her
play, paired with some key per-

imeter shots, made the difference."
The game turned with 3:44 to
play after Toledo's Kim Sekulski
made two free throws to cut the
Falcons' lead to 56-52. One
minute and one Albers iump
shot later, Sekulski fouled out,
taking her game-high 22 points
with her.
The Falcons then went on to
hit six-of-eight free throws to
seal the victory.
"This is probably as big a win
as our program has ever had.
ParticuQary with our team and
how we've come along and progressed," Voll said. Ova team
didn't give up and found some
identity. We found some character.

"Our seniors took the team to
a new level."
On the other hand, Toledo
senior Kelly Savage was unable
to elevate her game to its usual
high level. Hampered by a sore
back all night. Savage was only
one-of-10 from the field.
"She probably shouldn't have
played, but she wanted to,"
Fennelly said. "Obviously, she
was hurt and not at full strentch.
That isn't an excuse, it's a fact."
Savage said, "I hadn't practiced in two days. I was not going to sit out, though. I can't
brine my four years back, so I
had to play — pain or not."
Just as in the win over
Eastern Michigan Tuesday
night, the Falcons were going to

Hensley

ATTENTION GRADUATE
STUDENTS
Looking for resposible Graduate
Student to serve on the Board of
Trustees. Contact the GSS Office
for further information at
372 - 2426.

a Continued from page 8.
strong suit.
With all this in mind. BG has a
good chance to roll right through
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btai«.. Night
KB^M
Friday
at 9 p.m. vs.
Eastern Michigan

are now renting

Clough & Mercer
Bowling Green

MARCH 7-10
ALL SALES FINAL
NO OTHER
DISCOUNTS APPLY
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The Rockets biggest lead of

The Falcons led 30-26 at halftime.
"We're just carrying on tradition," said Thompson. "We
may have to do it a little
different, but we're getting the
job done."
Voll said, "There are never
any second thoughts with this
team. We never step on the floor
thinking this is our last game."

Lockout
a Continued from page 8.
strike pledge.
"No contract, no work," he
said. "The lockout was put in effect to get something done. It
will continue. The lockout was
proposed to achieve an agreement."
Both sides agree the regular
season will not begin as scheduled April 2 unless there is a
settlement by the weekend.
Three weeks have been allotted
for spring training, whenever it
starts.
"I guess we've been naive
enough to keep thinking we're
going to reach an agreement,"
American League president Bobby Brown said.
"We want to go back to work,"
Baltimore's Phil Bradley said.
"The fans have to understand
that they are being locked out,
too. When I came here this
week, I really thought it would

Over 80 Imported Beers •
I Campus
Pollyeyes" 'A Gathering Place"|
440 E. Court
1352-963
Breakfast At Pollyeyes!

apartments that feature
•9-month and 12-monih leases
• One and two bedroom apartments
•Heat, water, cooking and sewer included
• Central air
•NO pets please

CLOTHING

If Victorious.
Saturday
Evening at
6 p.m.

Then on Sunday on 88.1 FM
UJBGU, if Bowling Green ploys
ot high noon. Join Jeff Gibbons
ond Mike Baker for oil the action
on UUBGU 88.1 FM.

University Courts Apts.
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Follow The Falcons Run At
i The NCAA Tournament All Weekend i
Long From Cobo Hall In Detroit

University Village

(419) 352-0164

Joe Louis Arena and into the
NCAA Touranment for the
fourth year in a row.
Don Hensley is a sports writer
for The News.

Make that the seniors and one
freshman.

|Starting Feb. 12th from 6 - 10:30 a.m. - Dally|
Special Buffet on Sat. and Sun. mornings
FREE COFFEE VII Any Order
Our menu features: muffins, doughnuts,
Danish pastry, croissants, quiche,
and strudel (all baked fresh daily.)
Also featuring: Bran cereals, Yoplait
yogurt, fruit, just-squeezed juices,
and much, much, more!

Daffodil Days
March 20 & 21

order Daffodils by
March 15
help light cancer

get done. It really looks bad
now."
Fehr said the players on the
negotiating committee planned
on going home.
Management negotiator
Chuck O'Connor said he will remain in contact with Fehr.
"We'll continue to talk and be
ready to negotiate at any time,"
he said.
"We are dismayed with their
Broposal. We are dismayed at
leir reaction," Selig said.
The owners made another
bonus-plan proposal on Thursday, but still neither side likes
the other's suggestion. And,
after 31 bargaining sessions and
baseball's seventh work
Kge since 1972, Vincent, who
s been in the middle of the negotiations, presented his own
plan.
"I am asking the clubs to open
the training camps in exchange
for a pledge from the players not
to strike during the 1990
season," Vincent said. "In the
meantime, the parties can continue to work toward the best of
all results ... a negotiated
agreement."
Fehr said there had been "informal suggestions" that
owners would propose to end the
lockout in return tor a no-strike
promise. The union has rejected
that idea all along, saying it
would lose its bargaining power
without getting anything in return.
The two sides have made progress on every matter except
arbitration, prompting Fehr to
say early Thursday, "with an
exception or two, maybe all of
the other issues are settled."
Rosters will be restored to 25
players for 1991 and 1992. The
sides have moved closer on minimum salaries, with the union
Sreposing $105,000, $15,000 more
lan the owners are offering;
and players have proposed a $57
million yearly contribution to
the benefit plan, $7 million more
than the owners offered.

JOIN THE
FUN AND
EXCTEMENT
BE A POMMERETTE!
INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS
FOR 1990-91 TRYOUTS:
Mon. Mar. 12
9:00 p.m.
1007 BA Bldg.

Tue. Mar. 13
9:00 p.m.
1010 BA Bldg.

Wad. Mar. 14
9:00 p.m.
1007 BA Bldg.

(Please attend one)

University Bookstore
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING
MON-FRI 8:00-5:00 SAT. 9:00-5:00

' ' ■
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Classifieds
CAMPUS A CITY EVENTS

•••JAPANESf CLUsV"
Trip to Sakura Gardens *\ Toledo
M»ol at 4 30 m me Union Oval
Sun March 11
Coal-$10
• • • PRELAW SOCIETY • • •
SEE IT IN ACTION
Oteene a session o( lha Wood County
Common Pless Cowl
Tuea, March 13 • (:45am
Mad on tha front atopa ol tha Court Houaa
rmss-aasem

"Name That Tune" 5
"Sing along with Buzz man '
at Dry Dock. Friday March 9
HarshmenOued
9-1am
Win Free CD's. T-SMrts, CMUHII
From: Rock SoUd WFAL Cable 14

SERVICES OFFERED

CENTER FOR CHOICE II
Abortions thru 17 weeks
Morning after treetment
All personal and private
Proud lo be pro-choice

••ASM"
Meeting 3-1400

at 7:45
BAroomllO
■Almafors welcome to attend1
Asdia Raonaradottle and Gudt*xo Otloadottir
wfl ahara Information about the Women's Party
In Iceland:
•The Pheoeophy of the Women's ASance m Iceland"
Friday. March 9. 1990
7pm. Capitol Room Union
Sponeored by the Women's Studies Program
and the Department of Sociology.
ATTENTION JUNIORS AND SENIORS
WE MADE A MISTAKE!
Omicron Delta Kappa, a national leadership
honor society. ia Sim taking applications for
membership Applications are available In 40S
Student Services and are due by Monday.
March 12th at 5pm Any questions cal
352-0781 and aak for Mtctvjte
ATTENTION" ALL STUDENTS REQUIRED TO
TAKE ELE ED METHODS COURSES (EDCI
350, 351. 352, 353, 355. 356) MUST APPLY FOR METHODS THE SEMESTER BEFORE ENROLLMENT! DEADLINE to apply for
Summer a Fal. 1990 Ele Ed Methods: Tues..
Feb. 6, 5:00pm. Appkcation forma available in
529 Ed Bldg
Community Open Share
Come show atones, poems, thoughts, music.
art. etc. or lust come tor the enrichment & entertainment.
Monday Jan 29
8:30 PM Free to everyone
UCF Center (comer of Thurshn)
Every other Monday thru April 9th

ELECTIONS lor the
COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL
CHILDREN
wi be held at the next meeting
where 408 ED BUg
When: Sunday. March 11
Tana: 8:00pm
First year teachers wii also be speaking! See
you there'
STUDENT

Every Friday at noon. All Graduate Students
Soup and Sandwich lunch, donation. UCF
Center, comer ol Thurslin and Ridge.
This Friday Paul Baker. Loa Angelas, will discuss his stork with refugees from El Salvador
and folkmusic
MASSACRE OF RACISM III
Unity 1990 Dance

A TO Z DATA CENTER ' 352-5042
Complete Packaging Needs. UPS. Federal
Express. Typing. Resumes. FAX. copies

NOTICE!! ELE ED METHODS MEETING! ALL
STUDENTS who applied tor Summer a/or Fal,
1990 Ele Ed Methods (EDCI 350. 351. 352.
353. 355. 3581 are expected to attend this
meeting Tuesday, March 13, 4:00pm, 115 Ed.
Bldg.
BE THERE"
PI Sigma Alpha Meeting: Mon., March 12,
110BA. 7:30pm. Our featured speaker will be
Representative Randall Gardner. Anyone
may attend.
REGIONAL

CONFERENCE ON CENTRAL
AMERICA
"Why should Americans be concerned about
U.S poacy in Central America?
Dr Steve Watoms. Detroit Area Coalition
for Central America (DACCA)
7 OOpm Saturday. 115 ED
Al are Welcome!
CONFERENCE ON CENTRAL
AMERICA
Debate tor 5 against U S Policy In
Central America
Or. Jerone Stephens vs
Dr. Joseph Spawn
7 30 tontte m 115 ED
Al are Welcome!

State Representative Randal Gardner will
speak at tha next meeting of Pi Sigma Alpha
(the National Poetical Science Honorary)
Anyone may attend March 12, 110 BA.
7 30pm
THE STUDENT SOCIOLOGY ASSOCIATION
WILL PRESENT A VIDEO OF SPIKE LEE'S
"DO THE RIGHT TWNO" at the next
GENERAL MEETING TUES MARCH 13 7PM
207 WILLIAMS DON'T MISS ITM

•CHMSCHEUVRONT'
Get excited for tonight!
X "Marks" the spot wi be awesome
Marks w* never be the samel
Your AOTT Date
•FRIDAY'
Be there tMa Friday when WFAL and Dry
Dock present another WFAL Night Out Bring
your frtenda and dance to the great music of
WFAL There are great prlzea to be given
away. Dry Dock la located In Harehman Quad
and Is openlrom vpm-lsm. See ya there!
'PHIMU'PHIMU'PHIMU

LSAT-OMAT-GRE-MCAT-FMGEMS
Ksptan Educational Center

•PHIMU'PHIMU'PHIMU

Smslclssssss
Home Study Materials
Tesln Tape Library
Take Kaplan or take your chances'
Classes Forming Now 536-3701
Need a caring response
lo your pregnancy concern*?
Cal BG PREGNANCY CENTER
al 354-HOPE
For info on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and supporting services
REMEDIAL DRIVING SCHOOL - $50 FEE
12-point suspension. 2-point credit
Sat . March 10th, Tiffin or March 24th.
Fremont. E T R. Foundation 1-800-456-3873
Typing 1.35 per page 354-0371
IftTJHD PROCESSING
$1 25* page
Karen 874-1573 Penysburg

• Thta Saturday •
The PENGUINS return lo
DRY DOCKfor a live performance
Be there from 9pm-1 am to
experience the fun. the humorThe Penguins!
No cover No 10 needed
-TRACIE
Congratulations on your initiation to
Delta Sigma Pi I knew you could do it!
Love, your roomie

1000 FREE CONDOMS
1000 FREE CONDOMS
The Metatstorm Spring Break
Great Condom Giveaway!'
88 1 FMWBGU
THURSDAY and FRIDAY NIGHT 12 MID -3
AM
1000 FREE CONDOMS

2 airline tickets to Ft Lauderdale Spring break.
CHEAP. For more inlo cal 352 7638

PERSONALS

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
FOUNDER'S DAY
MARCH9.13Se-MARCHg.1M0
"114 YEARS OF EXCELLENCE"
PHI ALPHA OENTLEMENI

' UAO'
Congratulations lor a wonderful job at Mardi
Ores"
Thanks.
Volunteers in Progress
'" DELTA SIGMA PI" ■
KATHY JURCAGO
You are 8 great Mile. I'm so proud ol you Keep
up the good work lor initiation and prepare to
party al night.
Good Luck!"
Love. Your Big. Tim
•'•Delta Sigma PI'"
Chria Harder.
Hey Hossri Good Luck at initiation on Saturday
You'l do great1
Love. Your Secret Big 77
•••DeKaSlgmaPr"
DAN STURTEVANT
Good Luck tomorrow1 Can you believe it's linslty here! You'l do greall
Love. Your Big. Sarah
"'OenaZetee'"
I could never do wrthout you. You're al my inspiration The love you've shown me the past
three weeks is tnccmprehensfcte and I give al
of you my thanks and love.
Al my love and God bless
Msry

AGO • FUI
SCOTT CHERRY
Gel ready to have some tun because we're finely going to Gamma Gucci'
I love you' • Mane
AGD'AGD'AGD
Congratulations on membership into Pi Sigma
Epssonl
Valerie Wommocot' Laura Armour
Dentse Zappole • Sarah W.Hams
Christy Rlttman ■ Debbie Pax
JarvMRsmmel 'ShellyNix
Amy Votts ' Marie AppHn
AGD'AGD'AGD
AIRLINE TICKET FOR SALE Detroit lo Ft
Lauderdale March 17-24 onlyl140 Call
353-6686
Al regular weigh!
hooded sweatshirts only (10.
Al sizes snd many colors
avaxeble at T.O'a Campus Comer
900 E Wooster
across Irom Kohl Hall
Call 352-3365.

Alpha Gam - Pika
Chria.
Gamma Quco will be a total blast! Hope you
have a good time at your first Alpha Gamma Delta date party'
Love, Dawn
Alpha Gam - Pike
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
presents
GAMMA GUCCI
Lat » try II Again!
ALPHA GAMSI
Get psyched for PIKE KICKBALLI
Your Coaches Oeve A Smttty
Alpha Gams' Secret Weapon
Beta 500

•••JUnNomV
These last four months
have been HEAVEN! I cant
wait t« formal!
TLA-Kim

REOIONAL

Sharing The Work) In Ua
World Student Association presents lit annual International Dinner.
Come and •n]oy our exotic ethnic food and
live entertainment from all over the world.
OatKSat , April 7
Time: 7 00pm 10 30pm
Plaee:Flrst United Methodist Church. 1508 E
Wooster(next to Wendy's).
Tickets S8
Ticket sales:
'March 12-14 5 March 26(10:30-5 00pm)
•March 15 (10 30am-7:OOpm)
'Only by phone al 372-2249 or slop xi at 41 1
South Hal March 27(10 OOam-SOOpm) at
Union Foyer.
Note Tickets are nol available al the door

"Ke»tn"
Happy 21st Birthday i
I love you.
The

PHI MU VIP'S ARE AWESOME!" KEEP UP
THE GOOD WORK! WE LOVE YOU!

FREE
QUEST APPEARANCE BY GROOVE MASTERS
Saturday 9 midnight

"DZ"ROBtNKEENER"DZ"
Happy 21at Birthday UtHel I wkth I could be
celebrating with you but "" happens!
Love. Diane
" DZ DZ DZ D2 DZ OZ OZ DZ "

Come to Sakuna Gardens on March 11 with
Japanese Club We wH depart at the Union Oval
at 4 30 For more Information cal Trtsh Handy
at 354-5242

DAWN TOTH1CHAUNTEL PETERS
Thanx so much lor Friday night' I really appreciate all thai you both did' You guys are the
greatest'
Love m AOT.
Kim

Dercy
Experience ■ integrity
Vote for Dave Dercy
USG Senator at Large
Elections March 13-14

BOWLING GREEN HOCKEY ON 88.1 FM
WBGU THIS WEEKEND IN MOTOWN.

ALPHA SIGMA PHI
ALPHA SK3 PRIDE
CARPE DIEM
ALPHA SIGMA PHI
ALPHA SK3 PRIDE
CARPE DIEM

March 9,1990

DELTA SIGMA PI • LITTLE SHELLY '
Wei kid ya finely made It' Saturday is inMsoon »
you'l do greeti So get pumped up A II have
champagne chaed 1 waiting lor ysl Luv Ys IMe
chid!
Your Big Brian!
[MM Sigma Pi Pledge
-AJWonWeryGood Luck el Initiation'
I know you'l do greet!
Your Big, Dave

ALPHA SIGMA PHI
ALPHA SK3PFIOE
CARPE DIEM
Ann Sower
WHO DRESSES YOU'
-From your friends

Delia S^ma Pi
Little Jeff
Good Luck St Initiation'
You have done greet so lar!
Now it is time to celebrate'
Love, Heidi

AOTT ■ AOTT' AOTT
X "MARKS" the Spot
AOTT' AOTT
AOTT ZBT AOTT
CARL HASSELBACK
DOUQPUTLOCK
JOE WOLFE
MEET US IN MUG'S ROOM 7 30
SEE YOU THERE! LOVE.
YOUR AOTT DATES
PS JOE, USA CALLED, HER CAR BROKE
DOWN COLUMBUS IS OFF MEET ME WITH
DOUG AND CARL
AOTT ZBT AOTT

DELTA SIGMA PI
Kelly Kinder
Have tun at initiation You'l be greet Cant wait
M you're a brother
Your Secret Esg
DELTA SIGMA PI
To the Best Big Ron Scherger
Thank you lor Iriendship and terrific Delta S*g
support'
Love Always. Kathy
p.s Fl miss you next fall

AZD' AmySleerns'AZD
Congratulations on being elected as an Aerobics Instructor See you st the Rec'
XI Love,
Your Sisters

AZD'Connie Wssko'AZD
Congratulations for 8 successful scholarship
desserts Al of your hard work and planning
paid off'
Love.
Your Sisters
BETA 500
ONLY
36 DAYS UNTIL BETA

CARPE DEM!
SIEZE THE DAY 5 A CHANCE TO WIN A
SEMEMTER'S FREE TUITION OR THE CASH
EQUIVALENT! Buy your tickets now in the
Union Foyer or Irom any sekng HSA/HP member at 1 ticket lor $1 or6tor$5!

Delia Sigma Pi
-Chris Harder
Initiation's this weekend*
Be prepared lot anything!
Love. Your Big Lori
Delta Sigma Pi
TRACIE KIRCHNER
Guess what, chick! Tomorrow la the big day lo
show your stuff' You are a great member to our
lamily and we can t wait 11 Saturday' Tomorrow
wil go down m history' Your lamily loves you'
Con. Amor. Rich & Company
(Tequila tomorrow night)
"DELTA SIGMA PI"
To my Little Angle Turner
Gel reedy for tomorrow! You're going to do
great' So lar you've done greet and I know you
we) do line at initiation Have lun tonight at the
Secret party end don't drink too much:
tomorrow Is going to be s long dsyl
Good Luck!
Love, Your Big Larry
DELTA SIGMA PI

ALPHA PHI ' PIKE
Lei s KICK some butt al the
Pike KICKbaJI Tournament
Your Coaches.
John & Jay
ALPHA PHI ' PIKE

Delta Skjme PI
LIL TAMMY
Beat of kick at InMsoonl You have done great
so far. ao relax and have fun. Just remember to
wear while undies' Be ready to parly after
wards!
Your big. Jena
Delta Sigma PI

Discover Europe I Earn 6 CredH hrs
Summer Study Program in France
Cteeeee are In Engaeh
Or Chanee Chime wa la* about program
Open tool
Tuesday, March 13.9pm
Room 1000 BA Bldg For more mfo
Dr entitle 372-8180 or 352-8012
DON'T DRIVE. DON'T FLY, SAIL! I
TO THE tAHAMAS FOR SPRING BREAK
(400 Includss food 1 beverages
CALL MICHELLE 172-1201 tor details
FLORIDA, WHO NEEDS ITT
GO JAMMIN' IN JAMAICA
MARCH 18-25TH
C.mplng:$30«-Luxury Vlllas:S5S9
Special Rates tor Qroupa(4 or more)
DISCOUNTS' DISCOUNTS
For Sal* 1 roundtrip plane ticket to Fl.
Meyers. (150 nog. Passes cal 354-1M5.
GAMMA GUCCI
STEVE AND MICK
On*. Two-Oon't be blue
Three, Four- We'l try once more
FIve, Six- You'l Be with hoi chicks
Seven, Eight-Won't It be greet
Nine. Ten- See you thenLove. HEATHER AND
MELISSA

GET READY FOR SPRING BREAK
15* off el non-preeenptton sunglasses
alDrs Beeme t Archer, mc
1022N Prospect
Serengeti * Porsche
Ray Ban' Vuamet
Canera' Flourescents

continued on p. 12

BLACK STUDENT UNION

AJPHA PHI ' PIKE
Let's KICK some butt si the
Pike KICKbal Tournament
Your Coaches.
John 5 Jay
AIPHA PHI ' PIKE

WILL BE HOLDING AN
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
MONDAY, MARCH 12TH, AT
7:00 PM IN THE TAFT ROOM
AT THE UNION.

DsRa Sigma Pi
Dave Haug. the day has finally come and I know
you'l do great!
Love. Your Secret Big
Delta Sigma Pi- Kelly Kinder
Though your pledging ts over.
The bond is lust beginning
Our Iriendship 5 memories sr e lorever
Love. Big Amy K
D«Ha Sigma Pi
7l» PouUott*
Darta Sigma PI
Roses are Red
Violets are blue
Hey Suzanne, let's move on to March now
Brothers • this is your first clue!
DELTA SIGMA PI ■ LITTLE DAVE HAUG
GET PSYCHED FOR INITIATION THIS IS
YOUR LAST OBSTACLE BEFORE BROTHERHOOD. SO MAKE IT THE BEST GOOD
LUCK'!!
LOVE. YOUR BIG. BETH
Delta Sigma PI * * Kath-e Wilder
Know your stuff and be prepared because on
this day the meaning of brotherhood win appear
and soon you will discover friends that will always be dear"
Love. Your Big. Kirk

ELECTIONS

ELECTIONS ELECTIONS
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1990 - 1991 OFFICER
ELECTIONS
FOR LATINO
STUDENT UNION
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This Sunday at 3:00 on
the 2nd Floor of the
Student Services Building

ELECTIONS ELECTIONS

THIS SATURDAY AT 3:30,
THEN ON SUNDAY AT EITHER 1 PM OR 4:30.
JOIN JOEL YASHINSKY AND TODD GOLDBERG
LIVE FROM DETROIT ON 88.1 FM WBOU.

R.E. MANAGEMENT
is currently leasing units for the
Summer and Fall of 1990

Featuring: CAMPUS MANOR
505 Clough St.
•
•
•
•
•

Furnished
Air Conditioning Paid
Extra Vanity
Close to Campus
Laundry Facilities

• Heating Paid
• 2 Bdrme. 1 Balh
• Walk-m Closet
• Plenty of Parking
• Full-time Maintenance

$695.°° month
CALL 352-9302
Hours:

M-F U-5

Sat 10-1

■I. M«M6EMEIT

505 CLOUGH STREET B15
BOWLING GREEN. OH 43402

^
^

to

JLf vs. LS.S.U.

Includes:

m

PLEASE COME AND
P
MAKE THE DIFFERENCE H
o2
ELECTIONS

•?A

S
3
§
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continued from p. 11
Hey guyi. spring »W » only 1 ant away
have you checked out MeurlcM Mimwwr in
tt>e woodland Mel?

MsurtCM HM Msnsa Mr
MeurlcM HM Msnswssr
Maurices MM Meoeweer
Columbia (ackets are at Maurkxas In ma Mene
wear dapaf%nantl Check out iha noweet cotoxa'
If you sing, dance.
or play and aietrument.
sudHon lor a paid poeMon
m ma Fra-ftaatMratkxi VarMy Sho-t
Sign up lor an audition at
406 Sludant Services
until March 12
IM Soccer Offlcsata naadad Mandatory CHrac Tuaa March 13. 5 8pm PICK up ratarral al
Student Employment 6 apply m 108 SRC
Intereeled In a COOP?
Need help with your resume?
Lai ua help you!
Stop by the CO-OP inlormation
MM, let door BADuadlng
Wadnaaday or Thursday
March 14-15 from 6:00am-12:00 noon
Sponsored by the CO-OP ordoe:
372-2451
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE COED BOWL
MG - MARCH 12. MEN'S 4 WOMEN'S SOCCER - MARCH 13 ALL ENTRIES DUE IN 108
SRC BV 4 00 P M
JAILN-BAIL
JAIL-N-BAIL
•KAPPA DELTA'
JAIL-N-BAIL
JAIL-N-BAIL
MARCH 10. 1990
JAH.-N-BAIL

JOaVWaVMI
MARCH 10.1 N0
JAMMIN' IN JAMAICA
1/2 THE S4 2X THE FUN
CALL: 36J-TOUR-J5J-eeS7
JAMMIN'IN JAMAICA
Wa don't sal you a ticket and lorget you

KD* "Delta Tau Dana" *KD
Shane YMM and Stave Waade
On Saturday:
Dancing m me streets with a KD.
is our IMI data party hare at BG'
Shane wal be wondering If
Vic w« be about?
Maybe. Maybe not. Del have to find out'
Stave wH be wondering about the gal
from downatalra
What wal people say. he doean't care'
We know that our eat date party
wal be great.
EspecxMly with our two dart dates'
Love your KDDelee.
Amanda 4 Katrine
KKG'KKG'KKG'KKG'KKG
Kappas love their VIP'a' Ware behind you
100%!
Love. The ACOVM
LAST FLIGHT PACKAGES FOR DAYTONA
WITH HOTEL $238 00
FLIGHT ONLY $139 00
CALL NOW! KATHY 353-8445
LATE NITE VIDEO
DELIVERS
The only M service video atore In BG
Ca»354-LATE
Lll' Adam Kretiert
Detta Slg'DaltsSlg'DaltaSlg
Don't worry. I WILL find you today! Be ready lor
INITIATION, you'l do GREAT' Be ready to
celebrate aflarwardal GOOD LUCK!
Love. Your Big Merest

PhHMU'PHIMU
The Sleters of Phi Mu would fee to CONGRATULATE Amy Brucker on being selected
lor Order ol Omega'

The Block Student Union wll be holding a organizational meeting Monday. March 12, 1990 at
7:00 PM In the Tatt room. Unton.
The Sielere ol Phi Mu would like to congratulele
our new Rho Cms for next year'
Moay Mclntyre
Karen Crum
Kan Epstein
Concvatueulonel! We know youa do a great (obi
•PHIMU'PHIMU'PHIMU

MS. KRISTIN HEDLUND
CONGRATULATIONS ON BECOMING AN SRC
AEROBICS LEADER SEE HOW YOU AHEM I
KNEW YOU COULD 00 IT!
ALL MY LOVE
I LOVE YOU!!!
MARK

WE 00 WITH YOU
MOO VOLLEYBALL
HALF THE MONEY/TWICE THE FUN
Ha Back
CALL: 3S3-TOUB-35J-eel7

PSYCHIC FAIR SUNOAY MARCH 11
11 -8PM Sandusky Sheraton mn FrM adrmeafon. Free chsdren'e activities with down.
Areas kvgeat crystal display LecturM at 1 00
and 3:00 Psychic resyjngs For information
can 418 499-2310

THETA CHI ' TOM MADOOCK
HAPPY
22ND
BIRTHDAYII
LOVE.UNOA

SOLD Leedarahlp Tip of the Week:
•'It a freight train Is corning at you. get
ofl the tracks It's so much more elegant "
■ThomMCrum developer ol AJkl Method ol
Conflicl Resolution
Student Organization Leadership Development
We re S O L D on Leadership!

Trade Klrchner -Dane pledge
One more teat stands between you a brotherhood Some Secret Big Advice
1 Know your malarial
2 Eat a big braaktut
3. Wear white bragaa'
Good kick tomorrow. I'm rooting for you'
Your Secret Big

SAE SAE SAE SAE

PWMU • PHIMU
The Sisters ol Phi Mu would eke to congratulate.
*' "Lora Marmt -Laura Healon Award
•' * Bath Parry-HlghMt G P A
••• Betsy Vogal -Outstanding Junior
*' 'Patti Munday -Moat Improved Sophomore
For being selected lor the awards at Founder's
Day Brunch
CONGRATULATIONS!!
'PHIMU'PHIMU

Erin
Fandel

Sean.
You are al I could poealory aver want and more.
Thanka lor being the grestest boyfriend and my
best friend! Happy Birthday I love you!
Love Always, Keel
Secret Little Jetf Ferenciy
Don't stress now Buddy!
You're almost there
I'm behind you-remember that!
and beware of landsharka!
GoodLucklll
Love. Your Secret Big
SIOEP
ORDER OF OMEQA INITIATES
BRIAN BECK
JOHN MONTGOMERY
BRYON SPEAKMAN
CONGRATULATIONS!

Salesperson of the Week:
February 26 - March 2, 1990

TTKA TTKA TTKA TTKA

TTKA TTKA TTKA TTKA
KICKBALL KICKBALL KJCKBALL
KICKBALL KICKBALL KICKBALL
KICKBALL KICKBALL KICKBALL
KICKBAU KICKBALL KICKBAU
KICKBAU KICKBAU KICKBAU
KICKBALL KICKBALL KICKBAU
TTKA TTKA TTKA TTKA

Summer employment Ful time summer posthone ere available in our auto travel department
Qualified IndMdueJe wal nave a working knowl
edge ot major U.S. Highway systeme and excellent communication skate Candidates muat be
available lo train during Spring Break Our othces are located m Cleveland. Lynhurat. Mantor, and Rocky River Rate ol pay wl be
S4 757hr Interested Individuate should cal
1-800-652 9 99ex1 8016

VCT'PmkFtoyd' "The Trial"
Special thanka to the loaowing lor help and/or
propa
Heather Hudson. Mike Klster. Be Loesch. Dave
Patterson. Jeff Waters. Dan Zknmer. Space
Assignments (Prout Chapel). The Costume
Shop (robe). Alpha Phi Omega (gavel) and Rob
Sawyer (mortar board and music)
Wa couldn't "Taw Down the Wall"
without you!'

"Name That Tuna" S
"Sing along with Buzzmen"
at Dry Dock. Friday March 9
Harahman Quad
9-1am
Win Free CD's. T-Shsta. PMeellee
From: Rook Solid WFAL Cable 14

SKTEP
ATHLETES OF THE WEEK
THE CURLING TEAM
Simon A Wayne
Wake beer
You Bus beer
We all eke beer
Can't wait for Saturday!
Hope you ave your poem'
Kim & Monica
pa Al ol you who said traa waa cute better
stick by ua!

LEAGUE

Serving your total graphic design and typesetting needs.
• Resumes
• Graphic Design Consultation
• Posters, Fliers, Newsletters, Brochures
• Black 8 White PMTs. Halftones. Reversals, Film Positives

8-BALL

LEAGUE

GIRLFRIEND DUMPED ME, MUST

(3/18-3/25) PAIO S1.200. WILL

Needed. 30 overweight people who are eertous
about Being weight Can Frank at 364-7883
Limltod time only

C+'FEROVtR S600
CAUMXSSS
(INCLUDES LUXURY VILA. ROUND TRIP AIR
6 MORE)

One female non-smoker to sub kseae an apartment, close to campus, lor Fa* 1990. Call
2-3035 lor delails

Lange XLR Downhll Racing Boole SI 50 or
best offer 353-8732 Chrtatlen Leave Mas
sage

Ride needed lo Charlotte. N C area lor eprtng
break Wl give gas money Cell 354 4053

MUSTANG II 4ap . aunrool. perfect college car.
$750 Nag Cal Sean 353-7891

8-BALL

LEAGUE

THE BUCKEYE ROOM
PRESENTS:
THE COLLEGIATE
8-BALL
SINGLES LEAGUE
WHO: All B.G.S.U. Students
WHEN: Every Wednesday Starting
March 28,1990 Through *
April 25, 1990
WHERE: The Buckeye Room in The
University Union
$20 entry fee covers 5 weeks of play.
Entry blanks available at the Buckeye
Room in the University Union and are
due with full payment on March 14,1990.

UniGrophics

Cobra radio radar detector S100 Cal Jordan at
874-4400

ACCEPT ANY REASONABLE

WANTED: 1 lemale to sublease apt with 2
other gala for summer. $147 00/month. own
room. Nice apt., only a few blocks from campus Can Sonya at 287 4325 (local) or
352-3083 Cal between 5-gpm

8-BALL

1973 MUSTANG CONVERTBLE
302.3apeed manual. S4500 3533098

2 nonsmoking lemalea tor 4th St. Apt. lor next
semester school yr $ 1 20 a monlh plus utHtlas
Ce» 353-9338. ask lor Kelly

Susan Har en
Happy 21 si B-Day
We l Celebrate Tuea
TJ

8-BALL

LEAGUE

4 Bedroom, 2 ful bath, furnished apt for eummer Halt block from campua. your own yard.
Cal 352-2292
Apta for 1990-91 academic year
Located on Third Street
Foxy furnlehed Air Conditioned
2 bedroom at $560 00and....
1 bedroom at S400 00 per month
Owner paya al utllhes
Cal 352 4966 after 5 PM
AVAILABLE NOW
On* & two bedroom apartmenta • fumlahed 4
unfurnished starting at $360 00 GM 4 heal
inckided. Free campua shuttle
Wlnthrop Terrace Apartments. 362-9136.

You've Oof To See TheM
309 High St
2 bedroom, furnlehed
Close to campua
FREE gaa, water. 6 sewer
NEWLOVE RENTALS
328 S Main 352-5820

DSGRENTALS
Niceet Apartments In BGI11
1 unit left1 860 Scott Hamlton. 2 Dtocka from
campua Modern, furnished. 2 bedroom units.
new carpeting, laundry tacfaDM. air conditioned, reserved parking Maaknum 4 persons
per unit 12 month lease $595 00 9 month
lease $650 00 Available Mey or August
287-4255/287-4886
DUMP YOUR ROOMMATE SPECIAL
1 bedrm. »345 Heat Incl.
Lrg. Etilc. $280. Hast Incl.
Now you can afford your own apt.
TheM specious epts testure
■tall weter Incl.
•Fumlahed
'Convenient to campua
R.E. MANAGEMENT
112-0102

FALL SEMESTER LEASE or Fal 6 Spring Ha
venhouse S150/mo plus util Male roommate
please Cal Brian 2 4651

SELL TWO TICKETS TO JAMAICA

WANTED
Studenta interested in spending their summer in
Europe Earn 6 credit hours Informational
Meeting Tuesday. March 13, 9.00pm at BAA
1000 For more into can Or Charles Chlttle:
372 8180or 362-8012.

4 bdrm. house. Large aVfeig room. Ctoee to
campus
Available Summer and Fall.
352-6475

FOR SALE

1 non-amoklng lemale to sublease 4th St.
apt. lor eummer S117 a month a utHmes
Can 353-9336. ask lor Kety

SquHtSometlmes It takes lemons to make
lemonade. Your Irlendshlp meana the world
to mat

2 Bedroom Apartments across from campus
S360/mo. for a 12 month lease or 9 mo.
lasses avaaabW Can 362-6111 between
10-6

Efficiency for rent. Abas to move in immediately
S170p/month Cal Plane 372 4600

HELP • HELP ■ HELP

WANTED

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS ONE HALF
SLOCK TO CAMPUUS. SUMMER OH FALL.
CALL TOM 162-4871 DAYS OR 162-1800 EVE
AWKEWDt.

Work 16 houra par weekend. Our company Is
seeking employees to perform unskilled light
production work. Current openings for a new
weekend shift- 7 112 houra on Saturday and
7 1/2 houra on Sunday. Plant location la only
2 blocks from BQSU cempuB. The rate of
wage le S3.36 par hour. H Interested In this
weekend sh Ift. or It you can work it lea SI 1 5
hours Monday thru Friday, call the office et
354-2644 or pick up an application at Advanced Specialty Products. Inc. 421 Clough
Street. Bowling Qreen, Ohio.

For Sale queen size walerbed Ful motion. Ask
ktg S130 Cal 354 3268 Ask lor Seen or
Steve.

SK3EP

12 month leases aveaaote Mey 15. 1990
809 6th St. • 2 BR houM $450 plus uM.
282 1/2Troup-2BR apt 8380 pkjeuB.
424 1/2 S Summt-ettlc apt. SI 96.00 pass
utl
Steve Smith - 362-6917.

92625
Radiology Tranaport Aide
Part-time, 20 hra. a week. 7 30am-11 30am,
Mon.-Fn Tranaport aide wil be trained xi al duties Cal or vlail Wood County Moapital. Human
Reeourcea. Bowling Green. OH 43402 (419)
354-8990

BROTHER OF THE WEEK
ANDREW HANSEN

BG News

FOB SECRETARIAL POSITION
DEDICATED, HARDWORKING STUDENT FOR
POSITION OF ASSISTANT TO THE DIRECTOR OF THE ACADEMIC YEAR ABROAD IN
SPAIN PROGRAM. NEED WORDPROCESSINO. MACINTOSH, FILINO, PHONE SKILLS.
PREFERABLY AYA ALUMNI Oft STUDENT
WITH SPANISH AND TRAVEL ABROAD EXPERIENCE. IF INTERESTED, CALL 172-8051
AND LEAVE MESSAOE.

SAE SAE SAE SAE

UTS-Oka

Congra tula tions

Earn up to S1.000 a weak working a few houra
a day out of your home For more Information,
send seft-eddreaeed etamped envelope to: Box
428216. Evergreen Park Illinois 80842

PI KAPPA ALPHA
prasents
1 at Annual KkXbsl Tournament
Friday 3:30 Intramurala Field

SAE SAE SAE SAE

pa The Deedbeet Club

Deavery pereonneJ apply 2-4
Mon-Sat for daytime positions
Di Benedetto*

OVERSEAS JOBS S900-2000 mo Summer.
Yr round. Al Countries. Al fields FrM Into
Write IJC PO Bx S2-OH03 Corona Dal Mar CA

SAE SAE SAE SAE

Joanna and Beth
Thanka lor everything these last couple ol
weeks! You guys are the absolute greatest' I
can't wait until Spring Break! Look out Ft.
Myers, here come the DG'al!

Counselors Wanted Trim down-fill IBM, cc-ed.
NVS camp 100 poerHona sports, crafts, many
other* Camp Shan*. Ferndale NY 12734
(gi4) 292-4045

TTKA TTKA TIKA

"Spring Training Camp 'to"
The Major Laaguea are out
THESAE'Sarelnm
So grab a data and be at the house by
7:30 Friday

Pat Roeber * Shelly Wenninger
Congratulations on your recent PI Kapp-Alpha
Phi Ptnrnngi WOWII
The Brothers of Pi Kappa PIN

ATTENTION Excaeent Income lor Home Aeaambty Work Info Cal 504848-1700 DEPT
P8255
'

SAE SAE SAE SAE

SAE SAE SAE SAE

Sound Fun??
Gat a learn together'
Pickupappacaaonaat
Mae* Alumni Canter (Acrcee
from Harahman Quad)
Deedane March 18th

260 COUNSELORS end Instructors needed!
Prtvete. coed, eummer camp In Pocono
Mountains North—Nan Pennsylvania. Lohtkan. PO Sox 2J4BO. Kenllworth. NJ 07011
<201)27o-0tM

Need Part Time Income? Need a Scholarship?
Need e Grant? Wa Can Helpl Free Info:
1-800-USA 1221 out 10110

"Spring Training Camp 'SO"
The Makx Leagues are out,
THE SAC'S ere Inlll
So grab a data and be at the house by
7:J0 Friday

HURRY
Deadline: March 18th
Sponsored by U A.A.

HELP WANTED

Try our yogurt cones'
A variety ot flavors avaxeble
Juat 4g cents through graduation
at Quarters

"Spring Training Camp 'SO"
The Ma|or Laagu as era out.
ThaSAE'Ssraln!!!
So grab a date and be at the house by
7:10 Friday

IM> VOLLEYBALL
Jan Casey
Thanks so much tor being there lor me al the
time' Gat psyched tor a great weekend with the
••HUSBAND""
Love.
Donna

CAPTURE THE MOMENT
SPRING BREAK FILM SALE
PICTURE PLACE UNION
ENLARGE ITU
IS X 7 FOR 13

Pick up applications at
Miktti Alumni Center

Jefl and Hugh
Hope you are u excited lor torwght M we are
Be prepared'
Your Gamma Gucci DalM
Jan and Kara

THEPtCTUMFlACl
FREE DOUBLES ARE COMINO
AFTER SPRING BREAK!

Pregnant? - Chooee Adoption Emottonaay a
nnandaty aecure couple wishes lo adopt Infant
ctaM Cal Lou Ann 419-382 1050

Men of B.Q.S.U.
Are you one of the lucky law attending X
"Marks" the spot? It so be at Marks by goo
tonight a be ready lor run"'
AOTT ' AOTT ' AOTT
MONICA DABNEY
Here s to the ultimata bond, the century weekend, peanuts, bread, asparagus, and all thoee
other things I can't mention! I hjv ya! Thanx lor
making me laugh!
STBR.
Kim
pa Only 20 more days wi our hrst cw Bear! I
can't wart! Any idee whet STBR means?

THE ALPHA OAMS LOVE THOU ¥■»'•
THE ALPHA OAMS LOVE THEIR VIP'S
THE ALPHA OAMS LOVE THEM Va?'t

For rent starting Fal 1990. 12 mo lasseonry
4 bedroom home 1/2 block from Otfenhsuer
Towera Cal I 865-8307 attar 7PM
HOUSE tor rent
3 bedroom/3 person(unfur) aval 8/1/90 1
year lease Cat 352-5239 or 823-7556 after

I
JAY-MAR APARTMENTS
2 bdrm. turn /untum
AC, as low as
$440/mo Heat included ratM available. Ph.
354-8036
One 3 bedroom unit 6 One 1 -bedroom unit in a
house between downtown 6 campua. Cal
1-8932317
Preferred Propsrtfss Is now leasing lor eummer
and fal Piedmont apartmenta and many ol our
other Isttnga are available' Al residents receive
a membership to Chsrrywood Health Spa. Cal
352-9378
STAY CLOSE!
Campua Manor Apta.
•Free hast 6 A/C
•Balconies
•Walk to campua 4 storM
• Furnished
Cal Today 352 9302
CHEAP.

CALL

351-1242

VrCKI/ANNE-

FOR RENT

Summer rentals Apartments. housM. and
rooms Cal Carty RentsU 352-7365
• • S « V RENTALS ' *
14 2 bdrm acts aval.
9 » 12 mo Is Mai Cal 352 7464
1 bdrm apt lor Grad Students
available 287 3898
t bdrm apt
354-4379

Fal leases

May S215/mo. pajeutl.

1 bedroom. 1300 00 2 bedroom. $400 00
Al utu paid Close to campus
Aval eummer «lei Cal 352-5478
BIO IS BETTERI
Roduodge Manor Apis
2 bdrm. 2 baths w/dtahwaahers
Cal today to take a look!
R.E. MANAGEMENT 352-B302

SUMMER SUBLEASE NEEDEDI
BIG Spacious house I
(the more the msmerl)
1 block behind Marks'
Cal Tsrri st 362-3668 or
BrtgMts st 352-4638
CALL SOON - 4 leave manage!
Two 2 bdrm. apts rum. 4 untum available (or
Fal S Spring 1990-91 Summer apartments
turn. & unlurn also available visage Green
Apartmenta Cal anytime 354-3533
Two bdrm. -4 person apts -BG APTS 818,
822 2nd St 9 6 12 mo lisus 362-7484.
After 5pm 6 wkende 823-7555

CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA
and
m -,;

TANNING CENTER
is having their
SPRING BREAK TANNING SPE
(with coupon)

10 VISITS FOR $20
352-9378
expires 3/17/90

• Word Processing Disks Converted for Typeset-quality Output

Fatman
• LaserWriter Output from Macintosh" Disks

W

| |H/<_«
CtBTAir-

• PC / Macintosh" File Conversion

WAfTT <V-^Vtf .9>U4NS
T.ss. NCwi

PATfCNTtY
i_ ,/*to.

• Full Laser Imooesetting Services

/»-* THC Or-W-JC

L»ra S0*S* iF X CAN ftt.o
TH6 CbAMlCA . . . »W«-*A>r*
~THC- f Flu* C.uv& utAuukjo
IfS Trr* OWC- -.-■»-'Tflrf
t-H
&*Ki ••*•*-.** 4 0**/;J 7/l*T i«
ASs>»*.aCC S/-$0^j u lAfr

3^

• Full Typesetting Services

Cat us for further Information

211 West Hall

byJohnBoissy

372-7418
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From the Street
What do you do with your time between classes?

Scott Steven, freshman communications major from Strongsville: "/ go to
the Rec and work out, or talk with
friends in the hall."

Paige Ricciardo, sophomore RTVF
major from CranvOle:"/ usually study or
sleep."

Lisa Haberstock, senior IPCO major
from Waterville:"I work and spend time
with friends and family, but mostly go to
the rec and work out."

Victor Harvey, senior business major
from Columbus:"/ study and try to prepare for graduation in May."

Stereotyped gangster film just * silly'
by Brenda Young

The "Roaring '20s," as the decade
has been called, has become a fantasyland fraught with toughs and gun molls
bedecked in spats and shimmering
gowns.

Video Review
"Bloodhounds On Broadway" is a
film drowning in the general perception of the prohibition era that has
come straight off yellowing society
pages and old mobster movies that
deify John Dillinger, Baby Face Nelson, At Capone and any number of
guys named "Lefty."
Howard Brookner's 1989 ode to
Damon Runyon's short stories relies
heavily on the stereotypical trappings

of a "sweeter" time, when even gangsters like The Brain (Rutger Howard)
have a soft heart for hard-up flower
girls. People on Broadway at New
Year's Eve 1928, Brookncr and fellowscreen writer Colman deKay would
have us believe, not only dressed like
every day was another cocktail party,
but spoke with such scintillating
phraseology as "Feet Samuels (Randy
Quaid) got that pile of dough by sellin'
his body to some old saw-boneswbo
had never seen such an big pair of gunboats.

The bloodhounds of the title are two
baying pony-sized dogs that drag their
owner and two bumbling cops through
the streets of New York on the trail of
a murder. Each stop brings them evercloser to Regret (Matt Dillon), a sap of
a guy who loves the racetrack almost as
much as he loves speakeasy showgirl
Lovey Lou (Jennifer Grey). He and the
deceased had a fist fight over Lovey

and the murder evidence is turning
against him.
Of course. Regret isn't the only guy
with problems. There's poor old Feet
Samuels, who's going to have to "off
himself" so the doctor can get his old
"croaker" hands on those enormous
feet.
Feet sold himself because he was
tired of being broke and wanted to buy
the aloof showgirl Hortense Hathaway
(Madonna) a few diamond-studded
trinkets. When she admits she loves
him, he has to decide whether or not to
"whelch" on the deal — and he never
whelches.
Then there's Basil Valentine (Ethan
Phillips), a retiring little man who has
somehow convinced socialite Harriet
MacKyle (Julie Hagerty) that he is a
pistol-toting gangster. She loves the
idea of being his gun moll and thinks
he ought to be the one to' 'plug''
Handsome Jack (Esai Morales) after
the "shark" murders her parrot.

Watching over all the festivities like
a reassuring father is Waldo Winchester (Josef Sommer), the local society
columnist. He and speakeasy owner
Missouri Martin (Anita Morris) are
able to patch everything up and solve
everybody's pressing problems.
In other words, everybody gets the
girl, the poor flower girl gets The
Brain's money and Broadway gets a
few more months to roar before the
stock market crash.

Editor
*l*llll Editor
sort Reporter!
Photographer
Kdllorlal Office
Cover Design
riUntaajaaarkaarai «■«.«. Frtaa; aerial 0M a

Me Gnaa SUM IMntaer

Unfortunately, however, Waldo and
Missouri could not do the same for the
script. The fantasyland of gangsters
and bathtub gin has been funny and
provoking in movies like "Ragtime"
and "Bonnie and Clyde," but in
"Bloodhounds On Broadway" it's just
plain silly.
"Bloodhounds On Broadway" was
supplied by Barney's Video.

CarlMopher J. Dinoa
Dckorah Hippie
Fruk EepoeKo,
Briu Lumley, DoauShirper
Joe P. Nauer
210 We* Haa, (419) 372-4967
Thomas Krouae
■ aarteetel

a at Healal fill Hn itift

t ttw eeaeeai at Flier* MajaOar.
laaeraa
"H
m—<»n
nallj i»>li]ima<a» an a ilinlmi la
riiawHieiai aaa aeeaae Ci««a Suet UahtnlK anaaaal
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Local rock scene shines in showcase
by Frank Esposito
Scott Shriner stalked the stage with
ihe energy that only Iightspeed rock-nroll can provide. His bass was slung
low and the lone lock of blonde hair on
his head bobbed with his every move.
He looked out on the multitude and
said, "All these pretty people and they
let my nasty ass in — I can't believe
it!"
The "pretty people" were approximately 600 local rock fans who were
hungry for some quality rock and his
"nasty ass" was playing bass for the
Great Bar-B-Q Gods, one of seven acts
from Northwest Ohio that blasted the
Northeast Commons with five and a
half hours of just what the crowd had a
hankerin' for. Such was the scene at
Ihe 1990 WBGU Independent Music
Showcase.
The groove was laid down immediately as atomic funkateers Big Hunk
0' Cheese belted out a stream of loud,
fast dance grooves. Sonicly and fashionwise, the Cheese resemble the Red
Hot Chili Peppers and the Dead Milkmen. Guitarist Mac McKeever and bassist Mike Abssy built walls of shakeyour-butt riffs. Vocalist Mark Eichner
then proceeded to bounce off of those
walls, license plate dangling from his

neck all the while.
Guitarist John McAlea began Phantom Circus' set with a random obscenity sound check and shouts of "WE
ARE PHANTOM CIRCUS-SAHI."
McAlea is one of the true good guys on
the local scene and he showed it this
evening, surviving a broken string and
accenting the band's driving jangle
sound with several jumping kicks.
Phantom Circus ran through a bunch
of tunes including a few goodies from
their days as the Exchange (including
"Flashback"), an original called "In A
Cloak," and a tune which featured hot
licks from McAlea. The "nasty ass" of
Scott Shriner was up next and the
Great Bar-B-Q Gods thrashed and
funked aplenty to live up to their "Mo
torhead meets James Brown" claim.
Shriner leapt about like a rabid grasshopper while vocalist Matt Donahue
thrusted his pelvis nonstop throughout
the set. Their thrash had a lotta bass
and their funk had a lotta feedback as
they rampaged through such songs as
"Funky Chunk," and
"1-800-909-FOOL."
Braille Radio presented the most
startling visuals of the evening. Guitarist Anthony Makes had the Chili Peppers' look, vocalist Lee Kohler was a
blonde Morrissey, bassist John Penka
was straight out of Megadeth and

Over 80 Imported Beers

Campus
Pollyeyes "A Gathering Place"
352-9638 or 354-0056
4*0

"Jazz Night-

ECourt

far as their sound, I'm running out of
superlatives. It's loud and fast and
tight and you can still hum it in the
shower. The guitar solo on "Smile In
My Heart" was a wonder. Tim Beuter
kept the beat steady, but I wouldn't
have minded hearing him sing. He's
got one of the most underrated voices
on the local scene.

drummer Richie Bublick was on the
run from Black Flag. They seared their
way through several originals and were
volatile on "Let's Walk By The
Whorehouse." Makes was impressive
on his demolition of "Total Hell." The
crowd was not sure how to take Kohler's melodramatics but he persevered
and pushed himself through an aerobic
spasm dance, proving Kohler's observation that "Anything that's not loud,
evil, dirty, or straight from hell has no
right to be called rock-n-roll."
Vocalist lain Ellis broke his tambourine on the Sygn's opening number, but it did not stop them from ripping into such tunes as '"57 Chevy"
which featured inspired vocals by
guitarist Mick E. Stephens. "Something About Ethiopia" was equally
impressive, with some absolutely stunning work by saxophonist Jake Kohl,
who exhaled his soul throughout the
song. They exited to a furious number
called "Airhead In A Waterbed."

Another main event on the vocal
front was Trip 20's set. Through such
fine numbers as "Finger In The
Levee," "All The Way To Chehalis,"
and "I Suppose," Trip 20 put on a letter-perfect display of guitar pop. I
think it's safe to say that the mantel of
best vocalist in the area has been
passed from Todd Szopo of the late
Exchange to Michael Todd Smith of
Trip 20. The post had been left vacant
for a while, but Smith's performance
at the Showcase settled things.
If this show was any indicator, youth
must be served for the local scene to
iucceed, since more than half the
;rowd was underage. Holding the
:vent in the Commons proved to be a
itroke of genius. The Showcase proved
hat the local rock scene is thriving and
lealthy. It's hell bent on election. This
Feeling is intoxicating.

Several new tunes were featured in
Art School's set, including the raw
emotion of "Paul" and "1 Hate Your
Lies," which featured an ear-piercing
scream from bassist/vocalist Perry
Finch. They also cranked out such
standards as "I Can't Change The
World" and "Smile In My Heart." As

What is it?
II you can Identify nils
obje* i you could win .i Sis
v»ii t ( ertlfh ale from Quarter's
Cafe, I-H-I E Wooster (Does
noi include tax, gratuity, oi
.IIIOIHIIK Ix-vcfiWs)

With Mike Petrosino, Chris Berger, & Dan Faehnle
Every Tuesday 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Come & listen or bring your instrument & join in !

Drop your .inswers in the
entry IXJX located in the in >

Free Delivery • Salads

WIN A FREE QUART OF

CHOCOLATE CHIP
COOKIE DOUGH
ICE CREAM
from

Ir^WSCg
Answer this question:
If it takes a day and a half for a hen and a half to lay an egg
and a half, how long does it take a grasshopper with a
wooden leg to kick seeds off a dill pickle?
Need not be present to win, but must present this ad. with your answer, to
Powell's Ice Cream, Woodland Mall. There will be a drawing every Friday
night until March 30, 1990

Last week's winner was Robin
Monarch, who correctly
identified the object as a
guitar.
For greal food and drinks. It's
perfectly clear lhat Quarters Cafe
is the right choice.

News ediiorial otfice. 214
Wesi II. ill
Hntries are due each
rhursday. 5 p.m rhe
winning entry will lx- named ,n
lhal nine. II more lhan one
i orrecl entry is received, a
drawing will lx- held to
determine ihe winner
Kmployees ol BOSU Student
Publications are not eligible

1414 E. Wooster Bowling Green. OH
3S3-873S

feNTRY FORM
Name

Address
Phone Number.
What is il?
lit-turn to Hi, \c\vs l-jliioricilottitv 21-t West Hull. Host
Employees of BOSU Sludcni Publications arc not eligible
. .. ..i. i. i

.

.
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Thursday night alternative offered
by Janice Hardman
Thursday night is the beginning of
the weekend for many college students.
"Thursday Nite Live" offers a Christian alternative to Bowling Green's
night life and gives everyone a chance
to participate in a group with common
beliefs and attitudes.
Sponsored by BGSU Bible Studies,
Thursday Nite Live is a Christian meeting where everyone is welcome to come
and join the singing and fun the group
provides, Michael Higgins, president
of BGSU Bible Studies said.
Thursday Nite Live used to meet
only once a month but has recently

changed its schedule to meet every
week, Higgins said.
"For the past couple of years, we
met as a large group once a month with
small groups during the week but we
felt we would meet a greater need spiritually if we went to meeting every
week during the semester," he said.
The group tries to start the meetings
in an "upbeat" manner, Higgins said.
"We begin with music by singing
together, then we put on skits which
are meant to entertain and are usually a
lot of fun for the whole group," Higgins said.
Then there is a speaker which is
either the director of BGSU Bible Stud-

Porrest Creason Golf Course
Memberships will
be on sale in the
^^^~"

Union Foyer
March 7,8, & 9
from 10:30 - 2:30

Saaaon TlekM totomaUo
•BGSU Studanla <Ful Swon] $105 & $30 aa
•BOSU StudanU (Sorbifl)
130 a $10 M.
•BGSU Studanta (Summar)
$75 a $25 a.
BGSU Stodams (FaB)
$40 1 $ I5 ea
BOSU Faculty $ Staff
$180 1 $45 aa
OanaralPubac
$290 1 $65 aa
Juraof*
' Addition* lor itudanla H*III»M 5 children only

MISS THE CROWDS

addrfl
adorn.
add*
add*
add*
add*
$00

BUY YOUR MEMBERSHIP
NOW!

Call 372-2674

Julie + Dave
Katie

+

He's just a friend-„
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?
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*
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Scott ^^^
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Women's art
to be exhibited

ies, a faculty advisor, a Christian faculby Donna Sharper
ty member, or an outside guest, Higgins said.
Currents Gallery will have an open"The speakers usually apply the Bible practices to every day life," he add- ing reception for the exhibition of ar. twork done by women, on Saturday,
ed.
March 10 at 7 p.m.
Darryl Phillips, director of BGSU
The exhibition will coincide with the
Bible Studies, agrees.
Women's Caucus for Art Chapter
"The topics are along the lines of
meeting, that will take place on campus
developing character in one's life. I try
on Saturday, March 10, said Rosemary
to relate practical, every day situations
Basile, Currents Gallery directory.
with related stories from the Bible,"
Approximately 100 women and all
Phillips said.
persons interested in W.C.A. will atPhillips said he tries to keep the toptend a business meeting at noon in
ics simple and apply the basic practice
room 119 in the School of Art, said
of Biblical principles.
"Last week I used the story of David Dorothy Linden, coordinator of the
W.C.A. Bowling Green meeting.
and Goliath and related the meaning it
has today," Phillips said.
The story illustrated how overcomAfter the meeting, Vicki Patraka,
associate professor of English and
ing insurmountable odds is possible
women's studies program at the Uniand by having trust in God that ability
is given to us, he said.
versity, will speak on "Ways of Seeing
Phillips said Thursday Nite Live has
Art by American Women," in the lechad youth pastors, among other
ture hall on the second floor of the
School of Art.
guests, come to speak in the past. One
future speaker will be Deni.se Van DeAccording to Linden, the Women's
Walle, the BGSU Women's Volleyball
Caucus of Art is a way for professional
Coach.
women artists to meet other profesThursday Nite Live tries to keep the
sional women artists in Ohio.
speakers local but also student orien"To meet, to talk about art and to
ted. Higgins said Thursday Nite Live
meets every Thursday evening at 7:30
find out what's going on in other parts
either in the Union or in the President's of the state in visual arts," she said.
Lounge in the Ice Arena and everyone
After the chapter's activities, the
is welcome to attend the meetings.
members will be able to view each others' work in the opening reception
which will last until 10 p.m. in Currents Gallery, 126 Wooster Street, Basile said.
The local and University community
will be able to view approximately 75
pieces, including pottery, handmade
paper, hand-colored photographs and
glass.
-V
The exhibition, which will last until
&&
April 15, will feature artwork of students, faculty, local artists and professional women artists statewide. Linden
said.
According to Basile, even if one does
not desire to buy art, they could go to
%
the gallery to view it.
>oe
"The whole idea is to get over the
fear of art. A lot of people are afraid
of fine art because they think they
won't understand it or appreciate it,"
^cfe
she said.
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Support group formed to help
diabetics with their problems
by Bob Sadowski
Many of ihe problems facing the
world today are health related. One
disease goes virtually unnoticed —
chronic diabetes.
According to the Eli Lilly Company,
diabetes sets in when your body either
cannot produce enough insulin, a
chemical produced by the pancreas, or
cannot properly use the insulin it does
produce.
Once produced, the insulin is
released into the bloodstream when
glucose (sugar) increases in the body.
This is usually following a meal. The
insulin allows the glucose to move
from the bloodstream into the cells,
where it is broken down for energy.
When this bodily process is inhibited
by diabetes, several critical outcomes
can result. Some long-term problems
of uncontrolled diabetes include an increase in infections, heart attacks and
strokes, amputation of the feet, and
blindness.
It can be concluded then that
diabetes is indeed a potentially harmful
disease that needs to be reckoned with.
Yet, some of the mental and emotional
problems that can be brought about by
this disease sometimes seem to override
many of its physical problems.
The diabetic support group — recently formed at the University — is
aiming to help those suffering from
such mental and emotional problems.
The group is the brainchild of registered nurse Joanne Navin, the Clinic
Coordinator at the University. She is
assisted in this project by Judy Miller
and Glenna Rufo, both registered nurses at the Student Health Center.
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The idea was conjured up due to the
increasing number of known diabetics
on campus, Navin said. In addition to
this, a survey was given out to various
students earlier in the year asking if
they would like to see such a support
group at the University.
Navin said that this is a "positive
group," a group whose primary purpose is to "in some way facilitate the
members needs." This can be achieved
by meeting other diabetics, another
function which the group has permitted to take place.
"The meetings are to talk, not to be
talked to," Navin said.
The participants openly expressed
what they want or expect from the
support group. Many of them simply
need help in understanding this disease
while others feel that they need
someone else in the same position as
themselves to whom they can relate to.
"People don't understand what you
are going through unless they have it,"
Jennifer Brouse said.
The group is also aiming to improve
the overall campus awareness of
diabetes by improving certain campus
operations. Members of the group
have already talked to Jane Schimpf,
director of Food Operations, about the
adjustments that need to be made in
order to make the food services more
suitable for diabetics.
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The daily routine of a diabetic injecting insulin.

astute enough to discuss the
philosophical ramifications of
Victor l'VanklVlixisteniial Vacuum?
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And you're still smoking?

Laura Macvicar said positive thinking is the key to getting through the
disease.
"Think positive," Macvicar said.
"Hopefully, they will come up with a
cure real soon."
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Providing a home away from home
by KJmberty Delbridge
Which organization was formed in
1968 by commuting student Hazel H.
Smith? (Hint: the key words are commuting student.)
The Commuter Off-Campus Student
Organization, otherwise known as
COCO, is the organization founded
about the time many college juniors
were born.
According to Kay Steinmiller, secretary of the organization, COCO provides a needed service.
' 'The purpose of COCO is to provide activities and basic needs of com-

muting and off-campus students,"
Steinmiller said.
Currently, the there are 50 to 100 active members. The most involved
members are the students who use the
Off-Campus Student Center on a regular basis. Features of the center include
a television, radio, computer Jab, and
many informative pamphlets and
fliers. This all contributes to the
"homey" atmosphere found there.
There are many opportunities for
students to become involved throughout the week with COCO.
On Wednesday evenings a Meet-The-Administrator meeting is held. This
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Commuter students spend lime in-between classes in the
Off-Campus/Commuter Center in the basement of Moseley Hall.

allows students a chance to meet the
individuals who administer the University. Guests include representatives
from the Student Legal Services, the
Student Recreation Center and the
Health Center. Dr. Joshua Kaplan will
speak on March 28.
Students are encouraged to voice
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The Brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha wish
to Congratulate our new 1989-90
Brothers of the Bond:
Chet Barton
John Bender
Norm Black
John Bush
Scott Cain
Bill Davidson
Brett Dawson
Matt Flis

Rob Kluz
Todd Long
Brodie McDonald
Kent Purvis
Tony Snyder
Eric Sparks
Jon Stadler

And our new Associate Members:
Mark Barbour
Jim Goodman
Brian McCartny
Jeff Meiring

Rich Pasela
Bradd Shipp
Keith Snode
Mateo Villareal

An additional Congratulations and Thanks
to our first honorary member:
Michael J. Maxwell

An

their ideas and opinions about what
they want to see happen within the organization at the general assembly
meetings. They are held on a Wednesday, twice a month at noon.
Board meetings are held on various
nights of the week, depending on the
board members' schedules. The board
consists of the seven officers.
On the fun side of activities, are
birthday parties. Once every two
months there is a party for students
with birthdays during each two month
period. This is definitely an opportunity to enjoy some cake and ice cream
with friends.
COCO has sponsored a wide variety
of activities and is currently planning
more. Recently, at the Mardi Gras festival they held a fish toss. Anyone who
succeeded in landing a ping-pong ball
in the fish bowl was rewarded with a
little fish.
Currently in the planning stages is a
semi-formal dance. The Holiday Inn is
the sight for the March 31 event, which
will be held 8 p.m. to midnight. It is
open to all commuting and off-campus
students.
"The dance is a chance for these
students to have a special event similar
to what the Greek system has," Steinmiller said. "Tickets will be on sale beginning next week," she added. On
April 7, noon to midnight, COCO is
co-sponsoring a games festival for the
Food Pantry. The Gaming Club and
Hidden Realms clubs are also sponsors
of the event. The festival is open to all
students.
Any student who commutes or lives
off-campus is encouraged to get involved for a wide variety of activities
and opportunities to relax and have
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Cleanup program aids litter control
by Anne Waller
In a society that is becoming more
health and waste conscious. Bowling
Green's Adopt-A-Block program is raising the awareness of litter control oncampus.
Adopt-A-Block is a continuous program that consists of student organizations which volunteer their time and
services to pick-up litter in a designated
area of the city or campus.
Linda Schnetzer, a member of the
City-University Relations Committee,
initiated the litter control project oncampus and designed the program to
work for University student groups.
Groups adopt a block to clean —
"which can be a street, around an
apartment house, or as big or small an
area they want," Schnetzer said. Then
the group receives trash bags, which
the city provides, she said, and cleans

their block once a week.
"We can adjust the program to meet
the needs of individual groups; depending on the size of the group and the
kind of commitment it wants,"
Schnetzer said.
Jen Harraman, an officer of the Undergraduate Alumni Association said
she involved UAA in the program because "it's a very good continuous
program where the University and
community can work together."
Harraman said two UAA volunteers
pick up litter on Biddle Street once a
week.
Schnetzer works directly with the
city on this program and with Gail
Pearson, head of Bowling Green Litter
Control and Recycling. Pearson, who
has coordinated city clean-ups for six
years said the program is a good one
for the environment.
"It's fine that we have big communi-
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ty clean-up days to make people aware
of keeping the area clean, but on a regualr basis, the cleaning doesn't get
done. With an Adopt-A-Block program, there is continuous clean-up, especially in problem areas," Pearson
said.
Pearson said this program had been
initiated in other areas but often failed
because of a lack of man power. This
has not happened on-campus.
"My goal was to have 10 participating student groups by the end of the
year," Schnetzer said, "and we've
already exceeded that with 15 groups. I
am thrilled beyond belief at the program's success."
Pearson, who is also excited about
Adopt-A-Block, said, "the key to its
success is Linda's enthusiasm and accessibility to student groups for trash
bags and supplies."
The clean-up program is open to any
student organization. Interested

groups can contact Linda Schnetzer at
the Undergraduate Student Government Office, 405 Student Services
Building.
Schnetzer said she believes in the
students' commitment to the project.
"I believe students who live in Bowling Green need to participate as members of the community and this is a
small project that directly helps our
city," she said.
Pearson said she agrees teamwork is
essential and the project was developed
"as part of a responsible waste disposal program for the entire community.
"Improper waste disposal makes our
community look bad and can come
back to haunt us," she said. "But putting trash in a proper receptacle guarantees it gets taken care of in a responsible manner. A responsible manner to
us, is something we can live with in our
environment."
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The Friday music picks of the week
Courtney Pine: "A Vision's Tale"
Antilles/Island Records
Courtney Pine is the newest thing on
the British jazz scene. This young saxophonist can trace his influences to Sonny
Rollins and John Coltrane, and it defini-

Music Review
tly shows in his new album, "A Vision's
Tale."
Produced by Delfeayo Marsalis
(younger brother of Wynton and Branford), the album is a fairly balanced effort
from Pine and the rest of his quartet,
which includes Delbert Felix on bass,
Jeff Watts on drums, and Ellis Marsalis
(Delfeayo's father) on piano. Reading the
liner notes in the album, one comes up
with the impression that this is the
greatest jazz line-up in music history.
Listening to the album makes you wonder. Of course, the liner notes were written by Delfeayo.
Actually though, this is a damned
good album. The influence of John Coltrane is pretty evident Most of the song
are classics from Duke Ellington, Johnny

Mercer, and Hoagy Carmichael, but
many were penned by Pine himself.
Starting off with Ellington's "In a Mellow Tone," Pine sets a standard of technical virtuousity that extends through
the album. His interpretation of the Ellington standard is very gentle, but his
feeling for the full jazz spirit literally
oozes out of his sax. The classic songs
he pulls off with gusto, especially the
piano/sax duet "Skylark." On his own
compositions like "Our Descendents" he
literally shines.
If one wades through the Marsalis liner
notes and the Coltrane-esque feel for the
songs, one can find a really good jazz
album. Pine needs to step out into the
spotlight and carve his own niche to be
the jazz star his liner notes say he
already is.
By C.J. Dawson
Otis Ball: "I'm Gonna Love You Til I
Don't" Bar/None Records
Bouncing like a lopsided, epileptic
basketball, Otis Ball comes a-rollin' out
of America's Heartland (DeKalb, Illinois,
to be exact) with a debut album loaded
with power-pop mayhem.
Comparisons to They Might Be Giants
(who were instrumental in getting him
signed to Bar/None) are inevitable, but

Otis' outlook is different. Both take perverse delight in turning conventional
pop on its ear, but it's clear that TMBG
honed their instincts in the suburbs,
while Otis sounds like he had a slightly
more urban viewpoint. This is most evident in comparing romantic outlooks.
TMBG probably threw rocks at girls and
spit at them until well into their high
school (and possibly collegiate) careers.
But it sounds like Otis got wrapped up in
their fliitacious giggles and soft skin,
more often than not had his heart
broken and his hormonal fires squelched.
This trait manifests itsejf on "I'm
Gonna Love You Til I Don't," in the
shape of such standout tunes as "Amanda For All Seasons," "Go Barbara
Go," and the spectacular title track. The
latter is a bitter tear-jerker about the
painful reality of 90s love ("I won't lose
sleep/Over promises I can't keep/I'm
gonna love youPTil I don't love you
anymore"). Other tunes mining this
same lovestruckfsick vein are "Honestly," and the aching ballad "Hooray For
Flowers."
Ball flexes his stylistic muscles elsewhere on this debut "Sweet Charity" is a
goodtime country lark, "Walk On

Water" is a good-sized chunk of harmonious pop, and "Under A Rock," with its
horns, piano, harmonica, and dank-dank
bass, is as funky as this Midwest homeboy is gonna get.
The novelty tracks here also shine.
"Hey Buddha" wrestles one of the
world's great religions to the ground
with a tribal chant and a splendid burst
of cacophony that follows Ball's "Everybody solo!" command. "Charles Manson's Birthday" is as goofball weird as its
title would imply, with lines like "None of
the Beatles/None of the Stones/Sent
him a letter/Or bothered to phone."
The few clunkers here are worse off
because of the quality of all of the aforementioned bracks. Overall, Ball has a really nasal voice and it gets to ya on the
turgid "Artists in Day Jobs" and the Log
Cabin goo of "Slow Boat To Hoboken."
But these misfires have minimal effect
on the overall width of Ball's chaotic pop
vision. He fills the album with chiming
guitars, infectuous harmonies, and sly
one-liners that makes ya want to see Otis
Ball keep rock-n-rollin' along. At least
until he finds a nice girl who won't use
his heart for a doormat.
By Frank Esposito

New Tom Hanks film a certified hit
by Brian Lumley
John Patrick Shanley, winner of the
Best Screenplay for "Moonstruck,"
creates a comic gem in his directorial
debut. "Joe Versus the Volcano" concerns the everyday boring life of a
simple guy named Joe, who, learning
that he has six months to live, takes off
on the most incredible adventure of his
mundane life. Joe is told by his doctor
(Robert Stack) that he has a very rare
"brain cloud,"giving the victim of
such a disease only a short time to finish out their lives. Enter one greedy
capitalist (Lloyd Bridges) intent to give
Joe anything he desires — if he will
jump into a volcano. It seems that the
natives of a remote South Pacific
island have a rare mineral needed to
produce this millionaire's wares, and
the only way to woo these islanders is
to find someone to jump into the the
volcano to appease their fiery god. Joe
acepts the job, and soon is off on an
experience that would make Indiana
Jones envious.
"Joe" is a gem. Every bit of the film
is saturated with cinematic wonder, the
film opens with Tom Hanks and the
rest of his cohorts trudging into their
dead-end factory job. Reminiscent of
Fritz Lang's "Metropolis"and Chaplin's "Modern Times," the workers
lethargically dance to a macabre ballet.
In a deliberate attempt to show the evolution of Hanks' character, Meg Ryan
was cast in three different roles. As the
fatigued Joe contemplates life, Ryan

plays his insecure, dull comrade. As he
starts to realize his budding sexuality
and awakened desire for life, she plays
a neurotic, emotional California girl.
As Joe's affirmation of living goes full
bout, Ryan becomes the mature
woman, full of responsibility and
awareness. This could be the casting
coup of the new year. Ryan, in this
role, shows how she is becoming an actress to reckon with.
The islanders, people of RomanJewish-Filipino descent, are a culture
who love orange soda and are scared of
jumping into the volcano themselves.
They all fear their god, but yet none of
them want to give up their own lives.
Abe Vigoda, as the chief, gives a wonderfully dead-pan performance. He
comes onscreen with a grinning chimplike face, immediately stealing the
short scenes that he encapsulates.
Shanley's film is awash in a sea of
colors. The photography is amazing —
every bit of the film resembles Joe's
new affirmation of life. Dull and mundane hues dominate the early part of
the film and by the end, beautiful pigments bathe the screen. The production design adds to the overall message
of the film, but never once does it become a hinderance to the story that it
helps in telling.
"Joe Versus the Volcano" is the first
certified hit of the new decade. It has a
beautiful message that is told very melodically, and at the same time is a tribute to the wonders of filmmaking.

ANSWERS TO THE LAST FILM
QUIZ:
1. Battleship Potemkin
2. "Que Sera. Sera"
3. Stop Making Sense
4.CaryCrant
5. Bob Fosse
6. Ceorge Lazenby
7.THX-1138
8.JeffGoldblum
9. The Great Dictator
10. (Brilliant) Blue
11. John Waters
12. SeanConnery
13. Skull Island
14. The Osterman Weekend & Once

THIS WEEK'S QUIZ
Here are six decades of famous and notso-famous quotes from different films.
Name the films from each decade and return your answers before next Friday to:
Friday Film Quotes Quiz, Friday Magazine, 210 West Hall, BGSU.
The winner will receive a cassette from
Finder's Records.l930's
1. "Have you ever heard of... Kong?"
2. "There's no place like home. There's
no place like home."
1940's
1. "We'll always have Paris."
2. "You provide the pictures, I'll provide
the war."

Upon a Time in America
15. Billy Bitzer
16. A puppet

1950'*
1. "I coulda been somebody... I coulda
been a contendah!"
2. "You're tearing me apaaaaartl"

17. The Sure Thing & Say Anything
18. Salvador Dali
19. Dustin Hoffman
20. In a before-arid-after ad in a newspaper
21. Gremlins
22. Top Gun
23. Broken Arrow
24. Play it Again, Sam

I960'.
1."... Plastics."
2. "Cendemen, gentlemen, you can't
fight in here, this is the war room!"
197CI
1. "Heeeeeeere's Johnny!"
2."... You goddamned chauvinist pig
ape!!!"

25. First Copyrighted Film, or generally
credited as the first motion picture.
TIEBREAKER: Elmo Lincoln

1980's
1. "You're right, you're right, 1 know
you're right"
2. "Get away from her, you bitch!!!"

The winner of the last quiz was Autumn
Lovejoy, who wins two free passes from the
Cla-Zel Theater.

TIEBREAKER:For what film did Jimmy
Cagney come out of a two-decade retirement'
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BG students perform for USO tour
by Tony Snyder
Performing for soldiers stationed
overseas may have reached its high
point during World War II, but some
University students have found the
spirit and experiences that made
U.S.O. tours so popular then, still
exists today.
The present Department of Defense
Tours, known as D.O.D. Tours, still
continue the tradition of live performances for servicemen stationed overseas. Just completing a seven week tour
of East and West Germany, is the
newly formed group. Small World,

whose performers began their careers
at the Cedar Point Amusement Park.
The seven person group, five of
which are University alumni and undergraduates, competed with more
than 300 other groups vying for the
D.O.D. tour slot.
The group created, rehearsed, and
perfected their show, and after 10
months, they arrived in Germany.
Brenda Blanchard, 1989 graduate in
communications said barriers were the
hardest to overcome.
"Our escort was late, and we waited
(in the airport) for five hours and honestly, I was scared. We couldn't speak
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY MICHAEL
We met last year through
The BG. News - white cake and chocolate
It's now been a year and
I want to tell you all that you've meant
Each hour has been special
with me, you, Suzy and Jojo
Even though I don't say so
I Love You more than you know!
Your caring and thoughtfulness
Never goes unnoticed
What I'm trying to say
Is that everyday
You become the very part of me
I want everyone to see
Happy Anniversary and 21st Birthday
Love Always, Christian
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the language, couldn't read the signs.
It took us hours just to figure out the
bus schedule," Blanchard said.
With the airport incident behind
them, the group went on to perform
for crowds varying in size from the
largest of more than 200, to the
smallest of only five, which was
blamed on a lack of publicity for that
evening's performance.
Patrick Muzic, 1989 graduate in
human resource management, said he
would be performing on stage, and notice that the American soldiers would
have their rifles under their chairs.
"Once, I went into the audience during the show, and I tripped on an
M-16," he said.
An unusual performance in West
Berlin, had Small World performing
for 120 displaced East German refugees who had escaped as the Berlin
Wall came down.
"Not one of them spoke a word of
English, but we still had a lot of audience participation," Blanchard said.
Celebrating Christmas in Germany
gave the Small World group a chance
to see a different version of the holiday
than they were used to.
"We did two shows per day for eight
days in a row at some remote sites
along the Czechoslovakian border. To
me it was nice because it kept me busy,
and I felt that I was doing something
for somebody else so I didn't feel so
sorry for myself because 1 wasn't home
with my family," Blanchard said.
"It felt like we were giving Christmas (to the soldiers.) We got a better
impression of the military. We expected military stereotypes; stiff army guys
who weren't very friendly, but we met
a lot of lonely people, and that's where

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
(TOO MANY TO LIST)
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E.WOOSTER

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

we thought we did some good by making them feel good," Muzic added.
While most of their time was spent
performing, the members of Small
World took time to get to know not
only the soldiers, but the people of
Germany.
"The people were just wonderful. It
was a trusting country. Everyone there
is on the honor system. There would be
huge bins of candles, or some small
toys sitting out in front of a store with
no one watching them, and no one
would bother them," Muzic said.
Stan George, a candidate for instructors' certification in music added, "Even our tickets for the bus weren't
checked."
"When we entered East Germany, I
was expecting it to be very drab, very
oppressed, and very sad. It just seemed
that people were a lot happier. I'm sure
it was a totally different feeling than
the previous (D.O.D.) groups had experienced only a year earlier," Blanchard said.
"Seeing East German and Soviet
soldiers gave you kind of a chilling feeling. We were seeing the thawing out
from the Cold War, and the rise of the
new democracy movement. We were
actually able to chip pieces of the (Berlin) Wall off," George added.
"During one visit to a military facility, I asked a soldier what it was he did
here, and he responded, 'If I tell you,
I'd have to shoot you.' " Blanchard
said.
Francis Urso, senior music performance major said, "The things I noticed
that were different between the United
States and Germany is that it is definitely a lot cleaner over there. You
don't see litter lying around. And, you
couldn't order pizza."
"One thing we never got used to
were the hours there," Muzic said.
"Everything closes up for both lunch
and dinner, and there are no such
things as 24 hour places there."
"And the beer is cheaper than the
milk," Urso added.
Craig Reiter, 1989 graduate in music
education, and creator of Small
World, said, "(For our future plans,)
we'll be doing some touring in this area
to start out with, and if it looks good,
we'll branch out further. Maybe we'll
land some business conventions, community functions, basically anyone
who wants to hire us."
Reiter continued with support for
others interested in trying a European
tour.
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"D.O.D. touring is pretty unsteady
as troops are being pulled out of
Europe, but any performer here at the
■See USO. page 10.
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The Friday Music Quiz
by Dave Basklnd
Well, I finally did it. Last week, no one scored perfect. We did have three
entries score 25 of 30. So, in our random drawing this week's lucky winner
was a collaborative effort between Maureen Parnin, Nancy Evans and Jane
Elsasser of East Reed. Terrific performance, ladies. (Who's going to get the
prize?)
The answers for last week's contest are:
1. Warrant
2. Prince
3. Journey
4. Billy Ocean
5. "How Am I Supposed To Live Without You" by Michael Bolton
6. Tommy Page
7. Asia
8. Don McLean
9. Katrina & the Waves
10. Godley & Creme and Waterfront
Please submit all answers for this week's quiz on a sheet of paper with your
name, address, and phone number to "Friday Music Contest," c/o 214 West
Hall, Bowling Green, Ohio 43403. Submit all entries by 6 p.m. Wednesday. Only
one winner per household per semester, please. All employees of BCSU Student
Publications are not eligible. The winner's name and the correct answers will be
revealed in next week's issue.
AS REGULAR READERS OF "DR. DAVES INCREDIBLE COLLEGE OF
MUSICAL KNOWLEDGE" ARE AWARE, I CAN ONLY COUNT TO TEN. SO,
I'M PRESENTING OUR LITTLE TRIBUTE TO THE NUMBERS ONE THRU
TEN. HAPPY COUNTING AND KEEP THOSE ENTRIES POURING IN.
Freshman level — One point each.
1. What band's biggest hit is "ONE Thing Leads to Another"?
2. What group's recent hit was "TWO To Make It Right"?
Sophomore level — Two points each.
3. Who hit the Top 10 in 1988 with "1-2-3"?
4. What 1984 hit contains the line "Early morning April FOUR"?
Junior level — Three points each.
5. What Top 20 hit from 1984 contains the line "... give me the strength for
round FIVE"?
6. What 1981 song declares "Could have been the three or four SIX-packs/I
don't know, but look at the mess I'm in."?
Senior level — Four points each.
7. What country star was trying to cure a "SEVEN Year Ache" in 1981?
8. Who sang "867-5309/Jenny" in 1982?
Graduate level — Five points each.
9. In 1984, who sang the smash "99 Red Balloons"?
10. What Top 5 from 1980 states "Lived nine lives/Gunned down TEN"?
This week's winner will receive a free cassette tape courtesy of Finder's Records
and Tapes, located at 128 N. Main St., downtown Bowling Green.

University who wants to something like
this should go for it. No amount of
money, or no amount of work (here at
home) can add up to the experience
you're going to have over there (touring Europe)," Reiter said.
"It's the first time in my life that I've done something that really makes a
difference," Blanchard added.
The members of Small World are
Brenda Blanchard, vocals, Stan
George, keyboards and saxophone,
Patrick Muzic, vocals, Craig Reiter,
percussion, Francis Urso, guitar. Also
in the group are Lisa Butler, and Lisa
White, both 1987 graduates in elementary education from Central Michigan
University on vocals.

Many British employees enjoy
having American college students work
for them. According to Agnoli, they
view it as a novelty, and it enhances
their public relations and business. The
British make you feel welcomed.
Once in Europe, it is easy and inexpensive to travel to any of the other
countries. Agnoli said he paid $100 for
a pass to travel anywhere in Scotland.
He was allowed to use any mode of
transportation, and he could travel
whenever he wanted.
For more information on international programs, contact the office of
international studies.

CELEBRATE
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VOLUNTEERS IN PROGRESS
would like recognize to the Top 3
Money Raisers During Charities Week
1) Commuter Off-Campus Organization
2) Alpha Angels
3) Lesbian and Gay Alliance

*43.30
38.50
*33.80
$

• A Special Thank You to All Who Participated
at Mardi Gras...It Was a
Great Success *
IraMRKRWHI

£
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Cursed by the Umbrellas from Hell
Tongue in Cheek
by Christopher J. Dawson
Umbrellas from Hell. Sounds like a
punk rock band, or a made-for-video
sleaze movie, doesn't it? Well, it's not.
It's my experience with umbrellas and
Bowling Green weather, and it's hell.
I've been here three long and often
futile years. In that space of time, I've
owned five, count them, five umbrellas.

Theoretically, an umbrella should
last a long time. They should be like
luggage, lasting virtually forever. They
probably do last forever in the controlled environments of the laboratories in
which they were designed. However,
they don't last forever here, or at least
mine don't.
Why? Why am I cursed? Other people I know have had the same umbrella
throughout their academic career. If
mine survives one measly semester, I
count my blessings. Perhaps I should
buy umbrellas by the case, or get an
"Frequent Umbrella Purchaser" card
that I can use to get one free umbrella

Bowling Green Opera Theater

prCTem

"

Me

Fledermaus

WT

THE BAT • PERFORMANCE IN EiNCUSlI
• MUSIC BY JOIIANN STRAUSS

March 9 & 10 al 8 p.m.
Kobacker Hall
Sponsored by the
College of Musical Art*. BGSU
Tickets 89, 37, $5, $3
For more information, call 372-8171
Box office open weekdays,
12 noon-6 p.m.

for every three I buy, or discounts on
umbrellas. Boy, do I need that.
My first couple umbrellas died the
standard way, when the fabric rips
from the spoke, leaving a lopsidedlooking umbrella and one naked metal
spoke sticking out. That appears to
happen to a lot of people here.
Lately though, things have been getting weird; my last umbrella was doing
fine and in mint condition until one
stormy day. I walked into the windtunnel between the Education andd
Centrex buildings, and one mighty gust
of wind nailed my poor umbrella, ripping the fabric away and leaving me
holding the metal skeleton. I shrugged,
said "the hell with it," tossed the remains of a once-proud umbrella into
the trash, and proceeded to get wet.
Sometimes it's easier just to admit
defeat.
The latest umbrella occurrence happened during on a recent rainy day. I
was leaving my dorm, heading for my
first class of the day. As 1 left the building, I pushed the little button that
would allow my umbrella to open up
and protect me from the elements.
However, instead of doing that, the
upper half of my umbrella shot off,
flew for about S feet, and landed in a
puddle, leaving me with standing there
with the handle and a slightly bemused
expression on my face.
A normal person would have
freaked out; but no, I was a veteran of
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many such Umbrella Phenomenon.
Nothing shocks me anymore, except
for maybe a umbrella that would last.
Some people have suggested that I get a
heavy-duty golf umbrella. Knowing my
luck, I'd get hit with lightning, or a
gust of wind would carry me and the
umbrella off to some Never-Never
Land of lost umbrellas (it's one dimension over from the Never-Never Land
of missing socks).
I've paid big bucks to buy the best
umbrellas that money can buy. In the
storm center known as Bowling Green,
they are shredded in a matter of hours.
I give up. Usually I just walk around
without an umbrella and get wet. I
don't care anymore. My umbrella
curse has gotten the best of me.
I don't think it's me; it can't be. I've
never misused an umbrella in my life,
save for bringing one here, which is
probably the most cruel thing a person
could do to a poor umbrella.
It must be this town. Normally, adverse weather doesn't bother me. Rain
is a minor nuisance, but survivable.
Wind isn't so bad. I don't have big or
fluffy hair to get messed up in the
wind. Snow is absolutely no problem. I
was born and raised in the Ohio Snow
Belt, where "flurries" means dig the
car out. Compared to that, it doesn't
snow here. Cold isn't too much of a
problem; it's uncomfortable, but I can
adapt toil.
The problem is that in Bowling
Green, all these varieties of bad weather occur at the same time!
A person just cannot win when faced
with an awe-inspiring combination like
that. Why try? I have a string of umbrella corpses to show my utterly useless attempts to survive this weather.
I've learned my lesson from this; I
don't think I can ever use another umbrella in my life. I'm not that cruel.

CENSUS "90

Stand Right Up for Who You Are.
Answer the Census.

~AND

CINEMA 5
j 1234 NORTH MALL ST

354-0558 J

The Hunt For Red October PG
Sean Connofy
12 SO. 4 20. 7 OO. 9 40

MADHOUSE

PG-13

John Larroquatta Knaba Amy
4 30 7 00. 9 00

Joe vs. the Volcano

PG

Tom Hanks Mag/Ryan
1 2 OO noon. 2 00, 4 45 7 20. 9 2C

BAD INFLUENCE

R

RoO Lowe
12:10. 2:30. 4:35. 7.30. 9 30
HARD TO KILL
Stepmn tisgi
4:40. 7:10. 0:10
Convng Mwcft 10

BLUE STEEL
••Jncra
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International employment
program aids culture awareness

Alternative music star set to perform
by Derek Wolfgram

by Tracy Shively
Some breaks this year will be spent
trying to find a job while other students will simply work at the same establishment that employed them last
summer. If any of you have ever considered working as a receptionist in
London or a bartender in Edinburgh,
look at the Student Exchange Employment Programme.
Last year, 4,600 U.S. college students worked in Britain. This was
made possible through the Work in
Britain Programme which also enables
British students to find employment in
America.
In order to work legally in Britain, a
U.S. student needs a special work permit known as a "Blue Card". This
program supplies students with the
permit for an administrative fee of
only $96. The program is run by
BUNAC, British Universities North
America Club, and it said it believes
this is the easiest way for US students
to take employment in Britain.
The cultural experience of living "on
the inside" is what attracts the majority of students to the programme. One
student, Jeff Agnoli, said he believes
that working in Europe really expands
your views of other cultures.
"You come back and you're a really
different person. You appreciate another culture more," he said.
Agnoli said he learned about the
Work in Britain Programme through
his graduate studies. He applied for an
internship and was chosen to work and
live in Britain. Since he received an internship, room and board were provided, and he did not have to look for a
job. However, most students who are
interested in the program must search
for their own housing and their own
job.
Some students search for jobs on
their own while many of the participants find their employment through
BUNAC's listings.
There are a variety of jobs available
to students. Agnoli's position was supervisor of the Italian Language Program — he said he set up social events
for the people participating in the program, and he even learned a little Italian while he was there.
Interested people can search for a
job relating to your career goals or
simply apply for a job that suits their
needs. Some common positions are receptionist, bartender, lifeguard, or
waitress. Other positions of a more
unique nature are legal assistant for the
Crown Estates Commissioners or a
busboyat London's Hard Rock Cafe.
The pay is enough to live on. For instance, a secretarial position averages
about 208 pounds per week. Also, a
student can receive tax exemption from
the money they earn if they stay in
Britain for less than 84 days.
■See Work, page 10.

Otis Ball, a rising alternative rock
star will be coming to the University on
Tuesday.
Ball will begin his first promotional
tour at the University March 13, at the
Honors Center in Kreischer Quadrangle. The tour will later hit more stops in
Ohio as well as Indiana, Illinois, Iowa,
and Wisconsin. Ball is on the road in
support of his debut album, I'm
Gonna Love You 'Til I Don 'l, which
was released in January by Bar/None
Records. The New Jersey-based independent label gave college stars, They
Mij'hi Be Giants, their start.
Otis Ball had his beginnings at
Northern Illinois University in DeKalb,
III. He developed a small cult following
with the band Art Deco and later with
Otis Ball and The Chains.
After a year with the Chains, Ball
sent a demo tape to John Flansburgh
and John Linnell of They Might Be
Giants. Ball soon signed with the label
and headed to Hoboken, N. J. to begin
recording. The original Chains (Steve
Blunt and Glenn "Killer" Donaldson)
were unable to join him, but both
make appearances on the album. The
present Chains lineup features Ball on
guitar and vocals, Rich Grula on bass,
and Chris Butler (formerly of the dBs)
on drums.
I'm Gonna Love You 'Til I Don't
has become a favorite at WBGU-FM,
and has charted in the College Music
Journal. It was a recommended pick by
that publication as well as Billboard
and The Gavin Report.
Local rockers, The Dutch Crumbs,
will open for Ball. The Crumbs were
admittedly thrilled about the opportunity.
Compus Films

"We worship Otis and we love
him," said D. George Kraynak, Jr.,
bassist/vocalist for the Crumbs. "He's
probably the only thing we like on college radio right now. When we found
out he was playing here, we wanted to
do anything we could to help ... When
we were asked to open for him we were
ecstatic."
The show is being sponsored by
WBGU-FM. The Dutch Crumbs will
kick things off at 8p.m. and admission
is S3. Matt Keough. assistant general
manager at WBGU was enthusiastic
about the event, noting that it is the
first time in a couple of years that
WBGU has been able to get an artist of
Ball's caliber.
"Otis is a nationally-known figure in
alternative music," Keough said. "It's
an honor to be chosen to host the
tour's first show."

♦
♦

Otis Ball. Bar/None recording artist.

Give blood.

Preferred Properties
Phone 352-9378

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

SUMMER LEASING

FOX RUN
HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
PIEDMONT
BIRCHWOOD PLACE
HOUSES
All residents receive a membership to
CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦<
A

Compus Films

Monthly

Ccimpus Films

Campus Films

Compus Films

A MUST SEE!
CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED!
Fri. & Sat. March 9th & 10th
Eva Marie Saint Theater

8:00 p.m., 10:00 p.m., and Midnight
Admission $1.50

EVERYONE'S FAVORITE
SPECIAL SHOWINGl
ONE TIME ONLY!

GONE WITH
THE WIND

Sunday, March 11th
1:00 p.m.
Eva Marie Saint Theater
Admission $1.50
(Last day to bring your Oscar entry.)
Campus Films

Campus Films

Campus Films

Campus Films

Campus Films

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

t
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TV Listings
for
March 9 - March 15
Because of a new FCC ruling, listings lor out-of-town stations carried by your cable system are subject to blackout or last minute changes in programming.
We regret any Inconvenience this may cause.

DAYTIME MORNING M*«CH 9, 1990 MARCH 15, 1990
5:00

O
O
ID
CD

m
m

5:30

Maude

Business

6:00

6:30

News

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

This Morning

Sally Jessy Raphael
FIT.

Well Now1

Sign-Oft Cont'd

CBS News

Toledo 11

This Morning

Peo Court

3rd Degree

Sign-Ofl

News

NBC News

Todayq

Donahue

ABC News

Good Morning America g

Sign-Ofl Cont'd

Ag-Day

Sign-Oil Cont'd
Sign-Off Cont'd

Business

ED
S3
ED

Father

News

700 Club

ESPN

Basketball

Getting Fit

Bodies

Sign-Off Cont'd
Sign-Off Cont'd

COPS

TMC Movie Cont'd

10:00

10:30

Family Feud Jackpot1

Mr Dressup Sesame St
Family Feud Wh Fortune Price
Scrabble

Concentr

Live - Regis & Kathie Lee Sally Jessy Raphael

Homestretch Sesame Street g

11:00
Price

Golden Girls
Home

Instructional Programming

Homestretch Zoobilee

Sesame Street. Special

Instructional Programming

Ninja Turtles Academy

Menace

Muppets

Success n' Lite

700 Club

Larry Rice

Smurfs

Chipmunks

Maxie

Little House on the Prairie

Perry Mason

3 s Co

SportsCtr

Varied Programs

Daffy Duck

Nation s Business Today

Movie

Getting Fit

Movie

Movie

DAYTIME AFTERNOON
11:30

12:00

1:00

1:30

Young and the Restless

12:30

Bold. Bea

O

Price

News

o

Sesame St

Midday

Price

Newsg

Young and the Restless

227

News

Generations

Days of Our Lives g

Home

Strangers

Loving g

All My Children

Instructional

Varied

Instructional Programming

Instructional

Instructional Programming

CD
CD
S)

m

Country Practice

ED
CD
ED

Research

Divorce

The Judge

SO Newsline

1 Love Lucy

Andy Griffith B Hillbillies

ESPN

Training

Bodies

Bodyshape

TMC Movie

Movie

Love Con

Bold. Bea.

2:00

2:30

As the World Turns
Coronation

3:00

Richmond Hill

As the World Turns

3:30

Guiding Light

4:00

4:30

Geraldo
Wok

Taikabout

5:00

Danger Bay

Video Hits

Newsday

Family Ties

Cosby Show

Guiding Light

Oprah Winlrey g

Another World

Santa Barbara

Gro Pains

One Life to Live

General Hospital

Joan Rivers

Geraldo

Varied

Sesame Street g

Mr Rogers

Sq 1 TV

5:30

Donahue

Facts of Life News

Cheers g

Varied

Instructional Programming Sesame Street, Special

Mister Rogers g

Win. Lose

Laverne

Odd Couple

Mario Bros.

Scooby Doo DuckTales g Chip-Oale

Highway to Heaven

Gilligan

Happy Days

Laverne

Porky Pig

DuckTales g Chip-Dale

Dift Strokes Charles

Fun House

Varied Programs
| Movie

| Varied

| Movie

] Varied

ANNOUNCING

The BG News

Hockey Tournament Tabloid
Wednesday, March 14, 1990
Follow the Falcons during their quest toward the NCAA Title!
ADVERTISING DEADLINE: Monday, March 12, 4 p.m.
214 West Hall

372-2601
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FRIDAY EVENING
9:00
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
CBS News
PMMag
Dalas
Bradys
O NCWS
Rising Damp Sketches
Figure Skating: Work) Championships
O Nffws
CBS News
Wh. Fortune Jeopardy!
Bradys
Dallas
CD News
Ent Tonight Night Court Baywatch
NBC News
Nasty Boys
0 News
ABC News
Cur. Affair
Family Feud Full House
Family
Strangers
Si News

o
©
o

IS

Streams*!*

Journal

Magnum. P.I.

Mancuso FBI

News

Tonight Show

Ten ot Us

20/20

News

NighMne

ArsemoHaH

EastEnders

Try Times

Perform

Movie

Served

Eyes on the Prize II

WKRP

After Hours

Sanford

Jeftersons

Doctor Who
Friday

Boss?

NBA Basketball: Detroit Pistons at New Jersey Nets

Barney M.

Facts ol Lite Boss?

NBA Basketball Detroit Pistons at New Jersey Nets

News

Movie: "Without a Clue"

Mowe: "Die Hard"'

Movie: "The "Burbs"

Gardener

Driver's Seat Sportsweekend

Basketball

College Basketball: Big East or Metro

Sesame Street

Anything

GarMd

Dungeons

In-Fisherman

0
0
0
©
©
6D

Chipmunks

Saved-Beii

Friday Night Videos

College Basketball: Minnesota at Ohio State
Basketball

ESPN

Star Shot

Outdoors

Bugs & Tweety

Flintstones

P. Franey

Cooking

Garden

Frugal Gourmet

Vets Only

Fred Trost

Motorweek

Streamside

Weekend

OW House

Better Home Boater

WWF Wrestling

Fall Guy

Rich and Famous: 1990 Worlds Best

SATURDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00
CBS News
PM Weekend
O News

Old House

Workshop

Calligraphy Is Fun

Hometime Special: Kitchens and Bathrooms

Movie: "Prince ol Darkness"

Star Trek

9:00

Figure Skating Champ

NHL Hockey: Edmonton Oilers at Toronto Maple Leafs

Wh. Fortune Cash Conn.

Figure Skating: World Championships

News

NBC News

American Dream Contesl

ALF

ABC News

Star Search

HELP.

Kitchens & Bathroons

Lawrence Welk Show

Jukebox Saturday Night II

Benny Goodman

Lawrence Welk Show

Jukebox Saturday Night II

Movie:

Boss?

Charles

Boss?

Cops

Reporters

Charles

Mad House

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Mama

Empty Nest

Batman

H.'s Heroes

New Lassie

New Beaver

11:00
News

| Movie: "Bull Durham"

11:30

Hunter

Movie: "B,L. Stryker: High Rise"

12:00
Video Hits

News

Movie: "Fallen Angel"

News

Saturday Night Live

American Gladiators

In the Hank Williams Tradition

12:30

Movie: "Maid to Order"

News

Night

MUSK

Wrestling: NWA Pro

Latenight America With Dennis Wholey

A Hole in the Head"
Star Trek

NHL Hockey: Detroit Red Wings at Montreal Canadiens

| Movie: "True Believer"

10:30

10:00

Connie Chung

College Basketball WAC Championship

ESPN College Basketball: Midwestern Con!. Champ.

THC "'Bull Durham" Cont'd

Golden Girls

Benny Goodman

Batman

Movie: "Missing in Action 2: The Beginning"'

Connie Chung

News

Kitchens & Bathrooms

College Basketball: Atlantic Coast Conference Semifinal Game Two

9:30

Figure Skating: World Championships

Amen

Austin City Limits

New Lassie

Insport

PGA Goll Honda Classic

Wide Work) of Sports

Hometime

Saturday Report
CBS News

5:30

College Basketball: Big East Semifinal Game Two

Workshop

Short Film

8:30

5:00

Basketball

PBA Bowling: Columbus Classic

College Basketball: ACC Semifinal Game 1

8:00

4:30

College Basketball: Big East Semifinal Game Two

Movie: "Love Laughs at Andy Hardy"

Movie: "The Burbs

7:30

4:00

| Basketball

College Basketball: Teams to be announced

Lose Weight Per.Power

Victory Garden

3:30

| College Basketball

Sportsweekend Continues

Research

RollerGames

College Bask stball: NAC Championship

TMC Movie: Ground Zero" Cont'd

0
0
0
0
0D
§B
0

Fan Guy

SportsCtr.

3:00

Goodbye

"Shriek of the Mutilated"

College Basketball: ACC Quarterfinal Game 4

0

o

|H.s Heroes

12:30
ArsenioHaH

Letterman

College Basketball: ACC Quarterfinal Game 3

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
MARCH 10,1990
2:00
2:30
12:30
1:00
1:30
11:30
12:00
11:00
Basketball
College Basketball: Big East or Metro
World Cup Skiing
Dungeons
O Gartield

o

12:00
Jeflersons

Good Rockm Tonne

Wash Week Wall SI

TMC "Teen Wotl Too'' Cont'd

11:30
Newhart

News

Wash Week Wan St.

SportsCtr.

11:00
News
News

McLaughlin

Charles

10:30

Falcon Crest

Business

Boas?

ESPN Basketball

10:00
Falcon Crest

MacNeil/Letver Newshour

Business

MacNeil/lehrer Newshour

Family Ties

9:30

Cops

Comic Strip Live

Fri. the 13th Series

Comic Strip Live

Cops

Reporters

College Basketball: Big Sky Conference Championship College Basketball

| Movie: "The Burbs"

Movie: "C.H.U.D. II: Bud the Chud"

| "Chinatown"

rVWWV^WVVWVVVWVVW
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FALCON HOUSE

THE ARRANGEMENT

Sporting Goods

"Your Athletic Shoe And Sports Headquarters In B.G."

^Mair, ^kin, and 7fail^De.u'tj nerd

SPRING BREAK SPECIAL
20% OFF ALL
SWIM WEAR & SHORTS
Expires March 17, 1990

VALID FOR $5.00 ON YOUR FIRST VISIT
• Haircut • Perms • Make-up Demonstrations •
• Facials • Fiberglass Nails • Corrective Coloring •
• Sculptured Nails • Highlighting •

BGSU transfers and sew on letters available
Athletic Shoes • Apparel • Sweats • Swimwear
School Jackets • T-Shirt Printing • Sports Equipment

• MATRIX 9 NEXXUS • PAUL MITCHELL • SEBASTIAN • REDKEN •

352-4101

181 S. Main

352-4143
....

...

123 S. Main St. Downtown B.G. 352-3610
"Optn Daly 10:00 • 9 00 • SAT 10:00 • 5:30" • Across (ram Huntmjon [
-«... -

'-.— z^: . .—ex...jut.-_.ssu
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON
MARCH 11,1990
11:30 1 12:00
12:30
1:00
1:30
11:00
Sportsctr
NBA Basketball: Los Angeles Lakers at Atlanta Hawks
O Skier

o
ID
IB

ffl
ffl

Coronation

Meeting Place

Canada

Mass

School Quiz

Close-Up

Easter Seal Telethon

Fishing

0-Day

Heritage

Adam Smith

Degrassi

Newtons

Friday

Grades

Luster

MarWehead

Wan St

College Basketball: ACC Championship

Star Trek: Next Gener

Reporter

College Basketball: MAC Championship
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Jazz guitarist
to perform
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hawk

The reknowned Erick Hawkins Dance Company will perI form Thursday (March 29) in Kobacker Hall of the Moore
I Musical Arts Center.
Part of the University's Festival Series, the performance
I will begin at 8 p.m. Three dances choreographed by HawI kins, "Heyoka." "New Moon" anr1 "Cantilever Two," will
I be featured on the program.
Reserved seat tickets for the performance are priced at
I $4, $9 and$14 for students and $7. $12 and $17 for all
I others. Tickets can be reserved by calling the center box
| office at (419) 372-8171.
"Heyoka," which premiered in 1981 at Alice Tully Hall in
I New York City, represents a Sioux Indian tradition. "HeyoIka" is the Sioux word for clowns who by "fooling around"
I open people to the immediacy and poetry of the action to
I come
"New Moon," Hawkins' most recent dance, is the result
lot the interplay of three ideas, according the choreograIpher. Struck with the image of the new moon and the vaslIness of the sky, "I remember my intense interest when I
[was three years old and saw the new moon for the first
|time," he said
The piece is also a metaphor of Persian medieval poetry
|which likens the beauty of youth to that of the new moon
nd was inspired by an e.e. cummings poem. "There is the
vondrous concrete fact, the poetic image and the metaphysical meaning of which the dance is made," Hawkins
aid.
A critic for "The Christian Science Monitor" writes,
['Hawkins is noted for the eloquent ritualism of his stagngs. With 'New Moon,' he has surely surpassed him-

n s

self. ..('New Moon') is one of the most genuinely beautiful
products of 20th-century dance."
"Cantilever Two," performed to a piano concerto with
chamber orchestra, is a structure for four attention spans
whose aim is "to present an independent utilization of contemporary imagination."
The choreographer, a native of Colorado, was inspired
to become a dancer after seeing Harold Kreutzberg and
Yvonne Georgi perform. He was the first American student
in George Balanchine's School of American Ballet and
proved himself to be a promising choregrapher after creating "Showpiece" for the Ballet Caravan (later to become
the New York City Ballet)
He opened his own school in 1951 and developed a
"free flow technique," being the first to use fluidify positively in dance. His school is the fourth oldest dance
school in existence.
In June 1988 Hawkins won the Samuel H. Scripps
American Dance Festival Award for his lifetime contribution to moden dance and a year later, PBS produced the
television special "Erick Hawkins America."
Hawkins has been praised for changing "our idea of
what dance is," and, at age 80, for capturing a regenerative vision of life that "Alls his new dances with a poetic
resonance, immediacy and Joy."
His company's appearance in Bowling Green will be
preceded by a discussion of the program by Dr. Vincent
Corrigan, a faculty member in the College of Musical Arts
faculty. Corrigan's preview begins at 7:30 p.m. in Bryan
Recital Hall of the Moore Musical Arts Center and is free
and open to all.

Jazz guitarist Herb Ellis, who has
been entertaining audiences for more
than 40 years, will make a guest appearance at 8 p.m. Tuesday (March
27) in the Bryan Recital Hall of the
Moore Musical Arts Center.
Tickets for his concert are $6 for
students and senior citizens and$8 for
others. Tickets can be purchased at
the Center box office or reserved by
calling 372-8171. The box office is
open between noon and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday.
The easy-going musician has performed with such jazz greats as Billie
Holiday, Dizzy Gillespie, Stan Getz,
Ella Fitzgerald and Jimmy Dorsey.
After 20 years on the road, Ellis became a studio musician for the Steve
Allen and Merv Griffin television
shows. Now he's back on the concert
circuit providing songs intermingled
with off-hand monologues.

USG urges: Vote!
Bigger lightbulbs and textbook buybacks are this year's hot issues of debate during the campaigning for the
1990-91 Undergraduate Student
Government president.
Besides electing a president, twelve
seats in the USG senate will also be
filled.
Students have an opportunity to
make their voices heard during USG
elections, slated for Tuesday and
Wednesday (March 13-14). Voting will
take place from 9 a.m.-5 p.m. in the
Union Foyer, 6-11 p.m. in the Jerome
Library, and from 6-9 p.m. In the Student Recreation Center.
To cast a ballot, a one must have a
valid student I.D. Those who vote will
be given a free pop.

Monday
March 12
9 a.m.-S p.m. - Art Exhibit
"Retrospective: Drawings. Paintings, and
Prints,'' an exhibit of the work by Dr Vernoon
Wolcotl. wW be shown Free and open to all.
Kennedy Green Room. Moore Musical Arts
Center.

0 p.m. - University Placement Services
Teacher Job fair slgn-ups. Advanced Job Hunters and First Choice Cards needed for admittance at 6 p.m. and 7 p.m respectively Open
signups at 8 p m. Open to al who are registerd
with the Placement Office. Lenhart Grand Ballroom. Union.
0-9 p.m. - Tutoring
Math tutors available Free and open to al.
Compton activity lounge and Founders study
lounge.
,

9:30 a.m. - Master Clsss
Guest pianist Rebecca Penneys win present a
master class Free and open to aH. Kobacker
Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center.

8-9 p.m. - USO Elections
Voting available for USG President and 12 senators. Open to any undergraduate with a valid
BGSU student I D Union Foyer.

4 p.m. - Intramural Deadline
Entries due lor coed bowling Play begins March
26 108 Student Recreation Center.

6-11 pjn. - USG Elections
Voting available lor USG President and 12 senators Open to any undergraduate with a valid
BGSU student I D Union Foyer.

4 p.m. - Registration Deadline
For Third Annual Biathlon to be held April 21.
Event consists ol 10k run and one irate swim.
Participants must attend a meeting on March 13
or 15 at 1, 3 or 4:30 p.m. Sign-up In 108 Student Recreation Center.
6-9 p.m. - Tutoring
Math tutors available Free and open to all Piano
Lounge. McDonald East and 231 Bromfletd.
7-9 p.m. - Tutoring
Biology and chemistry tutors available Compton
Activity Lounge.

7-9:30 pun. - Bible Study
Open to al. Anttoch Library, St Thomas More.
425 Thurstin
7-9 p.m. - Tutoring
Biology, chemistry and psychology tutors available Free and open to al. Piano Lounge,
McDonald EM.
7-9 pun. - Tutoring
Psychology tutoring available Free and open to
al. 231 Bromfield

7-9 p.m. - Tutoring
Psychology tutors available Founders Study
Lounge.

7:30 p.m. - Music from Bowling Green at the
Manor House
Soprano Ann Corrtgan and pianist Vincent Corngen wil perform. Free and open to al. WHdwood
Preserve Metropark. Central Avenue. Toledo.

7:30 p.m. - PI Sigma Alpha
State Representative Randall Gardner w« apeak.
Free and open to all 110 Business Administration.

8 p.m. * Concert
Jazz Lab Bands wH perlorm Free and open to
al. Kobacker Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center.

7:3O-9:30 p.m. - Contemporary Theology
"Faith Development" wHI be discussed. St.
Thomas More. 42S Thurstin

1 p.m. - Planetarium Show
"The Mars Show." $1 donation, open toal.
Planetarium, Physical Sciences

• p.m. - Concert
Concert and University bands win perlorm. Free
and open to al. Kobacker hat. Moore Musical
Arts Center.

9 p.m. - Peace Coalition
Meeting. Open to all United Christian Fesowshlp
Center. 313 Thurstin

8:30 p.m. - Open Share
Participants will be able to share their work,
thinking, or pleasures in various modes of presentation. Free and open to al. United Christian
Fellowship Center. 313 Thurstm.
9 p.m. - Prayer Group
Open to al. St. Thomas More, 425 Thurstin.

Tuesday

9 p.m. - Summer Study Program In France
Dr. Charles Chittle wU speak at this informational
meeting. Free and open to a*. Sponsored by the
international Business program 1000 Business
Administration.
9:30 pun. - Progressive Student Organization
Meeting Open to al United Christian Fellowship
Center. 313 Thurstin

Wednesday

March 13

March 14

9 s.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit
See 9 a.m. Monday. March 12. listing

9 «.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit
See 9 a.m. Monday, March 12, listing.

9 a.m.-5 p.m. - USG Elections
Voting available for USG President and 12 senators Open to any undergraduate with a valid
BGSU student ID Union Foyer.

1-4:30 p.m. - Earth Day Event
Representatives trom the Ohio EPA. the Ohio
Department ol Natural Resources, and Waste
Management of Ohio wll discuss "Ohio's Solid
Waste Crisis - How Are We Doing?" Free snd
open to al Sponsored by the Center lor Environmental Studies. The Ohio EPA. and the
BGSU chapter of the Student National Environmental Health Association Assembly Room,
McFall Center

1,3. and 4:30 p.m. - Biathlon Meeting
Informational meeting Free and open to those
who ore-registered Conference room. Student
Recreation Center.
4 p.m. - Intramural Deadline
Entries due for men's and women's soccer Play
begins March 26 108 Student Recreation
Center.

5 p.m. - Homecoming 1990 Deadline
Entriee for the Homecoming 1990 logo must be
submitted The theme will be "Spssh Splash. It's
A Homecoming Bash,".and a cash prize of $100
wil be awarded to the winner. Information available at entries due in 405 Student Services

9 a.m.-6 p.m. - USG Elections
Voting available lor USG President and 12 senators. Open to any undergraduate with a valid
BGSU student ID. Union Foyer.
10-11:30 a.m. - Hearing Impaired Education
Advising for majors For appointments cal
372-7293 365 Education

8-9 p.m. - Tutoring
Math tutors available. Free and open to al. Piano ■
Lounge. McDonald East and 231 Bromfield

9 p.m. - French Movies
Free and open to al. French House

8-11 p.m. - USG Elections
Voting available for USG President and 12 senators Open to any undergraduate with a valid
BGSU student ID. Union Foyer.

6 pun. - Planetarium Show
"I Paint the Sky ." $1 donation, open to al.
Planetarium, Physical Sciences.

8:30 p.m. - Bible Study
Open to al. Foursquare Gospel Church. 205
Sandridge
7 p.m. - Town Meeting
Future Wood County land use wll be the topic
for discussion Free and open to al. Sponsored
by the Center for Environmental Programs and
the environmental heafth program Veterans
Building. City Park, Coineaut Avenue.
7-9 p.m. - Tutoring
Psychology tutors available. Free and open to
al. Piano Lounge, McDonald East and Compton
Activity Lounge.
7-9 p.m. - Tutoring
Biology and chemistry tutors available Free and
open to al 231 Bromfield and Founders Study
Lounge.
7:30 p.m. - BGSU Ski Club
Meeting Open to al. 070 Overman

7:30 p.m. - Women's History Month Event
Dr. Elizabeth Dryer wl discuss "Sexuality and
Life in the Spirit Free and open to all Sponsored by the Lourdes Coeege lifelong Learning
Center. Franciacan Life Center, Lourdes College, Sytvania

8 a.m. - UAO Appalachian Trail Backpacking
Trip
Participating students should meet by the loading dock behind the Union
1 p.m.-Baseball
BGSU vs Northwestern University. Pheonlx.
7 p.m.-Baseball
BGSU vs Dartmouth Colege Pheonlx.

Sunday
March 18
8 ajn.-Tennis
Men's team vs Iowa State University. Hilton
Head Island
6,10 sun. - Church Services
St. John's Episcopal Church. 1509 E. Wooster
6.10 a.m.. Noon - Church Senricea
St Atoyakje Church. 150 S. Enterprise.

Thursday

8:30,11 a.m. - Church Services
St Mark's Lutheran Church, 315 S. Colege
(Sunday school at 9:45 a.m.).

March 15

9.11 a.m. - Church Services
First United Methodist Church, 1506 E. Wooetar.

I e.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit
See9am Monday. March 12, listing
1,3, and 4:30 p.m. - Biathlon Meeting
Informational meeting. Free and open to those
who pre-registered Conference room, Student
Recreation Center.
2:30-4:30 p.m. - CoHee Hours
Barbara Waddel trom Campus Safety will discuss "Play It Safe." Free and open to al. Sponsored by WSA. 411 South Hal.
8 p.m. - UAO Deadline
Interested sponsors of me Rock-A-Thon for
AIDS research should contact Shannon Walker
or Kate Ruffing In the UAO office, third floor,
Union
7:30 p.m. - Fellowship ol Christian Athletes
Meeting. Open to aH State Room, Union.
8 p.m. - Concert
The Trumpet Ensemble wil perform Free and
open to al. Bryan Recital Hal, Moore Musical
Arts Center
9 p.m. - Musical Qu tstlon-ind- Answer Session
Members ol "Uncle Mike's Band" wil be discussing "How to Form Your Own Band." Free
and open to al Sponsored by the Founders
staff. Quad Rock Cafe, Founders

12:30 p.m. - Reflection Time
Informal worship. Open to all United Christian
Fellowship Center, 313 Thurstin.

Friday

1-3 p.m. - Hearing Impaired Education
Advising for majors For appointments call
372-7293. 365Education

March 16

3-4:30 p.m. - French Cotlee Hours
Free and open to al. French House

Saturday
March 17

8-11 s.m. - Women tor Women
Button sale Union foyer
9 a.m.-6 p.m.-Art Exhibit
See9am Monday,March 12,listing.

3:30 p.m. - Biology Seminar
Dr. Tim Can, University of Blnols, w* discuss
the "Possible implications of s persistent paternal structure m the developing Drosophila embryo." Free and open to al. Sponsored by the
department of Biological Sciences. 112 Life
Sciences.

Noon - Graduate Student Luncheon
Chester Chambers. Toledo urban ministry coordinator, wW discuss his recent trip to Central
America. $1 donation requested for lunch Open
to al. United Christian Fellowship Center. 313
Thurstin

4-6 p.m. - Women's Studies Feminist Forum
Nancy Down wil discuss "Words of Power. Satire and Censorship." Free and open to all Faculty Lounge, Union.

6 p.m. - Scholarship Deadline
Entries due lor Alumni Book Scholarships in the
College of Arts snd Sciences Information available and entries due In 205 Administration

8-9 p.m. - USG Elections
Voting available for USG President and 12 senators. Open to any undergraduate with a valid
BGSU student ID. Union Foyer

6:30 p.m. - Gymnastics
BGSU at Western Michigan University Kalama-

9:30 a.m. - Church Santos
Grece Brethren Church. 121 S Enterprise.
9:30 a.m., 6 p.m. - Church Services
First Baptist Church. 749 S. Wmtergarden
10 s.m -Church Service
University Christian Church, 1040 Choral
Rehearsal Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center.
10 a. m. - Church Service
First Presbyterian Church, 126 S. Church.
10 a.m. - Church Service
. Christ Community Church, 123E CourtSt
10,11 :S0 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church Services
St. Thomas More Parish. 425 Thurstin.
10 a.m., 6 p.m. - Church Services
Dayspnng Assembly of God, 17360 N. Dixie
Highway.
10:30 a.m. - Church Service
Agape Church of Prayer United Christian Fellowship. 313 Thurstin (Bible study at 9:30 a.m.).
10:30 a.m. - Church Service
Trinity United Methodist Church. 200 N. Summit
(Sunday school at 9:15 a.m.).
10:30a.m. -Church Service
Peace Lutheran Church, 1028 West Pearl
(Sunday school at 9:15 a.m.).
10:46 s.m. - Church Service
First Christian Church, 875 Hsskins
10:45 a.m. - Church Service
Deliverance Tabernacle Church ol God, 17202
N. Mercer (Sunday school at 9:30 a.m.).
11 a.m. - Church Service
Maumee Valley Unitarian Universalist Congregation. Schaler Hal, 130 W Indiana. Perrysburg
(Religious eduoation at 10 a.m.).
11 a.m. - Church Service
Foursquare Gospel Church. 205 Sandridge
11 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church Services
New Horizon Pentecostal Church of God, 620
Second St (Sunday school at 10 a.m.)
1 p.m.-Baseball
BGSU vs Columbia College Phoenix.
4 p.m. - Tennis
Women's team vs Eton College Hilton Head
Island

6 p.m. - Church Servlc e
Pentecostal Young People's Association. 620
Second St
•-6 p.m. - Women tor Women
Meeting, including a panel discussion on heterosexual feminists and feminist men Open to al.
116 Business Administration.
7 p.m. - Church Service
New Horizon Pentecostal Church of God. 620
Second St.
7 p.m. - Church Service
Active Christians Today. 612 E. Wooster

Monday
March 19
1 p.m.-Beteball
BGSU vs. Northwestern University Phoenix.
Ariz.
2:30 p.m. - Softball
BGSU at San Diego State University.
4 p.m. - Tennis
Men's teem vs. Cornell University. Hilton Head
Island, S.C.
4 p.m. - Tennis
Women's team vs DePauw University Hilton
Head Island, S.C.

Saturday
March 24
2 p.m. - Gymnastics
BGSU at MAC Championships. Hosted by Ball
State University, Muncle, Ind.

Sunday
March 25
•,10 a.m. - Church Sendees
St John's Episcopal Church, 1509 E Wooster
•,10 a.m., Noon - Church Services
St Atoysius Church, 150S Enterprise
8:30,11 a.m. - Church Services
St. Mark's Lutheran Church. 315 S. College
(Sunday school at 9:45 a.m.).
0,11 a.m. - Church Services
First United Methodist Church. 1506 E Wooster.
0:30 a.m. - Church Senrice
Grace Brethren Church, 121 S. Enterprise
9:30 a.m., 8 p.m.'- Church Services
First Baptist Church 749 S Wintergarden.

7 p.m. - Basaball
BGSU vs Dartmouth Colege. Phoenix. Ariz.

10a.m. -Church Service
University Christian Church. 1040 Choral
Rehearsal Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center

Tuesday

10 a.m. - Church Service
First Presbyterian Church, 126 S Church.

March 20
• a.m. - Tennis
Men's team vs. Butler University. Hlton Head
Island, S.C.
1 p.m.-Baseball
BGSU vs Columbia Cotege Phoenix, Ariz.
4 p.m. - Tennis
Women's team vs. Baptist College. Hilton Head
island. S.C.

10 a.m. - Church Senrice
Christ Community Church, Women's Club, 134
N. Prospect
10,11:30 a.m.. 7 p.m - Church Services
St. Thomas More Parish, 425 Thursttn.
10 a.m., 6 p.m. - Church Services
Dayspring Assembly of God. 17360 N. Dixie
Highway.
10: JO a.m. - Church Senrice
Agape Church of Prayer. United Christian Fellowship, 313 Thuraon (Bible study at 9:30 a.m.).

Wednesday

10:30 a.m. - Church Senrice
Trinity United Methodist Church, 200 N. Summit
(Sunday school at 9:15 a.m.).

March 21

10:30 a.m. - Church Senrice
Peace Lutheran Church, 1028 West Pearl
(Sunday school at 9:15 a.m.)

6 a.m.-Tennis
Men's team vs. Bradley University. Hilton Head
island. SC.
Noon-Tennis
Women's team vs. Kalamazoo College Hlton
Head Island, S.C.
1p.m.-Basaball
BGSU vs Northwestern Unlveraity. Phoenix,
Ariz.
7 p.m. - Basaball
BGSU vs. Oartmouth Colege. Phoenix, Ariz.

Thursday

10:45 a.m. - Church Service
First Christian Church, 875 Haskina.
10:45 a.m. - Church Service
Deliverance Tabernacle Church of God. 17202
N. Mercer (Sunday school at 9:30 am)
11 a.m. - Church Service
Maumee Valley Unitarian Universalist Congregation. Schaker Hall. 130 W. Indiana. Perrysburg
(Religious education at 10 a.m )
11 a.m. - Church Service
Foursquare Gospel Church. 205 Sandridge

8 p.m. - Jazz Guitar Concert
Guitarist Herb Eliis will perform Tickets are $6
for students and senior citizens and S6 for others, and are available at the Kobacker Hall box
office. Bryan Recital Hal. Moore Musical Arts
Center

8 p.m.-2 p.m. Saturday (March 31) - Rock-AThon
Proceeds wil benefit AIDS research. Open to al.
Sponsored by UAO and the American Foundation for AIDS Research Forum. Student Services

0 p.m. - Peace Coalition
Meeting Open to all United Christian Fetowship
Center, 313 Thurstin

8 p.m. - French Movies
Free and open to al. French House.

0:30 p.m. - Progressive Student Organization
Meeting Open to all United Christian Fetowship
Center, 313 Thurstin.

Wednesday

8 and 10 p.m., Midnight - UAO Movie
"Look Who's Talking." $1 50 with vatd BGSU
studentl.D. 210 Math Science

March 28

10 p.m.-2 a.m. - Black History Month Event
Dance. Admission wil be charged. Sponsored
by the Alphs Angels Gym. Eppler South.

10-11:30 a.m. - Hearing Impaired Education
Advising for majors For appointments can
372-7293 365 Education.
12:30 p.m. - Reflection Time
Informal worship Open to all United Christian
Fetowship Center, 313 Thurstin.
1-3 p.m. - Hearing Impaired Education
Advising for majors. For sppointments call
372-7293. 365 Education
3-4:30 p.m. - French Coffee Hours
Free and open to at French House.
3:30 p.m. - Biology Seminar
Dr. Curtis Lively, Indiana University, wil discuss
the "Natural selection for sex in a New Zealand
snail " Free and open to at. Sponsored by the
department of Biological Sciences 112 Life
Sciences.
4 p.m. - Intramural Deadline
Entries due for coed and men's singles tennis.
Play begins April 2 108 Student Recreation

Center.
8:30 p.m. - Bible Study
Open to al. Foursquare Gospel Church. 205
Sandridge.
7:30 p.m. - BGSU Ski Club
Meeting Open to all 070 Overman

Thursday
March 29
1 p.m. - Tuition Raffle Drawing
The winner of the tuition raffle wil be drawn.
Free and open to al Sponsored by Honors Student Association Falcon's Nest, Union
7:30 p.m. - Fellowship ol Christian Athletes
Meeting Open to all. State Room, Union.
7:30 p.m. - Thursday Nile Lira
Free and open to at. Sponsored by BGSU Bible
Studies Alumni Room. Union
• p.m. - Festival Series
Eric Hawkins Dance Company will perform.
Tickets are $4. S9, sndS 14 for students and
$7. $12, and $17 for others, and are available
at the Kobacker Hal box office Kobacker Hal,
Moore Musical Arts Center
9 p.m.-UAO Movie
"Richard III " Free and open to all 210Math
Science.

March 22

11 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church Services
New Horizon Pentecostal Church of God, 620
Second St (Sunday school at 10 a.m.)

6 a.m.-Tennis
Women's team vs. Cornell University. Hilton
Head Island, S.C.

8 p.m. - Church Service
Pentecostal Young People's Association. 620
Second St.

March 30

Noon - Tennis
Men's team vs. South Carolina State University.
HUton Head Island. S.C.

7:30 p.m. - Planetarium Show
"It's About Time A Tale of Secrets of cur Clocks
and Calendars." S1 donation, open to all Planetarium. Physical Sciences

Noon - Graduate Student Luncheon
Mark Holding wit discuss "A Material Spirit.'" $1
donation requested for lunch Open to all United
Christian Fetowship Center, 313 Thurstin

1 p.m.-Baseball
BGSU vs Colombia Colege Phoenix, Ariz.

Friday
March 23
8 a.m. - Tennis
Men's team vs. University of Oregon. HUton
Headlsland.SC
Noon - Tennis
Women's team vs. Denison University. Hilton
Headlsland.SC.

Tuesday
March 27
4 p.m. - Intramural Deadline
Entries due lor coed 3-pitch Softball Play begins
April 2 108 Student Recreation Center
6 p.m. - Planetarium Show
"It's About Time: A Tale of Secrets of our Clocks
and Calendars." $1 donation, open to all. Planetarium. Physical Sciences.

• p.m. - Planetarium Show
"It's About Time' A Tale of Secrets of our Clocks
and Calendars." $1 donation, open to al. Planetarium, Physical Sciences

Friday
6 p.m. - BG Gaming Society
Various role-playing games played. Free and
open to all 222 Education
7:30 p.m. - Theatre Production
The Treehouse Troupe wtl perform "Fool of the
World" and "In One Basket " Tickets are $3 and
are available at the University Hall Box Office
Joe E Brown Theatre, University Hall
8 p.m. - Readings in the Chapw
MFA student Connie Everett wil read her fiction.
and fellow MFA student Wayne Barham wil read
his poetry Free and open to all Sponsored by
the Creative Writing program Prout Chapel

Saturday
Match 31

•

7:30 p.m. - Theatre Production
The Treehouse Troupe wil perform "Fool of the
World' and "In One Basket " Tickets are $3 and
are avaiable at the University Hal Box Office
Joe E. Brown Theatre. University Hal.
8 and 10 p.m., Midnight - UAO Movie
"Look Who's Talking." $1 50 with vatd BGSU
studentl.D. 210 Math Science.
8 p.m. - Black History Month
Heck and Gold Ball Admission w* be charged
Sponsored by Alpha Phi Alpha. Lenhart Grand
Baboom. Union.

Sunday
April 1
8,10 a.m. - Church Services
St John's Episcopal Church, 1509 E Wooster
8,10a.m., Noon - Church Services
St Aloystus Church, 150 S. Enterprise.
8:30,11 a.m. - Church t
St. Mark's Lutheran Church, 315 S. Colege
(Sunday school at 9:45 a.m.).
9,11a.m.- Church Services
First United Methodist Church, 1506 E. WooaMr.
9:30 a.m. - Church Service
Grace Brethren Church, 121 S Enterprise
9:30 a.m., 6 p.m. - Church Services
First Baptist Church. 749 S. Wintergarden.
10a.m. - Church Service
University Christian Church, 1040 Choral
Rehearsal Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center
10 a.m. - Church Service
First Presbyterian Church. 126 S. Church.
10 a.m. - Church Senrice
Christ Community Church, Women's Club. 134
N. Prospect.
tO, 11:30 a.m.. 7 p.m. - Church Services
St Thomas More Parish, 425 Thurstin.
10 a.m., 8 p.m. - Church Services
Dayspring Assembly of God, 17360 N Dixie
Highway.
10:30 a.m. - Church Service
Agape Church ol Prayer. United Christian Fellowship, 313 Thurstin (Bible study at 9:30 a.m.).
1 p.m. - Baseball
BGSU at Oakland University
2 p.m. - Theatre Production
The Treehouse Troupe wit perform "Fool of the
World" and "In One Basket." Tickets are $3 and
are available at the University Hal Box Office.
JoeE Brown Theatre. University Hal
6 p.m. - Church Service
Pentecostal Young People's Association. 620
Second St
7:30 p.m. - Planetarium Show
"It's About Time A Tale of Secrets ot our Clocks
and Calendars." $1 donation, open to al. Planetarium, Physical Sciences.

,

Treehouse Troupe targets tots
Three performances of two plays for
children have been announced by the
University's Treehouse Troupe, a touring children's theatre company.
The troupe will present "Fool of the
World" and "In One Basket" at 7:30
p.m. Friday and Saturday (March
30-31) at the Joe E. Brown Theatre,
University HaH.

Music professor
displays artwork
"Retrospective: Drawings, Paintings
andPrints, 1980-1990, "anexhlbitof
art work by Dr. Vernon Wolcott, is being shown now through Friday (March
16) from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Kennedy Green Room in the Moore Musical Arts Center.
Admission is free.
Wolcott is a professor of organ in the
College of Musical Arts who has taken
art classes on campus since 1978.
Many of his drawings, paintings and
prints have been seen in regional art
shows, including the Toledo Area Artists' Exhibition and the Lima Spring
Show.

Guitarist Jordan
headlines Jazz Week
"This is my favorite because it combines the fun of rock, pop, jazz, and
rhythm and blues with the serious discipline of classical music." That's the way
jazz guitarist extrodinaire Stanley Jordan describes his latest album, "Flying
Home."
But he could just as easily have been describing his live pertormances-although he would need to add that the emphasis is definitely on jazz.
The Grammy-nominated instrumentalist will highlight the University's annual
Jazz Week celebration with an 8 p.m. April 7 concert In Kobacker Hall of the
Moore Musical Arts Center.
Tickets for the concert go on sale Wednesday (March 14) at the Center box
office. They are priced at $9.50, $12.50 and $15.50; University students
receive a $2.50 discount in all price ranges.
Box office hours are noon to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Numerous other concerts and workshops will be held during Jazz Week,
which will run April 2-8. A complete listing of events will be included in the next
Green Sheet.
Jordan's musical heroes include Charlie Christian, Les Paul and Jimi Hendrix.
When he mixed these diverse influences with his own style and recorded his
first album, "Touch Sensitive," in 1981, the result was less that earthshattering.
When the album was virtually ignored by critics and the record-buying public,
Jordan rededicated himself to his art, moved to New York and began playing
everywhere from nighclubs to street corners.
In 1985, he recorded his second album "Magic Touch," and the hard work
resulted in a pair of Grammy nominations and a record-breaking 17-week run at
•.tie top of "Billboard" magazine's jazz chart.
The next year he released "Standards, Volume I," which resulted to his being
named best jazz guitarist of the year by "Rolling Stone," "Downbeat" and "Guitar Player" magazines.
In addition to performing in numerous television specials, he has performed
throughout the U. S., Europe, South America, Australia and Japan.
Jordan began his musical career at the age of six when he began studying
classical piano. Five years later, Jordan's parents divorced; Jordan moved with
his mother into an apartment and the piano had to be left behind.
It was then that he turned to the guitar. But Jordan said his found that moving
from 88 keys to six strings was "limiting" and it was then he began his unique
"touch" guitar technique.
He studied music and computers at Princeton University, where he earned a
bachelor's degree in 1981. With the financial help of friends and relatives, he
produced and recorded "Touch Sensitive" on his recording label, Tangent,
later that same year.
. It would be four more years of hard work before "Magic Touch" was released
and Jordan became an overnight success.
The Bowling Green concert is being sponsored by University Activities Organization and the College of Musical Arts.

•

Short stuff
A broad spectrum of stage techniques, from comedy to drama to
melodrama, is being offered by the
University theatre department as they
present "Shorts Festival '90," which Is
currently showing and continues until
Sunday (March 11) in the Joe E.
Brown Theatre, University Hall.
The festival consists of two bills of
three one-act plays, each of which wHI
run on a different night.
Tonight the plays will be "Sandbox"
by Edward Albee, "How It Hangs," by
Grace McKeaney and "The Nature and
Purpose of the Universe" by Christopher Durang.
On Saturday (March 10) the show
will offer "Trifles" by Susan Glaspell,
"Catastrophe" by Samuel Beckett and
"Home Free" by Lanford Wilson.
The curtain will rise at 8 p.m. each
night.
Then on Sunday, all six plays will be
presented beginning at 2 p.m.
Admission is $3 for each performance and reservations can be made by
contacting the Eva Marie Saint box office in University Hall.
"Sandbox," which is being directed
by senior Andrew McLean, deals with
society's attitudes toward aging. "How
It Hangs," directed by senior Rene
Guerrero, is the story of a group of
abused women who find comfort and
strength in each other. "The Nature
and Purpose of the Universe," which is
directed by graduate student Dean
Yohnk, uses strong language and
graphic violence to present a dark
comedy about the American nuclear
family.
"Trifles," directed by doctoral student Monica Fay Anderson, is an
American theater classic about two
women solving a murder mystery. "Catastrophe," directed by doctoral student Anne Stephens, looks inward at
the world of theater and "Home Free,"
which is directed by junior Douglas
Lamielle, examines a fragile relationship between a brother and sister
who are both finding difficulties in coping with the world.
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Both shows also will be presented
beginning at 2 p.m. Sunday (April 1).
Tickets for the performances are $3
each and go on sale Monday (March
26). Tickets can be purchased at the
theatre box office on the second floor
of University Hall between 10 a.m. and
2 p.m. and 4-7 p.m. Monday through
Friday. Tickets also will be sold beginning one hour before curtain time.
"Fool of the World," written by John
Urquhart, Rita Grauer and Paul Picus,
has been adapted from a Russian foltake about a simple, young peasant
who builds a magical flying ship. The
young man lands at the Czar's palace
and, with the help of the audience,
wins the love of the princess.
"In One Basket," written by Shirley
Pugh, is a collection of little-known folk
and fairy tales from around the world
which are presented in the style of a
story theatre.

Register for biathlon
If spending the day swimming and
biking at top speed sounds like a great
time, then the Third Annual Student
Recreation Center Biathlon is just for
you.
The event will be held April 21 -a
one mile swim and a 10-kilometer
ride-but students, faculty and staff
have only until Monday (March 12) to
register.
Persons can compete as individuals
or as part of a team. They can also
compete to record the fastest time, or
to come closest to a time predetermined by their team.
Those who register must attend one
of six meetings set for 1, 3 and 4:30
p.m. Tuesday and Thursday (March 13
and 15) In the conference room at the
Center.
Additional information and registration material can be obtained in the
Center's main office.

Plan for sibs
Although it's still about four weeks
away, it's time to start planning for the
annual Sibs and Kids Weekend,
scheduled for April 6-8.
A number of activities are planned
for the weekend, including varsity
sporting events, recreational tournaments, UAO movies, concerts and art
shows. For a complete listing of
events, see the March 30 issue
of Green Sheet.
In the past the emphasis has been
on "little sibs," while this year's event
is attempting to incorportate big or little
sibs.
Green Sheet is published by the
Bowling Green State University Office of Public Relations for students,
faculty and staff.
The next issue of Green Sheet
will be published March 30. it will
cover events occuring April 2
through April 15. The deadline to
submit information for that issue is
noon Wednesday, March 28.
All events must be submitted in
writing to the Green Sheet editor,
806 Administration Building. There
is no charge to have an item listed.
Editor Jeff Schober
Calendar Editor: Melissa Henry
Production: Laura Hofmeyer

